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CHAPTER 11

The Syrian Agricultural Producers:
Structural and Distributional Features
by Alexander Sarris and Alessandro Corsi

11.1 INTRODUCTION: TYPES OF FARMERS IN SYRIA
The main production units in Syrian agriculture are small- and medium-sized
farmers, as the agrarian reform caused the practical disappearance of traditional
large-scale landowners. The purpose of this chapter is to illustrate the various
structural and distributional characteristics of these farmers. The main source of
structural information on Syrian agriculture, the agricultural censuses, report
farmers in terms of “holders” who, according to the census definition, are the
persons responsible for technical and administrative investment of the agricultural
holding, and who have the ultimate economic responsibility on their own or with
partners.
During the period between the agricultural censuses of 1981 and 1994, there has
been a considerable 26 percent increase in the total number of holders, from
485 691 in 1981 to 613 657 in 1994 (Table 11.1).
Table 11.1

Farm holders in Syria and proportion with main job farming

Total number of holders (1)
Holders with land (2)
Holders without land (3)
Holders with land with main job farming (4)
Holders without land with main job farming (5)
(4) as share of (2) (%)
(5) as share of (3) (%)

Census year
1981
1994
485 691
613 657
409 492
573 193
76 199
40 464
261 386
409 142
11 224
22 860
63.8
71.4
14.7
56.5

Source: Computed from 1981 and 1994 census of agriculture.

Given that the total cultivable land has not changed by much during this period,
the inevitable conclusion is that there has been considerable fragmentation and
subdivision of farms, despite laws and regulations that explicitly forbid it. This
must have been the consequence of population growth coupled with long standing
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social norms in Syria that dictate the roughly even subdivision of land among a
family’s children.
Holders are divided into those having and those not having land, further classified
according to farming being or not being their main occupation. Holders whose
main occupation is not farming, a category including absentee owners as well as
part-time farmers with a prevalent non-farming occupation, have a considerable
importance in Syria. Nevertheless, their number and share have declined: census
figures indicate that they were 213 000 (43.9 percent of total holders) in 1981, and
182 000 (29.6 percent) in 1994, while in the same period the number of holders
with main job farming had increased from 273 000 to 432 000 (Table 11.1).
The category of holders whose main occupation is not farming can be considered
to be composed mostly of absentee owners, included in the category “holders with
land with main job not in farming”. Several waves of out-migration have actually
increased their number. In fact, the category includes members of the urban
middle classes with some agricultural property, but also relatively poor farmers
unable to make a living out of agriculture and attracted by better opportunities in
neighboring countries or in the cities. In the 1980s, electrification and improved
road links in rural areas permitted a gradual return to the villages of many holders
as part-time farmers who regularly commute to cities, even at substantial distances
in all peri-urban areas in the country. Part-time farmers enjoy all the benefits of
full-time farmers in terms of Government services and subsidized inputs. The
return to their home base of many part-time farmers may also be a partial
explanation for the phenomenon of increasing conflicts between owners and
operating farmers, where the former want to recover possession of their property
and the latter are not willing to terminate the existing sharecropping or labour
agreements. Hence, the phenomenon of return to the land may have side effects
on an already saturated land and labour market.
The proportion of holders with main jobs in agriculture varies considerably by
region, as table 11.2 illustrates. The proportions are generally higher among those
holders that have land, and also higher in regions that are mostly rural like AlRakka, Deir-ez-Zor, and Al-Hassakeh. This supports the thesis that proximity to
urban areas leads to more part-time farming. The educational status of holders is
very low. More than 83 percent of all holders have education less than or equal to
elementary, and a large share of those (44 percent) are illiterate.
While the total number of farm holders with and without land is known, there are
many categories within these broad groups. It is possible to group households
partaking in farm operations, and agricultural production in general, into many
overlapping functional categories. These are:
(a)

landed holders whose main occupation is not farming (mainly absentees);

(b)

landed holders with farming as a main occupation, i.e. owner-operators;

(c)

landless holders whose main occupation is not farming (mainly absentees);
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Regional distribution of holders (landed, landless, by main job and
education)

1981
Total
Total Holders Holders
number of number having having
MOHAFAZA holders
of
no land
land
holders
Damascus
7 367
293
7 074
Damascus
37 608* 41 492
4 473 37 019
Rural
Homs
40 107 50 370
4 383 45 987
Hama
51 063 65 909
5 030 60 879
Tartous
42 278 58 773
694 58 079
Lattakia
36 525 48 208
774 47 434
Idleb
46 985 55 654
2 476 53 178
Aleppo
85 927 96 832
7 465 89 367
Al-Rakka
21 598 27 824
2 300 25 524
Deir-ez-Zor
29 525 42 042
2 787 39 255
Al-Hassakeh
55 162 61 089
6 061 55 028
Al-Sweida
15 792 23 286
1 128 22 158
Dara'a
20 857 30 432
2 074 28 358
Quneitra
2 264
4 379
526
3 853
Total
485 691 613 657 40 464 573 193
Country
*Includes Damascus city.
Source: Computed from 1994 census of agriculture.

1994
% Holders
with main job
Agriculture
without with land
land
55.3
46.0

% Holders with
elementary or lower
education
without with land
land
75.4
52.6

57.4

64.9

83.3

81.9

53.3
57.4
54.0
49.1
52.2
51.4
58.0
63.2
62.1
64.5
57.8
46.6

65.3
75.9
53.5
60.7
73.3
78.7
85.2
88.4
86.0
61.0
59.8
55.4

81.3
83.9
69.6
75.7
82.2
91.9
90.2
91.2
90.0
78.2
81.2
66.3

76.4
81.3
69.4
73.5
84.2
91.1
92.7
93.0
89.8
73.9
78.4
73.8

56.5

71.4

85.8

82.2

(d)

landless holders with farming as a main occupation, i.e. owner-operators
without land;

(e)

sharecroppers and tenants on private land having a written or oral
agreement with the owner of the land;

(f)

land reform beneficiaries and state land distribution beneficiaries that do
not yet fully own their land. These are owner-like possessors of holdings
assigned to them, for which they pay a yearly fee up to concurrence of
one-fourth of the value of the assigned land;

(g)

tenants on public land, renting on lands belonging to the old state land
establishment or to the expropriated land reform areas not distributed to
beneficiaries;

(h)

squatters on public land - a category of workers aiming at becoming legal
tenants and for which regularization is on-going;

(i)

squatters on private land, who are mainly sharecroppers whose contract has
expired and whose rights are awaiting arbitration;
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(j)

labourers on state farms, joint ventures or larger private farms with a
permanent contract, which is a very small category as most contracts are for
short-term casual labour;

(k)

landless and near landless labourers, mainly descending from small owner
or sharecropping households with inadequate land base to redistribute to
children;

(l)

agricultural entrepreneurs, these operators rent or own large areas of land,
especially in the northeast part of the country.

However, these groups can be overlapping. For instance one household’s
members may be owner operators in one holding and sharecroppers in another, or
farm labourers. That is, the groups are not discrete and also their interests often
overlap. From the management point of view, apart from absentee owners in
categories (a) and (c ), and categories (j) and (k), who are permanent and casual
labour working under instructions, all other categories function as farm operating
households with different degrees of independence from the ultimate owner of the
land.
The importance of different types of tenure is exhibited in Table 11.3.
Table 11.3
MOHAFAZAT

Landed holders and average holding land size by types of tenure (1994)
Landed Holders that own
holders
all their land

No. of Average No. of
holders area (ha) holders
Total
Country
Damascus
Damascus
Rural
Homs
Hama
Tartous
Lattakia
Idleb
Aleppo
Al-Rakka
Deir-ez-Zor
Al-Hassakeh
Al-Sweida
Dara'a
Quneitra

573 193 514 752

7.6

Holders with
several types of
tenure
Average No. of Average No. of Average
area (ha) holders area
holders area (ha)

Holders that rent Holders with other
all their land
types of tenure

14.2

9.4

20 418

15.7

2.0

99

3.4

2.1

18 713
88

603

4.0

1 333

4.3

1 025

8.3

2 102
2 426
224
285
337
2 542
2 507
2 577
4 836
33
605
53

16.2
11.0
1.2
1.4
5.9
14.0
18.0
19.0
15.6
6.2
2.7
4.8

1 028
2 918
482
920
958
1 929
2 891
548
5 328
39
108
143

6.6
5.5
1.7
1.4
6.9
11.4
18.2
4.0
11.3
2.9
5.5
4.5

2 025
2 718
742
830
1 396
1 523
2 124
3 799
2 921
161
875
180

22.6
12.3
2.9
2.9
7.2
19.1
26.0
12.0
26.2
14.3
8.4
8.1

7 074

6 707

2.8

19 310
180

37 019

34 058

3.1

45 987
60 879
58 079
47 434
53 178
89 367
25 524
39 255
55 028
22 158
28 358
3 853

40 832
52 817
5 6631
45 399
50 487
83 373
18 002
32 331
41 943
21 925
26 770
3 477

7.1
6.3
1.8
2.0
5.3
11.9
28.0
3.4
17.6
7.5
7.0
4.7

Source: Computed from 1994 census of agriculture.
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It can be seen that among holders that have land, the overwhelming proportion (90
percent) consists of holders that own all their land. However, the average size of
land operated by landed holders differs according to types of tenure. The largest
average land holdings are operated by holders who either rent all land, or operate
under a multitude of tenure arrangements. Nevertheless, the conclusion seems to
be that the dominant type of holder in Syria is the landed owner operator. These
owner operators include those that have received land under the land reform, but
have not as yet fully paid for it. In Al-Sweida, Lattakia and Tartous the share of
holders that own all their land is the largest: Lattakia and Tartous are areas of
traditionally small and intensive farms, while the average farm size in Al-Sweida
is around the national average. By contrast, in Al-Rakka and Hassakeh an
appreciable part of holders either rent all of their land or have a mixed type of
tenure: in both Mohafazat the average farm size is much larger than the national
average.
11.2 SIZE DISTRIBUTION OF HOLDINGS
The actual size levels can diverge when measured in terms of total area, cultivable
area, or actually cultivated area. In addition, the total number of holdings may or
may not include holdings without land. The notion of holding stretches across
private and public land, it includes a large number of small farms but also largescale state farms as well as commercial type joint ventures. Seven joint ventures
with mixed private and public financing existed in year 2000 with a total of
7 242 ha and an average of 1 035 ha. The average size of holdings in 1994 was
7.6 ha, and this has been decreasing over time, from 11.8 ha in 1970 and 9.6 in
1981. This decrease is a result of the increase in the number of holdings over time,
without increase in the total cultivable land.
The evolution of farm size has been different over the national territory. Against a
decrease between 1970 and 1981 and then a further decrease in 1994 of average
farm size, there are examples of dramatic decreases as in Damascus rural, Homs,
Hama, Deir-ez-Zor, Al-Hassakeh, Sweida, Dara’a and Quneitra where average
holding size decreased substantially between 1970 and 1994. On the other hand,
very small holdings were and continue to prevail in the coastal region. In Tartous,
for instance, the already small average holding of 2.7 ha in 1970 only decreased to
1.8 ha in 1994, meaning that some sort of minimum threshold of operation had
been reached. There are, however, also cases such as Al-Rakka, where an above
national average of holding of 22.1 ha in 1970 increased to 23.6 in 1994, probably
indicating some land consolidation (table 11.4).
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Table 11.4 Average area (ha) of all holdings in 1970, 1981 and 1994
MOHAFAZAT

1970
11.8
6.9
3.8
12.6
10.0
2.7
2.4
6.7
14.2
22.1
9.5
36.9
12.2
13.2
8.6

Country Total
Damascus city
Damascus rural
Homs
Hama
Tartous
Lattakia
Idleb
Aleppo
Al Rakka
Deir-ez-Zor
Al Hassakeh
Al Sweida
Dara’a
Quneitra

1981
9.6
6.9
4.7
8.4
7.9
2.2
1.9
5.4
10.9
30.0
4.4
25.5
8.4
9.6
5.2

1994
7.6
2.7
2.9
7.5
6.2
1.8
1.9
5.2
11.1
23.6
4.9
15.6
7.2
6,5
4.3

Source: Forni (2001), Sarris (1995), and elaboration from1994 census of agriculture.

The size distribution of holdings that have land in each Mohafazat (the
administrative divisions of the country), and the percentage of land operated in
each class, are shown in Table 11.5.
Table 11.5 Size distribution of landed holdings in each class, and total land operated
Holding

percent 1994 size classes <0.5

(ha)
Holders
Area
Holders
Rural Damascus
Area
Homs
Holders
Area
Hama
Holders
Area
Tartous
Holders
Area
Lattakia
Holders
Area
Idleb
Holders
Area
Aleppo
Holders
Area
Al-Rakka
Holders
Area
Damascus City

30.6
2.7
20.4
1.7
7.4
0.3
5.1
0.2
18.9
3.1
18.4
3.1
5.8
0.3
1.4
0.0
0.9
0.0

0.5-2

2-10

10-50

>50

Total

36.2
10.8
37.5
12.3
28.3
3.8
25.3
4.1
51.7
30.3
48.9
27.3
31.0
6.6
11.7
1.2
11.5
0.2

25.5
31.8
35.6
45.8
43.0
23.2
52.7
32.5
28.3
55.8
31.2
58.1
48.9
40.8
49.5
21.9
35.1
2.5

7.1
40.4
6.2
31.7
18.9
46.4
15.3
45.0
1.0
8.0
1.5
10.3
13.7
44.5
34.8
58.3
39.2
73.5

0.6
14.4
0.3
8.4
2.4
26.2
1.6
18.1
0.0
2.9
0.0
1.2
0.6
7.8
2.6
18.6
13.3
23.8

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

Total number
of holders and
area (ha)
7 074
19 868
37 019
122 041
45 987
378 195
60 889
408 241
58 079
105 225
47 434
92 752
53 078
288 235
89 367
1 076 526
25 524
1 635 855
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Deir-ez-Zor
Al-Hassakeh
Sweida
Dara'a
Quneitra
Syria

Holders
Area
Holders
Area
Holders
Area
Holders
Area
Holders
Area
Holders
Area

11.5
0.6
0.3
0.0
4.8
0.2
9.4
0.4
7.8
0.5
8.6
0.3

37.1
7.7
3.2
0.2
22.0
3.7
19.2
3.6
30.3
6.9
27.1
3.7
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37.9
29.5
34.0
11.2
51.1
33.8
52.1
40.3
46.2
40.6
41.6
23.3

12.5
46.0
57.7
66.5
21.1
51.9
18.7
49.5
15.3
48.4
20.7
49.7

0.9
16.2
4.7
22.1
1.0
10.5
0.5
6.2
0.3
3.6
2.0
23.0

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

39 255
205 206
55 021
951 705
22 158
166 449
28 358
197 504
3 853
18 727
573 193
4 687 546

Source: Computed from 1994 census of agriculture.

It can be seen that the size distribution of holdings is quite skewed. In 1994, 35.7
percent of landed holdings operated less than 2 ha, but they accounted for only 4
percent of total land operated. By contrast the 2 percent of the largest holdings,
namely those with land larger than 50 ha, operated 23 percent of total land of all
holdings. The next largest class, namely those operating between 10 and 50 ha,
while constituting 20.7 of all holders, operated on almost half the total land. The
geographical size distribution of holdings is quite marked, with Tartous and
Lattakia being characterized by distributions concentrated in small holdings, while
Aleppo, Al-Rakka and Al-Hassakeh are characterized by distributions markedly
skewed toward larger size classes1.
1

The total area operated by the private holders of table 11.6 in 1994 according to the census was
4 687.5 000 ha, of which 4 609.2 000 ha was cultivable. This contrasts with the figure for total
area held by agricultural holders, reported in the Annual Statistical Abstract of 1999, which can be
calculated (by multiplying the number of holders by the average area) to be equal to 5 197.7
thousand ha, of which 5 105.6 thousand is cultivable. The Annual Statistical Abstract 1999 also
reports that the total cultivable land in Syria is 5 981 thousand ha, of which 5 484 thousand is
cultivated. Clearly, there are some major discrepancies between these data. For instance, the
difference between the total cultivable land reported in the Statistical Abstract and the total
cultivable land of census respondents is about 1 372 thousand ha, while the difference between the
total cultivated land reported in the Statistical Abstract and the total land cultivated by census
respondents (which is 4 525.3 thousand ha) is 960 thousand ha.
There is another form of arable land not reported in the census, mostly owned by the Government.
According to 1984 data, a small proportion of public agricultural lands was cultivated by eight
production cooperatives (about 3 000 ha). These were established by the Government through
relocation of farmers displaced by the filling of lake Assad. In 2001, 12 state farms occupied
another 112 420 ha, of which 70 977 ha were cultivable, and 50 588 ha were actually cultivated,
and of these 19 904 were irrigated. Another 12 state farms occupied another 6 340 ha in 1993 and
produced largely livestock products. Seven joint ventures with mixed private and public financing
existed in year 2000, with a total of 7 242 ha. Apart from the private landowners, cooperatives,
and state farms, there are another 39.4 thousand ha currently utilised by GOEDEB of which
24.8 thousand ha are cultivable. The total area of the above classes, that are most likely not
included in the census, amounts to 168 thousand ha, of which about 85 thousand ha are cultivable.
This still leaves a large gap between reported official total cultivable and cultivated area, and land
operated by various types of holders. The discrepancy suggests that there is a considerable amount
of land that is public land, and which is farmed under some type of unspecified tenure (squatters,
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Table 11.6 presents the distribution of size classes across the geographical regions
in 1994. It can be verified, as in the former table, that the bulk of small farms are
in rural Damascus, Tartous and Lattakia, while the bulk of the largest holdings are
in Aleppo, Al-Rakka, and Al-Hassakeh.
Table 11.6

Size distribution (%) of holdings across Mohafazat in 1994

Holding classes by size
(ha)
Damascus City
Rural Damascus
Homs
Hama
Tartous
Lattakia
Idleb
Aleppo
Al-Rakka
Deir-ez-Zor
Al-Hassakeh
Sweida
Dara'a
Quneitra
All Syria (%)
All Syria (Number)

<0.5

0.5-2

2-10

10-50

>50

Total

4.4
15.3
7.0
6.3
22.4
17.8
6.3
2.6
0.5
9.2
0.4
2.2
5.4
0.6
100.0
49 185

1.6
8.9
8.4
9.9
19.3
14.9
10.6
6.7
1.9
9.4
1.1
3.1
3.5
0.8
100.0
155 586

0.8
5.5
8.3
13.5
6.9
6.2
10.9
18.6
3.8
6.2
7.9
4.8
6.2
0.7
100.0
238 346

0.4
2.0
7.3
7.9
0.5
0.6
6.1
26.3
8.4
4.1
26.8
3.9
4.5
0.5
100.0
118 426

0.4
1.0
9.5
8.1
0.2
0.1
2.6
19.7
29.1
3.2
22.4
1.9
1.2
0.1
100.0
11 650

1.2
6.5
8.0
10.6
10.1
8.3
9.3
15.6
4.5
6.8
9.6
3.9
4.9
0.7
100.0
573 193

Source: Computed from 1994 census of agriculture.

Table 11.7 exhibits the size distribution of landed holdings by type of tenure. It
can be seen that the size distribution of holdings with not fully owned land is
much more skewed towards the larger classes. This must reflect the importance of
the farming entrepreneurs and other joint stock farming companies.
_______________________
etc), or that the number of those who have leased public land is much larger than what was
reported above.
To some extent the discrepancy might be accounted for by the distribution of expropriated lands.
According to the 1993 Annual Statistical Abstract, by 1975 there were 1 401.3 thousand ha that
had been expropriated, of which 351.4 thousand were not distributed, 254 thousand ha were
allocated to cooperatives, ministries and other organisations, 329.8 thousand was excluded and
sold land, and 466.1 thousand were distributed lands. If it is assumed that the distributed lands are
included in the holdings of the 1994 agricultural census, and that half of the land allocated to cooperatives, ministries and organisations is not included in the census, then the above figures result
in about 808 thousand ha that are public land, and have either been distributed to organisations,
ministries, etc, or have been not distributed. This is a figure that comes close to bridging the gap
between the reported figures in the census and the Statistical Abstract. Since this land represents
about 14 percent of the total cultivable land in Syria, it is interesting to inquire as to the current
uses of this land. If, as is reported informally, there are many squatters who utilise public land for
private cultivation without any formal arrangement, then it would be important to find out how
many there are, how much land they cultivate and what they produce, if they benefit from any
public policies, such as subsidised inputs and credit, and what types of income sources they have.
This suggests that the issue of land tenure might still be a very live one, despite years of land
reform.
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Table 11.7
Holding
area
size
classes
(ha)
<0.5
0.5-2
2-10
10-50
>50
Total
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Size distribution of landed holdings by types of tenure

Holders own all
land

Holders rent all
land

Holders by other
types

Holders by more
than one type

All holders

No. of
Holders

%

No. of
Holders

%

No. of
Holders

%

No. of
Holders

%

No. of
Holders

%

47 483
146 642
214 285
97 383
8 959
514 752

9.2
28.5
41.6
18.9
1.7
100.0

590
2 769
6 695
8 289
967
19 310

3.1
14.3
34.7
42.9
5.0
100.0

865
3 592
8 507
5 368
381
18 713

4.6
19.2
45.5
28.7
2.0
100.0

247
2 583
8 859
7 386
1 343
20 418

1.2
12.7
43.4
36.2
6.6
100.0

49 185
155 586
238 346
118 426
11 650
573 193

8.6
27.1
41.6
20.7
2.0
100.0

Source: Computed from 1994 census of agriculture.

11.3 AGRICULTURAL LABOUR
Estimates of labour employed in agriculture are difficult in Syria for lack of
appropriate consistent data. As reported officially in the Central Bureau of
Statistics (CBS) 2001 Statistical Abstract, employment in agriculture and forestry
was estimated at 1 430 000 in 2000 (of which 961 000 male, and 469 000 female),
a 33 percent increase from 1994, representing 32 percent of total employment.
However, the analysis in chapter one of this volume suggested that the total labour
force employed in agriculture in 1999 was equal to only 828 000 people (704 000
male and 114 000 female). This amounts to only 17.6 percent of the estimated
active labour force (Sarris, 2003), and compares with official figures of 1 081 000
in 1998 and 918 000 people in 1991, or 28.2 percent of the total employment then.
The IMF in turn (IMF 2000b) estimated the employment in agriculture in 1998 at
1 233 000 (1 200 000 private and 33 000 public), which is about 14 percent higher
than what is estimated above, and accounts for 29 percent of the total
employment.
The share of total employed females working in agriculture is high relative to
other sectors, and constitutes the bulk (58.8 percent) of female employment. By
contrast, the share for males is only 26.2 percent. Women in Syria account for 33
percent of agricultural labour, and in particular represent a large share of seasonal
agricultural workers, who in turn largely come from low-income households. The
significant decline of agricultural employment in 1999 by 23.5 percent, which was
mostly accounted for by declines in female agricultural employment, is
interesting. As women in Syria account for a large share of seasonal agricultural
workers, and largely come from low-income households, the large decline in that
type of employment in 1999 suggests that the drought must have affected
considerably those poor households that depend of agricultural wages for part of
their income.
Out of the total number of people employed in agriculture in 1991, official
estimates report that 361 000 were unpaid family workers (148 000 male, and 213
000 female), 145 000 were paid workers (84 000 male and 61 000 female),
280 000 were self employed (266 000 male and 14 000 female), and 132 000 were
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employers (126 000 male and 6 000 female). It is quite clear that the bulk of
females working in agriculture in 1991 were unpaid family workers, and of the
rest, the overwhelming share was paid workers. It is not clear or derivable from
existing statistics, what the corresponding picture is now.
Another source of information on agricultural labour is the 1994 agricultural
census, according to which (Table 11.8) the total number of family members
employed in private agricultural holdings was 1.94 million. This number does not
consider the fact that many family members are only partly employed in the
family holding. The table indicates that the average number of family members
per holding is relatively stable over different land size classes, at about 3.7.
Table 11.8
Farm size Number
classes
of
(ha)
holdings

Landless

40 403

<0.5
0.5-2
2-10
10-50
>50
All
country

48 405
153 191
233 669
114 538
10 840

Labour utilized by farm holdings by size categories
Total
family
workers

59 525

Total area Number of Number of
Total
Family Family
Total Total
planted permanent full time number of workers workers hired
hired
(ha)
workers equivalent full time
per
per ha workers workers
temporary
hired
holding
per
per ha
workers
workers
holding
0

773

99

872

1.47

107 308
13 699
449 735
161 596
862 360
989 771
418 570 2 069 818
40 644
965 562

1 719
7 550
17 725
17 989
5 253

449
3 880
16 192
14 273
2 601

2168
11430
33917
32262
7854

2.22
2.94
3.69
3.65
3.75

7.83
2.78
0.87
0.20
0.04

0.04
0.07
0.15
0.28
0.72

0.02
0.16
0.07
0.03
0.02
0.01

601 046 1 938 142 4 200 446

51 009

37 495

88 504

3.22

0.46

0.15

0.02

Source: Computed from the 1994 Agricultural census.

Hired workers (permanent workers, plus the full time equivalent of temporary
workers, computed by dividing the number of days worked by all temporary
workers by 250), account for only about 88 500 full time equivalent person-years,
of which permanent workers constitute 58 percent. The reason is that, while there
are 1.6 million temporary workers employed by all holders, the average number of
days each temporary worker works is only 5.9. The amount of hired labour
increases with the size of holding, as expected, but the amount of both family, as
well as hired labour per ha of cultivated land decreases as farm size increases.
This suggests that larger farms are more capital intensive than smaller ones, and
that labour productivity is much higher on larger size farms.
Employment opportunities for full-time or occasional workers vary throughout the
country and are affected by seasonality. In many parts of Syria, in the Hama
countryside, as an example, a situation of labour shortage during harvesting coexists with relative labour abundance throughout the year. The number of totally
landless labourers in the Hama governorate is said not to exceed 10 percent but is
constantly on the increase because of population growth, insufficient development
of non-agricultural employment opportunities, and continuing fragmentation of
holdings through inheritance. However, in view of the active labour demand
during the peak agricultural seasons, open unemployment of agricultural labour
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exists mainly for about two months in the slack season only. A similar situation is
true for Hassakeh, where in some cases a large part of seasonal labour for
harvesting comes from other areas, and where farmers can have problems in
finding hired labour during the peak season (Shahaideh et al., 2001). According to
the same source, seasonal job opportunities are available for men both within and
outside the relevant areas, but for women it would be often difficult to find
seasonal work in other areas. A different picture is presented for Lattakia, an area
of intensive small family farms, where family labour prevails, and off-farm job
opportunities are scarce.
Landless labourer households, i.e. those households not operating land under any
form and not having a non-agricultural employment, were recorded in Forni’s
(2001) field survey as accounting for between 6 and 36 percent of total
households in the eight surveyed villages. This means that this category has a
varying significance across the territory. Furthermore, because they resort to
pluriactivity, i.e. their participation to several sectors and not agriculture only, the
landless as a category do not necessarily coincide with the poor households.
The landlessness situation in some parts of central Syria, e.g. Idleb, is serious as it
is characterized by limited numbers of totally landless labourers, but an
overwhelming presence of near-landless households. Eighty percent of the
households cultivate less than one hectare of land and another 15 cultivate
between one and three ha. This means that the minimum subsistence security
provided by the land base is such that the social balance may be toppled with
another round of subdivisions through inheritance. Furthermore, in a situation of
this type, the prospective employers of agricultural labour force, namely those
having a land base big enough to require labour in addition to household
resources, are limited. This explains the presence of many organized labour
groups in this Mohafaza, which bring to other areas the surplus labour of Idleb.
There is fortunately some complementarity between the different labour peaks,
i.e. Idleb’s labour migrates after the local peak demand and moves to work with
other crops in other areas.
More generally, in Syria, agricultural labour organization and mobilization
functions in accordance with local and non-local demand. Traditional labour
contractors, the chawesh, perform these functions. They pool mainly female
labour and make it available in different governorates according to market
demand.
Another phenomenon relevant to labour use and its coordination is interhousehold cooperation between farmers producing different crops and hence
having different labour requirement peaks. For instance cotton-producing farmers
get into cooperation with onion-producing farmers and exchange their family
labour, as needed. However, a broader information system on labour supply and
demand is missing.
The scarcity of land, coupled with insecurity of income creates a tendency among
workers to occupy land permanently whenever possible. Labourers are said to
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want to become sharecroppers, who are more difficult to evict, while all
employers would like to continue using casual unprotected labour. Currently,
however, labourers with no own production base are unlikely to be able to become
squatters, and hence slowly acquire rights to stay on the land. This is because
labourers are employed for short periods only and for specific tasks only for the
very purpose of preventing any possibility for them to settle on the land and claim
any right to it.
In general, the increasing supply of labour is not matched by similar increase in
demand and results in stagnation of daily wage rates. For instance, wage rates had
actually slightly decreased in Al-Hassakeh in 2000 over 1999 for cotton picking, a
relatively well-paid activity for female seasonal migrant labour.
It should, however, be noted that Syrian agricultural labour moves in a larger than
national context. Findings from a field survey conducted in the Idleb and Hama
Mohafazat in early 2001 indicate that workers compare the local daily rates with
those prevailing in Lebanon or in the Gulf. In the case of Lebanon the rates would
be about five times higher for comparable work, and the proximity allows
labourers to move out easily. It is mainly women, more constrained by social
custom, who are continuing to operate in the national market only, but by no
means in the purely local one. Women constitute the bulk of the migrant labour
force which the Chawesh mobilize to provide the needed number of labourers at
the right place and time for all the major agricultural operations, and particularly
harvest.
11.4 CAPITAL USE AMONG AGRICULTURAL HOLDINGS
While the size distribution of land is rather unequal, there are elements that
counterbalance, namely the distribution of different types of capital by size of
holding. At issue is the extent to which different types of holders have similar
patterns of capital ownership or use. There are four types of capital that are
relevant for Syria, and for which the census data permit analysis. These are
irrigated land, productive trees, animals and machinery.
Table 11.9 indicates the average area operated by holders of different size, and the
proportion of irrigated area among them. The noticeable thing is that albeit the
amount of irrigated land increases with holding size, the proportion of irrigated
land decreases. The larger land holdings have a larger proportion of rain-fed land.
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Table 11.9 Irrigated land in landed holdings by size
Land size
classes (ha)
<0.5
0.5-2
2-10
10-50
>50
All country

Number of
holders

Average total area
per holding (ha)

49 185
155 586
238 346
118 426
11 650
573 193

Average irrigated
Percent
area per holding (ha) irrigated land

0.30
1.11
4.58
19.67
92.52
8.18

0.13
0.41
1.37
3.93
13.89
1.79

44.5
37.1
29.8
20.0
15.0
21.8

Source: Computed from 1994 census of agriculture.

Table 11.10 indicates the numbers of holders by size classes who plant crops,
trees, greenhouses, and combinations. There are several noticeable things in this
table. First, the number of holders who plant only crops is relatively small, only
46.5 percent of the total. However, the proportion is much larger among the large
holdings. In the largest size class, namely those with area larger than 50 ha,
78 percent plant only crops, while in the lowest size class, namely those with area
less than 0.5 ha, only 27.4 percent plant only crops. In the next smallest size class,
namely those with land between 0.5 and 2 ha, only 33 percent plant only crops.
Table 11.10 Distribution of holders by types of crop operations
Land size
classes
(ha)

Landed
holders
(number)
…with:

only crops

Number
<0.5
0.5-2
2-10
10-50
>50
All
country

49 185
155 586
238 346
118 426
11 650
573 193

13 475
51 650
113 977
78 556
9 088
266 746

%

only fruit
trees

Number

27.4 26 076
33.2 58 542
47.8 43 386
66.3
5 817
78.0
122
46.5 133 943

%

crops and fruit green house and
trees
other
cultivation
Number

53.0
5 113
37.6 36 959
18.2 73 198
4.9
32 770
1.0
2 351
23.4 150 391

only
greenhouse
cultivation

%

Number

%

Number

%

10.4
23.8
30.7
27.7
20.2
26.2

2 747
6 380
5 655
582
47
15 411

5.6
4.1
2.4
0.5
0.4
2.7

202
42
2
0
0
246

0.4
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

Source: Computed from 1994 census of agriculture.

Remarkable from this table is the large number of holders (23.4 percent of all
holders with land) who plant only fruit trees. This proportion is, however, much
larger among small size holdings (53 percent of the smallest size class, and 37.6
percent in the next smallest size class). This indicates that for most small holdings
fruit trees are a profitable activity. The same pattern emerges in the case of
holders who have only greenhouses, or greenhouses along with other cultivation.
This suggests that farmers compensate with labour-intensive farming for the small
size of their holdings. An important implication is that policies relating to fruits
and vegetables (most greenhouses produce vegetables) impact on small holdings,
while policies for crops impact more on larger holdings.
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While the choice of the type of vegetal crop partly compensates for the different
holding size, this is not so for animals (table 11.11), due to the extensive nature of
most animal raising in Syria. The number of holders who operate only land,
namely have no animals, is relatively small, only 26.5 percent of all holders.
However, the proportion is much larger among small holdings: animal ownership
is concentrated among larger holdings.
Table 11.11 Proportion of holders with different types of animals by holding size
Land size Number
classes (ha)
of
holders
Without
40 464
land
<0.5
49 049
0.5-2
155 571
2-10
238 443
10-50
118 473
>50
11 657
All
country

613 657

goats

percent of holders with …
Broiler Layer local horses camels beehives
chicken chicken chicken

sheep

cows

49.83

34.33 32.32

0.58

0.93

65.08 16.55

0.23

3.91

7.18
12.06
26.01
50.37
61.77

24.81
32.70
32.10
19.72
11.21

7.88
12.04
20.61
31.18
33.92

0.28
0.32
0.34
0.28
0.14

0.10
0.07
0.07
0.09
0.09

35.01
43.61
55.86
65.65
58.83

9.91
19.26
21.79
20.38
21.88

0.07
0.12
0.14
0.16
0.30

2.41
2.99
3.61
2.75
1.70

27.92

29.03 20.48

0.33

0.14

53.64 19.58

0.14

3.17

Source: Computed from 1994 census of agriculture.

The proportion of holders owning sheep and goats, the two most popular types of
animals, is much higher among larger farm holdings, and approach the proportion
of landless holders that have these types of animals, who are traditionally
regarded as animal raisers. On the other hand, the ownership of horses and local
chickens, while skewed in favour of the larger holdings, is relatively evenly
distributed. However, cow ownership is skewed towards smaller land holdings,
indicating that many cow owners do not own much land, but instead rely on
purchased feeds.
With respect to machinery, the distribution is also uneven. Table 11.12 indicates
the pattern of ownership of different types of machinery by farm size.
Table 11.12 Proportion of holders with different types of machinery by holding size
Land size
classes (ha)

Number of
holders

Without land

40 464
49 049
155 571
238 443
118 473
11 657
613 657

<0.5
0.5-2
2-10
10-50
>50
All country

Percent of holders owning …
water
raising
pumps
0.42
6.13
9.31
14.18
17.09
21.27
12.09

sprayers
by
motors
0.15
1.04
2.06
2.24
1.74
2.98
1.88

seeders

0.75
0.03
0.14
0.92
4.57
12.98
1.57

Source: Computed from 1994 census of agriculture.

modern
fixed
harvester
ploughs threshers threshers
2.02
0.58
1.48
5.52
12.20
21.34
5.46

0.37
0.11
0.24
0.59
1.01
1.84
0.55

0.84
0.09
0.18
0.58
1.61
4.25
0.72

tractors

6.89
2.09
4.47
12.96
22.18
34.18
11.72
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It can be seen that water raising pump ownership, seeder, modern plough,
thresher, and tractor ownership are all heavily skewed in terms of the proportions
owning toward the larger holdings, while sprayers are more evenly distributed.
Table 11.13, however, indicates that the number of machines owned per owning
household is very even, and close to one for most types of machinery. In other
words, it appears that for most holdings owning machinery, one piece of
machinery is enough. This suggests, in turn, that there might be considerable
inefficiencies in machine use in smaller holdings, as both smaller and larger size
holdings seem to utilize on average the same number of machines, whenever they
own them, while the land they operate is vastly different. On the other hand, this
is also consistent with the reported pattern, whereby machine owners who have
surplus capacity make them available for hire to other holders.
Table 11.13 Number of different types of machines per machine owning holding
Number of machines per owning holder
seeders modern
fixed
harvester
ploughs threshers threshers
1.13
1.07
1.59
1.10
0.94
1.05
1.00
1.36
1.30
0.70
1.04
1.06
1.39
1.18
0.72
1.24
1.07
1.55
1.19
0.82
2.37
1.06
1.67
1.16
0.82
2.40
1.08
1.88
1.03
0.94
1.41
1.07
1.61
1.17
0.83

Land size classes water raising sprayers
(ha)
pumps
by motors

Landless
<0.5
0.5-2
2-10
10-50
>50
All country

1.16
1.06
1.07
1.16
1.25
1.56
1.17

tractors
1.00
0.99
0.97
0.98
1.00
1.07
0.99

Source: Computed from 1994 census of agriculture.

Table 11.14 indicates the number of different types of machines per ha of total
operated land (namely by all holdings and not only those owning the machines)
among different sizes of holdings. The remarkable thing is that there appears to be
an inverse relationship between the size class and the number of machines per ha.
Assuming that those with excess machine capacity make them available to other
farmers of the same size class, the numbers suggest that either there is
considerable capital intensity in smaller farms, or that there are inefficiencies in
machine use for smaller sized farms.
Table 11.14 Types of machines per ha of land by land size class
Land size
classes (ha)

Total area
operated
(ha)

Number of machines per 000 ha for all holders
water sprayers seeders modern
fixed
harvester
raising by motors
ploughs threshers threshers
pumps

0
14 626 217
36
1
173 296 89
19
1
1 092 383 36
6
2
2 329 423 11
2
2
1 077 818
4
1
2
4 687 546 19
3
2
Source: Computed from 1994 census of agriculture.

tractors

Landless

<0.5
0.5-2
2-10
10-50
>50
All country

27
19
19
10
4
12

5
3
2
1
0
1

2
1
1
1
0
1

70
39
28
11
4
15
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Table 11.15 explores the issue further by indicating the ratios of the three most
prevalent types of capital (per family worker, and per full time equivalent hired
worker (permanent and temporary).
Table 11.15 Capital-labour ratios by farm size in Syria

Land size
classes (ha)

Water pumps per
Family
FTE hired
worker
worker*

Modern ploughs per
Family
FTE hired
worker
worker*

Tractors per
Family
FTE hired
worker
worker*

Landless

0.003
0.030
0.034
0.045
0.061
0.095
0.045

0.022
0.004
0.007
0.024
0.058
0.115
0.028

0.047
0.009
0.015
0.035
0.063
0.104
0.037

<0.5
0.5-2
2-10
10-50
>50
All country

0.227
1.464
1.357
1.152
0.786
0.494
0.985

1.489
0.179
0.280
0.601
0.747
0.594
0.611

3.180
0.469
0.589
0.895
0.815
0.541
0.807

*: FTE: full time equivalent.
Source: Computed from the 1994 census of agriculture.

If the prices for labour and capital faced by different types of farmers are the
same, then the capital labour ratios, namely the so-called capital intensity should
be similar across different types of farms. The table indicates that they are not,
with larger holdings being generally more capital intensive than smaller sized
holdings. The higher capital intensity holds for all capital types for family labour,
which is the prevalent type of labour in agriculture in Syria. However, it is not the
case for hired labour, where an inverse pattern holds for water pumps, and a more
even pattern emerges for the other types of capital. This is evidence that, while the
prices faced by farmers of different size classes for capital and labour in the open
markets are similar, they are not similar for prices imputed for family labour. The
generally lower capital intensity (or equivalently, higher labour intensity) of
smaller farms, implies that the opportunity cost of family labour (the so-called
shadow price of labour) is lower for smaller holdings, compared to larger ones.
This is consistent with excess supply of labour by smaller holdings.
11.5 FARM AND HOUSEHOLD INCOMES AND THEIR RELATION TO
FARM SIZE
Information on farm and household incomes is very scarce in Syria. Official
sources provide estimates only of average production costs and profits of different
crops, but they are based on standard assumptions on input use and yields, not
verified by realized figures. The discussion below draws on two small surveys
conducted in 2001. A small survey of farms in Hassakeh and Lattakia (Shahaideh
et al., 2001) reports a large variation in agricultural incomes. Interestingly, returns
to family labour per worked day are generally above the current agricultural wage
levels, which suggests that structural constraints, and not inefficiency, are the
main reason for income differentials. And indeed, the main determinants of net
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farm incomes are – not surprisingly - farm size, the type of farming, the farm
being irrigated or not, and land tenure. Household per capita incomes, by contrast,
are in general lower than the national average. In Lattakia, where small farms
prevail, the overall household income crucially depends on the amount of off-farm
income, which seems to be mainly determined by job availability. In Hassakeh,
total household incomes are more homogeneous across households, and the per
capita value mainly depends on the number of children. It is obviously unreliable
to make general inferences from few case studies, but the above results are
indicative of prevailing conditions.
The intention of the government policies over the past two decades has been to
benefit the smaller and poorer members of the agricultural producers. It is
difficult, however, to assess the impacts of any policies in the absence of any
household level survey information. For this reason, a small survey of 100
households selected in a representative way in five of the most representative
Mohafazat in Syria2 was undertaken. Of these households 49 farmed in zone one,
36 in zone two and 19 in zone three. The full results of the survey are reported in
Sarris, 2001. Here are some highlights of the results.
a)

General household structure

Table 11.16 shows the distribution of sampled households according to both the
land cultivated as well as the per capita annual consumption expenditures of the
household. The per capita household expenditure is a much utilized and
acceptable proxy for the total income level and welfare of the households.
According to the unpublished results of the Syrian national household survey
(NHS) of 1996-1997, the average annual total per capita consumption expenditure
for the whole of Syria was SP25 140 (average in urban areas: SP26 688, in rural
areas: SP23 616).The consumption classes of the NHS have been used for
tabulating the results of the small survey reported here. According to the results,
reported in Table 11.16, 60 percent of the surveyed households had per capita
total yearly expenditure levels below SP20 000, and only 7 percent of surveyed
households had annual per capita consumption expenditures above SP40 000.
This suggests a rather skewed income distribution of rural households. The
average per capita total annual consumption expenditure for the whole of the
sample was SP24 582, which is 4 percent larger than the average reported in the
NHS for rural areas. This average is not statistically different than the NHS figure
for 1996-97, and suggests that there has not been much change in average
household incomes and expenditures in the last few years, despite the drought.

2

These were Al-Hassakeh, Aleppo, Hama, Lattakia and Tartous. In each Mohafaza four
representative villages were selected, out of a list of 200 villages selected so as to represent the
whole of Syria. In each village, five representative farm households were selected.
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Table 11.16 Sampled households by farm size (cultivated land) and consumption
classes
Consumption classes
(SP 000/cap/annum)
0 - <=10
>10 - <=20
>20 - <=40
>40 - <=100
>100
Total

0-1
3
3
5

11

Farm size classes (in ha)
>1 - >5 - >=20 >20<=5
<=50
2
6
3
13
23
5
5
11
8
1
2
1
21
42
17

Total
>50

3
2
1
6

14
44
32
5
2
97

Source: Farm household survey 2001.

From the cross-classification of expenditure classes with cultivated area,
cultivated land size is imperfectly correlated with total expenditure (and hence
income) of the households. Almost all the households with farm size less that 1 ha
belong to the three lowest expenditure classes, while all households with land area
above 50 ha belong to the three highest expenditure classes. For the other
households the picture is more mixed.
Fifty-six percent of the households chiefs surveyed reported being members of a
cooperative, but the percentage varied according to income class and farm size.
Among smaller income classes and farm sizes, more than two-thirds of chiefs are
cooperative members, while in the higher income and farm size classes, less than
one-third belong to cooperatives. Seventy-two percent of the interviewed farmers
had agriculture as main job, while another 13 percent had their main employment
in the public sector.
Table 11.17 shows the amount of time spent on farm activities. Fifty out of 87
farm heads who responded (or 57 percent) spent more than eight months of their
time on farm activities, while 21 percent spent less than two months on farm
activities. Agriculture seems to be the major activity of most farmers in Syria.
Table 11.17

Allocation of time to their farm by household heads

Table 11.17-a
Number of heads that
spend in work:
less than 2 months
>2 - <=4 months
>4 - <=8 months
>8 months
Total

Consumption classes (SP 000/cap/year)
0>10- >20- >40- >100 Total
<=10 <=20 <=40 <=100
3
10
3
1
1
18
0
4
4
1
0
9
2
6
2
0
0
10
9
17
20
3
1
50
14
37
29
5
2
87
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Table 11.17-b
Number of heads that
spend in work:
less than 2 months
>2 - <=4 months
>4 - <=8 months
>8 months
Total

299

0-1
1
0
0
8
9

Farm size classes (ha)
>1 - >5 - >20- >50
<=5 >=20 <=50
4
11
2
0
3
3
2
1
2
5
3
0
11
17
10
5
20
36
17
6

Total
18
9
10
51
88

Source: Farm household survey 2001.

b) Household welfare
The survey included a variety of questions relevant to household welfare. Table
11.18 indicates that 48 percent of the interviewed households had income they
perceived not enough to cover the bare necessities of life, while another 37
percent had incomes enough to cover only bare necessities. Only 14 percent of
households declared that their incomes were adequate or above.
Table 11.18 The perceived real income situation of agricultural households in Syria
Table 11.18-a

Consumption classes (000 SP/cap/year)
0 - <=10

Present incomes in the
household
Not sufficient for the bare life
necessities
Sufficient for the bare life
necessities
Sufficient for a decent living, but
we cannot afford buying more
expensive things
We manage to buy everything we
need, without any restrictions
Total

> 10 <=20

>20 <=40

>40 – <=
100

>100

6

25

14

2

47

5

17

13

2

37

3

3

4

1

2

1
14

45

Table 11.18-b

32

Total

13
1

5

2

98

>50

Total

Farm size classes (ha)
>1 - <=5

>5 >=20

7

12

24

3

1

47

3

8

14

8

4

37

1

2

5

5

1

14

0-1
Present incomes in the
household
Not sufficient for the bare life
necessities
Sufficient for the bare life
necessities
Sufficient for a decent living, but
we cannot afford buying more
expensive things
We manage to buy everything we
need, without any restrictions
Total
Source: Farm household survey 2001.

>20<=50

1
11

22

43

17

1
6

99

300
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In the NHS in 1996-97, the average per capita monthly expenditures on food was
reported to be SP1 253 for the whole country, SP1 184 for rural areas and
SP1 322 for urban areas. For total expenditures, the average monthly per capita
expenditures for the whole of Syria was SP2 095, while it was SP2 224 for urban
areas and 1968 for rural areas. In our sample, the average per capita monthly
expenditure on food for all households was 1 353, which given the four years that
have elapsed, suggests that the sample is broadly representative of Syrian rural
households. However, the averages were very different by household classes. For
the poorest class (those with per capita total monthly expenditure less than
SP833), the average spent on food was only SP495, while for the richest class
(those with per capita total monthly expenditure more than SP8 300), it was 9 250,
i.e. more than 20 times higher. Clearly, there are substantial inequalities within the
rural farm households.
Of the farmers interviewed, 69 percent of all households report that farm income
is their most important source of income, and this proportion does not appear to
be smaller for smaller or poorer farmers. This manifests the importance of farm
incomes among farm households in rural areas.
c)

Land cultivation and production of strategic crops

Table 11.19 exhibits the average total arable and orchard land cultivated by
different classes of households, as well as the average amounts of irrigated land. It
can be noticed that, as expected, wealthier households cultivate on average more
land, but also, and this is important for policy, they have considerably more
irrigated land, both absolutely, as well as a proportion of their total cultivated
land. This is important as it implies that irrigation related policies, and in
particular irrigation subsidies, impact relatively more the wealthier farm classes3.
It can also be noted that the majority of farmers own their land, much like was
indicated earlier for the whole of Syria.
Sixty of the respondents indicated that they had one or more wells, with 38 of
them reporting having only one well, while the rest had more than one. Of these
wells, only 37 were licensed during the time of the survey in mid-2001. Of the 80
respondents who answered the question, only 17 indicated that they had obtained
irrigation from a government project during the past year, and all of them were
from the lowest three income or farm size classes. Of these, half were not satisfied
with the government irrigation services. Another 15 farmers indicated that they
had bought irrigation services from neighbours, and irrigated an average of 3.7 ha
with this water. The average amount paid for this irrigation was SP46 800 during
the past year, which amounts to SP12 650 per irrigated ha. This indicates first that
there is considerable private trading in irrigation water, and also that the private
market price for irrigation water is far above what the government charges.

3

The survey observation that the share of irrigated land is larger on larger farms is contrary to
what is suggested by 1994 national census data, and indicated in Table 11.9. This important point
must be investigated further.
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Table 11.19 Cultivation of rainfed and irrigated land by household classes
Table 11.19-a

Consumption classes (SP 000/cap/year)
0>10 >20 >40 >100 Total
<=10
<=20
<=40
<=100

Average land area cultivated
Arable land
Fruit orchards *
Average land area irrigated (ha)
Arable land
Fruit orchards *

12.17
0.25

9.87
5.00

20.82
1.50

51.22

42.50

16.89
2.25

5.44
1.07

3.51
0.39

12.01
3.68

42.50
0.00

29.50

9.40
1.63

Table 11.19-b
0-1
Average land area cultivated
Arable land
Fruit orchards *
Average land area irrigated (ha)
Arable land
Fruit orchards *

Farm size classes (ha)
>1 >5 >20 >50

Total

0.30
0.43

2.43
1.70

9.73
2.06

26.69
9.66

100.15
0.60

16.63
2.83

0.01
0.21

0.82
0.26

4.77
0.97

10.28
7.13

74.17
0.00

9.26
1.63

* including olive trees and vineyards.
Source: Farm household survey 2001.

Table 11.20 indicates the amount of wheat produced on irrigated and non-irrigated
land, as well as the amount sold to Government agencies.
Table 11.20 Cultivation of wheat according to household income and farm classes
Table 11.20-a
Number of
irrigated
households with rainfed
li
d
Average
irrigated
production (kg) rainfed
f
l selling
d
Number
to
Average quantity sold to
Table 11.20-b
Number of
irrigated
households with rainfed
li
d
Average
irrigated
production (kg) rainfed
f
l selling
d
Number
to
Average quantity sold to

Consumption classes (SP 000/cap/year)
0 - <=10 >10 >20 >40 >100
Total
<=20
<=40
<=100
9
16
13
4
2
44
6
15
9
3
1
34
17 350 17 844 57 185 469 250 107 500 74 478
3 900
1 653 3 438
4 867 19 000
3 316
9
16
15
6
2
48
17 744 14 439 49 008 308 350 117 000 66 874
Farm size classes (ha)
>20 0 - 1 >1 - <=5 >5 >50
6
25
8
5
4
8
13
6
3
4 750 17 130
45 288 491 600
625
2 699 2 992
7 225
2 133
9
26
8
5
4 300 15 460
44 806 482 168

Source: Farm household survey 2001.

Total
44
34
74 478
3 316
48
66 874
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Of the total farmers surveyed, 74 produced wheat. Of these, 44 had some irrigated
wheat land and 34 had some rainfed land. The average total production from
irrigated land was 74.5 tonnes, but it varied considerably from 4.8 tonnes for the
smallest farms to 416 tonnes for the largest ones. Of the total number of
producing farmers, only 48 sold wheat to the Government agency, and the average
quantity sold per selling farmer was 66.9 tonnes, with substantial variations by
farm size or income class. The smallest farms sold nothing to the Government,
while the largest size farms sold to the Government an average of 482.2 tonnes.
Given that wheat is one of the most subsidized crops, it is clear that the incidence
of the benefits is highly skewed, with the largest and richest farmers obtaining the
bulk of the benefits.
Table 11.21 presents the same type of information for cotton. It is also apparent
that there is extreme skewing of the amounts sold to Government. Benefits from
price support clearly accrue more to the largest farmers.
Table 11.21 Cultivation of cotton according to farmer income and size classes
Table 11.21-a

Number of households with
Average production from irrigated
Number selling to Government
Average quantity (kg) sold to

Consumption classes (SP 000/cap/year)
0>10 - >20 - >40 >100 Total
<=10 <=20 <=40 <=100
7
11
13
5
2
38
9 007 12 652 28 485 64 420 38 250 25 556
7
10
12
5
2
36
9 007 13 917 30 858 64 420 38 250 26 976

Table 11.21-b

Farm size classes (ha)
0-1

Number of households with
Average production from irrigated
Number selling to Government
Average quantity (kg) sold to

0
0
0
0

>1 >5 - >20 >50 Total
<=5 <=20 <=50
7
19
7
5
38
3 129 9 722 25 643 117 000 25 556
7
18
6
5
36
3 129 10 262 29 917 117 000 26 976

Source: Farm household survey 2001.

d)

Services and inputs used and production prospects

Almost all surveyed households (96 percent) were regularly visited by extension
agents. The average number of times each farmer was visited was 6.8. Ninety
seven percent of the farmers requested help from extension in the past year, and
the average number of times help was requested was four. Sixty three percent of
the interviewed farmers found the extension services very useful, and 17 percent
said that they changed crop practices because of advice from extension.
Of the total number of farmers, 72 percent utilized fertilizer of all three types
(nitrate, urea, phosphate), but only 36 percent said that their main source of supply
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was the ACB. The larger farmers had permanent workers, while all sizes of
farmers hired some temporary labour, with the larger farmers hiring more.
The farmers of the sample made a variety of investments in the course of year
2000. The major type of investment was to pay for children’s education. The
second most popular investment was to buy tree seedlings, and this implies the
perceived profitability of fruit trees. Apart from these, the only other frequent
investment was house improvements or purchase. Loans were used for 13 out of
the 34 investments in tree seedlings, one out of five investments in livestock, and
by the only farmer who bought agricultural processing equipment. The other
investing farmers used their own funds.
A question was asked as to what would the households do if they had extra
money. The responses indicated that buying land, machinery and investing in
wells were the three most desired forms of investments that farm households
perceived as most profitable. This suggests that agriculture is still a profitable
activity in Syria. Indeed, when the farmers were asked whether they were
interested in increasing agricultural production, 84 percent answered in the
affirmative. Of those, the majority (43 percent) indicated that their major
constraint to expansion was lack of own funds or credit, 18 percent said that the
major constraint was that they cannot obtain more land, while 7 percent declared
that the major constraint was low product prices and the lack of additional
irrigation.
Farmers not interested in increasing agricultural production mostly gave as their
main reason that private farming was not profitable; they were mostly poorer and
smaller farmers. The conclusion seems to be that farming is still a profitable
business for most farm households, but lack of own funds for expansion is the
major constraint to expansion. This highlights the importance of rural finance for
further agricultural growth.
11.6 WHO WILL PRODUCE THE FUTURE MARKETED SURPLUSES
OF AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS IN SYRIA?
Agricultural strategy and policies must be aimed ultimately at producers. This is
consistent with the Government of Syria concern about agricultural production
growth as well as adequate income for the many rural stakeholders. The policy of
area control, coupled with the system of input and credit subsidization via
licensing and monopolistic public procurement, have assured in the past that many
smaller farmers were eligible for short term production loans, and producer price
subsidies could reach the smaller producers. However, the evidence presented in
other parts of this volume suggests that over time, with the weakening of the
system of area control, there has been a significant decline in the number of loan
recipients from the ACB, coupled with an increase in the average size of loans.
Accordingly, over time there are fewer loan recipients and the average loan of
ACB is becoming larger. These developments must be judged against the facts
that both the total number of farms has increased over time, and the average size
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of farms has decreased. Also the allocation of subsidies, which is tied to the
amount of area planted and area irrigated, seems to be highly regressive, with the
larger producers receiving the bulk of the subsidies. All this suggests that the
current system has benefited a smaller number of larger farmers, and this is
contrary to the Government policy of redistributing income and benefits to the
rural poor.
It is interesting and important in this context to inquire as to who are the major
producers of marketed agricultural surplus in Syria, and who are the producers
likely to increase marketed production in the future. It is clear, that while small
producers might be able to obtain some income from farming, their production
may not be more than enough to satisfy domestic consumption needs. In other
words, one would expect that small producers would sell a smaller share of their
output, compared to the large ones, in order to satisfy home consumption needs.
This is indeed verified by the results of the farm household survey. According to
the results indicated in table 11.20, among farms of size less than 1 ha, the share
of wheat output that is sold is zero; all the wheat produced by these small farms is
consumed by the households. Hence, no matter how high the wheat price is, these
farms cannot benefit because they do not sell any product. The share of wheat
produced that is sold for farms of the next size class, namely those with area
between 1 and 5 ha is 0.58. The shares of the next three size classes, namely 5-20
ha, 20-50 ha, and above 50 ha, are respectively 0.77, 0.85, and 0.98. In other
words, the larger farms market the bulk of their product, and produce the largest
amount of marketed wheat production. Consequently, they obtain the largest
benefits from supported prices. The same type of result obtains for most other
food products, as was seen earlier for cotton.
One could expect that larger farmers who produce large amounts of food products
would be able to satisfy larger shares of their home consumption requirements
from their own production. Table 11.22, however, does not support this
hypothesis. The table shows that except for few products such as poultry meat,
fruits, and vegetables, the households with smaller farms satisfy a larger share of
their home consumption for most other products from products produced on their
own farm.
This suggests that the small farms in Syria are not the main suppliers of several
strategic products to the market, and that the bulk of marketed production comes
from medium and larger farms. However, as seen earlier, the number of small
farms has increased over time and they produce mostly for home consumption, at
least as far as strategic products like wheat are concerned. This does not apply to
fruits and vegetables, for which Syria has a comparative advantage. The bulk of
marketed production for products such as fruits and vegetables seems to come
from small farmers, while the bulk of wheat and (as was seen earlier) cotton
production comes from larger farmers. Accordingly, in order to support the
incomes of smaller farm households, policies should concentrate on intensifying
and increasing the value of products such as fruits and vegetables in which Syria
has comparative advantage, and which are produced and marketed by smaller
farms.
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Table 11.22 Household consumption of major foods produced on the
household farm (%)
Average proportion of home
consumption produced on farm 0 – 1
(%)
Wheat
100
Other cereals
Poultry meat
Mutton, Lamb, goat meat
Milk
58.
Cheese
100
Eggs
Fruit excluding olive oil
27.
Vegetables
48.
Potatoes
100
Olive oil
90.

Farm size classes (ha)
>1 >5 - >20 - >50
<=5 >=20 <=50
28.
15.
7.2
10.
70.
58.
13.
34.
50.
75.
62.
100
2.0
66.
77.
4.0
88.
71.
57.
9.0
88.
74.
44.
20.
92.
94.
100
100
48.
71.
100
100
77.
83.
86.
50.
8.5
2.0
0.1
65.
70.
32.

Total
20.1
40.8
70.2
60.8
69.2
69.2
95.4
62.2
77.2
19.4
63.1

Source: Farm household survey 2001.

On the other hand, the medium and larger farmers are those who are likely to
produce the bulk of marketed surplus of agricultural products in Syria in the
future. These farmers are largely commercial, selling large shares of their output.
The strategy towards these farmers should not be one simply of income support.
Income support for these farmers has the tendency to increase their overall farm
profits, without increasing efficiency, and tends to make them more capital
intensive. Evidence for higher capital intensity among larger farmers was
exhibited in section four above, and a hypothesis is that this tendency has been the
result of the specific products support policies followed in the past. The approach
towards these operators should aim at making them efficient in their use of
resources, technologically advanced, environmentally sustainable, and
internationally competitive. It is only in these terms that these farmers can
contribute in the overall growth of Syria, and not drain financial and other
resources from other sectors of the economy.
11.7

EVOLUTION OF FARM STRUCTURES

An important feature of structural change in Syrian agriculture has been the
decreasing average farm size. Nevertheless, agricultural income per capita could
keep the pace of general economic growth, remaining at the same levels as in
other sectors. Moreover, in the last decade both the share of agriculture in total
GDP and in total employment have not changed much, and no substantial rural to
urban population transfer took place. This contrasts with the usual decline of
agriculture in developing economies, and with previous trends in Syria. The share
of agricultural to total employment was decreasing in the 1970’s, but the trend
reversed in the 1980s, and only in the second half of the last decade did the
downward trend take on again, though at a slow pace and with marked
oscillations. The conclusion is that decreasing farm sizes have been compensated
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for both by a growing productivity of land (driven by the dramatic increase in
irrigated land and by increased yields), and by agricultural policies, which
dampened the outflow of labour from agriculture.
Since population growth is still rapid, it is easily predictable that pressure on land
will aggravate, pushing further downwards the average farm size, unless enough
off-farm job opportunities become available to drain excess labour from
agriculture. Employment prospects are not easily predictable but the data indicate,
if any, an increasing pressure on the labour market and a growth in
unemployment. Concern also comes from the fact that in some areas a minimum
threshold for farm operation has already been reached, and that a further increase
in irrigated land is questionable for environmental reasons. A further growth in
income per unit of land is therefore called for to avoid a decrease in per capita
farm incomes. It can be fostered by spreading technical progress favouring a
further increase in yields, by rationalization of the use of water resources, and by
increasing the value especially of those labour-intensive products grown in
smaller farms, like fruits and vegetables, as suggested above.
11.8 CONCLUSIONS
During the last two decades, there has been a considerable increase in the total
number of holders and a decline in the average size of each holding. More than a
third of all holdings have an area of 2 ha or less. Among holders with land, 29
percent have another job than farming as a main occupation. Absentee holders
include those holding large areas, who do not have time to cultivate their land, as
well as those with small amounts of land that cannot earn enough income on that
land to support a family. The educational status of holders is very low. More than
83 percent of all holders have education less than or equal to elementary, and a
large share of those (44 percent) are illiterate.
A large number of holders (23.4 percent of all holders with land) plant only fruit
trees. This proportion is much larger among small size holdings. Larger holdings
are generally more capital intensive than smaller sized holdings. The higher
capital intensity seems to hold for all capital types and for family labour, which is
the prevalent type of labour in agriculture in Syria. The generally lower capital
intensity of smaller farms implies that the opportunity cost of family labour is
lower for smaller holdings, compared to large ones. This is consistent with excess
supply of labour by smaller holdings.
Despite the price support policies of the Government, the bulk of agricultural
households in Syria remain faced with low incomes and economic difficulties.
While rural amenities and standard of living seem to have increased during the
last decade there are still many agricultural households that barely make enough
income to make ends meet. Nevertheless, it was seen that the bulk of the two key
strategic crops, wheat and cotton, are produced by larger farms, who in turn are
the largest beneficiaries of the Government price supports. The same seems to
also hold for irrigation subsidies. Thus Government agricultural price policies
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seem to have been regressive. On the other hand it was seen that the bulk of
marketed surplus of smaller farm households is concentrated in fruits, and these
products are not heavily supported. It thus appears that the pursuit of comparative
advantage by Syria will be to the benefit of smaller farm households, and hence
consistent with Government distributional objectives.
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CHAPTER 12

Land Tenure and Labour Relations
by Nadia Forni

12.1 INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY
Relations between people and land in Syria take a multitude of forms, evolved
during the history of the country. Customary and formal legal systems play a
complementary role.
A massive effort was made by the Syrian Government to address rural inequalities
in access to land, in particular through land reform. However, pressure on land is
increasing in line with high population growth and is at the root of illegal
occupations and conflicts between non-cultivating owners of the land and
would-be cultivators. The proportion of agricultural households without any
access to land or fixed employment is growing.
State land, including a variety of different categories, has a very important but
decreasing role, while the problem of squatters on public lands is on the way to
being solved through a programme of regularization and award of regular
contracts.
Finally, pressure on pasture and open access policies in the badia facilitate free
riding. The potential role of the cooperatives as local organizations representing
the range users is emerging as one way to redefine traditional land tenure within a
legally recognized user rights system.
The labour organization system is relatively efficient but few workers are
registered, because they work on very short contracts. Hence they are insecure.
Most agricultural wage labourers within Syria are women, while men prefer to
access foreign labour markets with higher wage rates.
12.2 LAND TENURE SYSTEMS AND HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
a)

Land tenure systems in Syria

Land tenure can be defined as the bundle of rights an individual, household or
community may have with respect to land. It includes property rights but also use
rights of a permanent or a seasonal nature.
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Some critical areas of land tenure systems in Syria include: (i) the evolution of
tenancy and sharecropping systems, and the emerging problem of squatters on
private land; (ii) regulations affecting land reform beneficiaries; (iii) extreme
fragmentation of small scale operations and growth of landless agricultural
households; and (iv) issues related to land tenure in pastoral areas, relevant in
more than half the Syrian territory.
A tenure system may include rights sanctioned by law, and rights sanctioned by
custom. That is, beside formal legal systems following defined administrative
procedures there exist also customary rules accepted by the majority of users. The
two systems may sometimes enter in conflict with each other (FAO, 1993).
The existence of formalized systems of tenure side by side with customary
institutions (‘Urf) applies in Syria, as in most countries. During the twentieth
century, the changes in land tenure have been substantial with the passage from
Ottoman administration to French mandate and ultimately to the independent
Syrian state. Each have left a legacy of institutions pertinent to access to land and
acquired rights.
In Syria, as elsewhere in the Near East, redistributive land reform and public land
distribution have been used extensively since the late 1950s as measures to benefit
poor farmers. This has, however, not prevented the growth of landlessness. The
landless, defined as those agricultural workers not owning or renting land and
without access to permanent employment, were estimated to represent in the Near
East Region between 20 and 35 percent of total number of agricultural households
according to the 1980 World Agricultural Census (cf. El Ghonemy, 1996) and
even more at present. In Syria, their growth was slowed down by redistribution of
land confiscated to large feudal owners, with a process set in motion in 1958 by
the agrarian reform legislation. However, landlessness is now again becoming a
matter of concern in many governorates and is connected with claims of squatters
occupying land to which they have no title. As a consequence there is a lively
debate on legal tools to enforce property rights and property security.
b)

The historical background

The current land tenure system in Syria was influenced by the mass peasant
uprisings of 1889-1890, during Ottoman rule, when the peasants wanted the
reduction of the sheikhs’ share to land to one-eighth, the parceling out of the rest
of the land to the peasants as well as the elimination of the right of the sheikhs to
evict peasants. (For a wide ranging historical panorama of Syrian agriculture see
Batatu, 1999).
The historical role played by state and collective land also influenced the current
pattern of land tenure in Syria. State land today is only a partial remnant of land
under different types of state and communal tenure that existed up to the end of
the 19th century. Communal farming systems (musha) existed in wide tracts of the
Syrian countryside until when, with the 1858 Land Code, hundreds of villages
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became the property of Sultan Abdul Hamid’s family and of a handful of
powerful Syrian families. In this way, the process was started whereby personal
title of ownership to much of these musha lands came to be given to powerful
absentee owners. In many cases in Syria, as elsewhere in the Ottoman Empire,
tribal chiefs were transformed into private owners while tribe members became
their sharecroppers (cf Lemel, 1988). However, to this day musha land exists and
is at the disposal of the communities for activities such as grain threshing or
grazing. The musha land system has many analogies with the open fields system
common in much of Europe until the 18th -19th centuries (cf. Ciparisse, 1999).
As for state land, crown land became state land after the Turkish revolution of
1908. Later, under the French mandate, state land came partly under the personal
control of the sheikhs. In the badia, grazing areas were recorded as state land,
with pastoralists’ customary access rights.
In the post World War II system, the most important changes were brought by
legislation which came into being during the union with Egypt; in 1958, both the
Agricultural Relations Law (law No 134) and the Agrarian reform law (Law No
161) were enacted. In this way, policies started to focus on the hitherto
underprivileged peasantry, which benefited from land distribution acquiring
owners-like possession to the distributed land. On the other hand, farmers
obtained fairer shares of production in the case of sharecropping through the
Agricultural Relations Law.
About 22 percent of cultivable land was confiscated because of land reform
ceilings. This was only partially redistributed to farmers (see Sarris, 1995). Some
forty percent of the land reform land was distributed to farmers, mainly before
1974, at which time increasing attention was given to the needs of public
organizations, for production as well as for research and development purposes.
Redistribution to farmers started again, later.
12.3 PUBLIC AND PRIVATE LAND TENURE IN FOREST, PASTORAL
AND AGRICULTURAL AREAS
a)

Public and private land

In terms of land use, and irrespective of whether private or public, it is reported
(FAO, 1999) that out of the total of 18.5 million ha: 6.0 are cultivable land, 3.7
uncultivable, 8.3 pasture and steppe, 0.5 forest. There is some overlapping
between pasture and steppe land on the one hand and uncultivable land on the
other, which explains some difference in the statistical breakdown in different
sources.
In terms of property and tenure, it is estimated that out of the total Syrian land
area (18.5 mill ha) 62 percent (11.5 mill ha) comes under the general term of state
land. The remaining 38 percent of the territory, or about 7 million hectares, are
privately owned and operated. Cultivable land is to a large extent private, while
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uncultivable land is shared between private and public with a greater portion
belonging to the public sector.
Under the general term of state land are included natural resources and utilities for
collective use, state land cultivated for agricultural purposes in state farms and
similar enterprises as well as land distributed under various title or rented, within
the framework of land reform and assimilated programmes. The difference
between these various types of land, from the point of management and from the
point of view of individual rights to them, is so great that it is not unusual in Syria
to hear that there are in the country three types of land: state, land reform and
private. The first two do however technically fall together under the term state
land, as will be illustrated further below.
Table 12.1 State land and private land, year 2000 (million ha)
State land
11 464

%
62

Private land
7 054

%
38

Total land area
18 518

%
100

Source: MAAR.

It may be useful to stress that breakdowns in terms of land use and in terms of
ownership (private or state) are only partially coinciding. In particular: cultivable
land exists under both state and private control. Communal pastures and forests
are mainly state controlled, but some pastures have come under private control.
Private land
Private land includes mainly cultivated land, in rain-fed or irrigated conditions, in
addition to fallow and some uncultivated and uncultivable land. With increasing
population and pressure on land the tendency has been for using all available
resources and in a more intensive way; uncultivated land in private areas is almost
stable (around .5 million ha) and areas left fallow are in sensible decrease since
the late 1980s.
Private land is used for crop and animal production in holdings owned, and/or
operated, either by individuals or companies. It occurs under a variety of tenures
and systems of management, with a predominance of direct operation by owners
or through sharecroppers. On the other hand, crop and animal production is also
taking place under different categories of what is defined as ‘state land’.
State land
Currently, the general category of state land in Syria includes:
(i)

agricultural land rented or allocated to individuals, for instance to land
reform beneficiaries, and which is privately operated;

(ii)

state farms;

(iii)

forest land;
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(iv)

pasture land in the steppe used by herders under traditional rights of
access; and

(v)

state land used for roads or any other public purpose, as well as
uncultivable areas such as wastelands, rivers and lakes.

Lands under (i) and (ii) are used for defined agricultural production purposes and
managed in the form of holdings; item (iii) is managed by the state with limited
rights of use by certain population groups; item (iv) according to some statistics
accounts for as much as 55 percent (10.2 mill ha) of total land area, and close to 8
million ha according to more conservative definitions; it includes the desert and
semi-desert area or badia to which mobile herders have traditional access rights,
but also some marginal agricultural areas in zone 4.
The specifically Syrian definition of state lands warrants some further attention.
Based on characteristics of access, legal delimitation of the territory and type of
management, the first two categories above - rented or allocated agricultural land
and state farms - tend to coincide with cultivable land under the category known
as ‘registered’ state property, whereas all the rest falls under the category of
‘unregistered’ open access and communal resources.
Unregistered state property includes:
•

communal resources for general use of the population and not registered
against an individual or collective name. Within this general category are
included areas open to the whole population, such as lakes or rocky areas,
as well as pastoral areas. From the tenure point of view, this category thus
includes open access areas as well as common property traditional access
areas. From the land use point of view it tends to overlap with categories,
(iii), (iv) and (v) above, namely forests, grazing areas, public utilities and
unproductive natural resources.

Registered state property includes:
•

areas registered under state property prior to the land reform of 1958, some
of which were distributed with land use rights, or rented to individual
operators. These areas are sometimes referred to as original state lands, as
opposed to the land reform areas expropriated from private owners and put
under state control for reallocation;

•

areas expropriated from private owners above ceilings defined by the land
reform of 1958 and later amendments, and subsequently distributed, rented
or transferred.

The area recorded under these categories is reported in Table 12.2
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Table 12.2 Registered and unregistered state land (million ha)
1. Unregistered open access and communal resources
2. Registered state land
Registered state property (not related to land reform)
Registered areas after confiscation through land reform
Subtotal registered
3. Total

7 675
2.399
1 390
3 789
11 464

Source: MAAR, 2000.

A complex system evolved over time in Syria in order to directly manage state
land, as in the case of state farms, rent it out to farmers, allocate it to individual
beneficiaries as owner-like possessors, or allocate it for different types of public
use. Such policies have given direction and support to a large mass of small
individual land recipients, as well as to large scale public holdings. However, it
also implies heavy demands on public sector establishment for monitoring
purposes.
b)

Land reform and state land distribution

Almost 555 000 hectares were distributed to users out of the expropriated private
lands following the 1958 land reform. Land reform distribution took place mainly
in better agricultural areas.
In a similar way, since the late 1950s 303 000 ha of original state land have been
distributed to farmers with a possibility of redemption after ten years of
registration. This took place mainly in rain-fed, lower quality, land areas of
zone 4.
At any rate, land distributed to operating farmers accounts for only part of the
destination of the total stock of registered state lands (Table 12.3). Public sector
units and rented land remain important, while substantial areas out of original
state land were sold, mainly to achieve land consolidation.
Land reform beneficiaries have many rights common to full owners, but also
limitations. In fact, the land reform law gives the beneficiaries owners-like
possession but no right of sale, and tied cropping systems.
The size of distributed plots was related to size of households and was thus aiming
at covering basic needs of the households. The holding was expected to remain
one undivided management unit, but no mechanism for compensation between
heirs of the household was foreseen.
The law was to be implemented in a way to create small holdings not to exceed
8 ha in irrigated or tree crop areas, 30 ha in rain-fed conditions with more than
350 mm, and up to 45 ha in rain-fed areas with 350 mm or less.
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Table 12.3 Allocation of original state land and land expropriated according to
land reform law
Type of Allocation

Distributed to farm
beneficiaries
Public sector
(includes
municipalities)
Sold
Rented
Vacant wasteland
Total (errors due to
rounding)

Land Reform
Land
(ha)

Breakdown
(%)

Original State
Land
(ha)

Breakdown
(%)

554 744

40

303 444

12

140 491

10

307 196

12

5 685
448 094
240 685

-32
17

444 812
490 584
852 936

19
20
36

1 389 699

100

2 398 972

100

Source: MAAR, 2000.

One problem faced by land reform beneficiaries are the high transaction cost to
apply for final title. In any case, this refers to usufructuary rights and not to fully
disposable private property. Registration is the first step needed, and even this was
sometimes considerably delayed. Applications for final title can be made twenty
years after registration and after payment of yearly dues.
The prescribed path seems to be fraught with difficulties. This is especially true
because the share of the assets within the household of the original beneficiary,
and his heirs, needs to be sorted out first.
The distribution was originally based on existing children at the time of
distribution, i.e. each member of the household counted in establishing the total
household allocation. Each individual child had a theoretical share. This had
abnormal developments: i.e. upon death of the father, his individual share of the
total allocation was divided among all his children. Those who were already born
at the time of the land distribution received their part of the father’s share plus
their own share; those who were born after received only a part of the father’s
share; ii. the holding is eligible for inputs as one unit but the existence of separate
beneficiaries is recognized.
To sum up, ways and means to apply for final title of possession are still open
issues. Clarification of the individual rights within the household at this point has
a high transaction cost, still there are limited transactions in the parallel market to
sell shares of the land to other beneficiaries. In the meantime, the beneficiaries
pay rent to the state in partial compensation of the value of the land they receive
in use. According to limited information obtained in the field, the process was
easier in the case of original state lands distributed to farmers.
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State farms

State farms cover a large part of the public sector allocation and the new trend is
towards their privatization. Land allocated to state farms comes from two major
sources: original state property, and land confiscated from private owners
following land reform.
As of 2001, a total of 112 420 hectares were in 12 state farms or an average of
9 400 hectares each. Ninety percent of this area comes from confiscated private
land in excess of land reform ceilings. It is planned to redistribute most of this
area to individual operators and to keep only about 10 percent for demonstration
and research purposes. Thus, about a 100 000 ha would be redistributed according
to the same priorities as land reform areas i.e. privileging local, land-poor, directly
operating farmers.
After privatization of state farms the remaining area under state control is likely to
be much less relevant today for agricultural policies and production.
d)

Pastoral areas

A large but not precisely defined portion of agricultural activities, particularly
with reference to grazing, but also to some extent to forest and crop production,
takes place under communal tenures which stretch across public and private land.
The relevance of use rights, as opposed to property, is highest among migrant
herders in the badia, which covers such a large proportion of the country, even if
sparsely populated.
Traditional communal access rights to pastoral areas have often come under
threat. Pastoral areas are officially considered state land and the population use
rights to them are not codified. Also, the border between land suitable or non
suitable for cultivation, based on rainfall, is not rigid and there have been many
attempts to extend the cultivated areas and to acquire private rights to formerly
communal land.
In Ottoman times, about 550 000 ha of pastures were registered with individual
titles (personal communication Al Hindi); this trend continued with creeping
privatization in the course of the last decades. Lands with at least some
agricultural potential were put into barley cultivation with erratic production.
The expansion of the land frontier has been particularly noticeable in the 1960s.
According to some authors (cf. Ngaido, 1997), in this period most of the arid zone
pastures located in the 200 to 350 mm of rainfall were put under cultivation and
came under private possession. The putting under cultivation of marginal land,
mainly for barley, continued being the way for acquiring private rights up until the
early 1990s, when legislation was enacted for the protection of rangelands
(‘Decision’ No.17 of 1992, and ‘Decision’ No. 27 of 1995). This legislation
banned cultivation under both irrigated and non irrigated conditions in the steppe,
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but still recognized the private possession on the areas previously cultivated. This
means that at present there are portions of the badia which are under private
possession even if not open to cultivation but only to grazing. (In theory, planting
of shrubs and reseeding for grazing purposes is allowed, but does not seem to be
much practised).
For most of the rangelands, communal rights are traditionally recognized by the
users, who are at least nominally part of the country’s cooperative system, but free
riding cannot be legally sanctioned because communal rights are not officially
recognized. The situation is particularly critical where pasture users come from
different groups with sometimes conflicting claims. As these claims emerge from
the customary system, government monitoring tended to ignore them, but a role is
increasingly played by the cooperatives in sorting out local conflicts. This process
includes also the difficult task of defining cooperatives’ responsibilities in terms
of territory, not a straightforward exercise among pastoral populations who hold
different rights at different seasons (cf. Rae, 2000).
12.4
a)

MAIN TRENDS IN CULTIVATED AREAS AND THE GROWTH
OF PART TIME FARMING
Land owners and land operators

Owner operators were more than 70 percent in 1994, while 29 percent were
holders whose main occupation is not farming. This latter category consists
mainly of absentees, with different levels of participation in management, who
operate through sharecroppers or hired labourers, but also of part-time farmers
with a prevalent non-farming occupation.
Several waves of migration have swollen the number of absentees. In fact the
latter include members of the urban middle classes with some agricultural
property, but also relatively poor farmers unable to make a living out of
agriculture and attracted by better opportunities in neighbouring countries or in
the cities. Properties were in most cases given for cultivation on the basis of
informal sharecropping agreements.
Finally, in the 1980s increasing availability of infrastructure brought
improvements to the basic livelihoods in rural areas. This took place for instance
through electrification and improved road links. Such improvements permitted a
gradual return to the villages of many holders as part-time farmers who regularly
commute to cities, even at substantial distances. Such a phenomenon is typical of
all peri-urban areas in the country. Part-time farmers enjoy all the benefits of fullme farmers in terms of Government services and subsidized inputs.
The return to their home base of many households may also be a partial
explanation to increasing conflicts between owners and operating farmers where
the former want to recover possession of their property and the latter are not
willing to terminate the existing sharecropping or labour agreements. Hence, the
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phenomenon of return to the land may have side effects on an already saturated
land and labour market.
It is in theory possible to group households partaking in farm operations, and
agricultural production in general, into a number of categories. These are:
(i)

landed holders whose main occupation is not farming (mainly
absentees);

(ii)

landed holders with farming as a main occupation, i.e. owner-operators;

(iii)

sharecroppers and tenants having a written or oral agreement with the
owner of the land;

(iv)

land reform beneficiaries, i.e. owner-like possessors;

(v)

tenants on public land;

(vi)

squatters on public land, aiming at becoming legal tenants, for which
regularization is on-going;

(vii) squatters on private land, who are mainly sharecroppers whose contract
has expired;
(viii) labourers in state farms, joint ventures or larger private farms with a
permanent contract; and
(ix)

landless and near-landless labourers, mainly descending from small
owner or sharecropping households with inadequate land base to
redistribute to children.

These groups can be overlapping: for instance one household may be owner
operator in one holding and sharecropper in another. That is, the groups are not
discrete and also their interests often overlap.
From the management point of view, apart from absentee owners in category (i),
and categories (viii) and (ix) who are permanent and casual labour working under
instructions, all other categories, (ii) to (vii), function as farm operating
households with different degrees of independence.
Thus, with the practical disappearance of traditional large-scale land owners in the
wake of the agrarian reform, Syrian agriculture is characterized mainly by small
holders whose main occupation is farming, but also by a substantial number of
small owners who do not directly operate their farms. These owners are often of
farming origin themselves, but have moved away from farming because they have
entered other activities. Owners on the one hand and sharecroppers and tenants on
the other, increasingly compete for more control over the land they respectively
own and operate. This is expressed in increasing conflict which undermines social
peace and investment propensity.
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Land and gender

Legally, Syrian women are equal to men but many social relations are regulated
by ‘urf’ , custom, where their conditions are subject to traditional ties.
In the case of land inheritance in land reform areas, for instance, women do
sometime renounce their shares in favour of brothers under social pressure. In
other cases, brothers simply become squatters on sisters’ land.
The increasing feminization of agriculture is a general phenomenon among farm
operators. It is mainly male members of the household who enter non-agricultural
employment in their place of residence, or seek employment outside the village in
the case of emigrants. This situation may put an increasing burden on women, but
also has positive effects in terms of increasing their participation in decision
making both inside and outside the household.
c)

The evolution of agricultural holdings size. The geographical dimension

The number of holdings in Syria has been increasing side by side with population
growth and consequent pressure on land. The bulk of holdings is small in scale
and traditional in system of management with more than half, 56 percent, of all
holdings having an area of 2 ha and below. See table 12.4.
Table 12.4 Percentage distribution of land holdings by major class size

Size classes
Up to 1 ha
1-2 ha
2-4 ha
4-6 ha
6-10 ha
10-20 ha
20 and more ha

% Distribution
34
22
11
12
7
9
5

Source: 1994 Census of agriculture.

The situation is differentiated over the national territory. In the coastal region,
very small holdings were always predominant and continue to prevail: in Tartous,
for instance the already small average holding of 2.7 ha in 1970 decreased to 1.8
ha in 1994. However, there are also cases such as the Rakka mohafadha where an
above national average of holding of 22.1 ha in 1970 increased to 27.9 in 1994,
probably indicating some land consolidation.
Subdivision of holdings into a number of parcels and their geographical variation
is a connected issue. The average for the whole country was three parcels per
holding. However in the areas where small-scale mixed cropping is predominant,
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fragmentation in several plots is, predictably, higher than in the grain areas of the
northeast.
12.5 THE LEGAL FRAMEWORK FOR LAND TENURE AND THE
ROLE OF MASS ORGANIZATIONS
a)

The legal framework

A strong emphasis on legal structures is traditional in Syria as in other
Mediterranean countries. The policy discourse is mainly presented or supported
by a series of laws and decrees.
The Agricultural Relations Law (Law 134 of 1958), gives the overall legal
framework for all relations between employers and workers in the agricultural
sector as well as between land owners and tenants. It includes two rather separate
parts: a labour relations framework, and a land owners-sharecroppers relations
framework. The labour-employer relations described in the law comply with
advanced international labour legislation, but they may not totally reflect the
current employer/labourer relations in Syria where the percentage of labour
contracts actually registered is low. In the land related section, the level of detail
prescribed by the law, with reference to sharecropping and leasing regulations, is
rather high and may also not always reflect actual agreements prevailing in the
field.
The law also states that oral contracts are not valid, but agreements between
owners and farmers are rarely written and registered. Therefore the law functions
only as a general frame of reference.
Law 161 of 1958 deals with land reform, the modalities for expropriation and for
distribution to farmers. The ceilings for land property, which were later amended
by a number of decrees, are related to land potential and take into account
irrigation and rainfall. They go from a minimum of 15 ha in highly productive
irrigated and tree cropping areas, 45 ha in well-irrigated areas, 55 ha in high
rainfall (exceeding 500 mm) rain-fed areas, and up to 200 ha in the marginal rainfed areas of the northeast.
Land ceilings established by land reform apply to ownership and not to operation
and therefore there is no legal obstacle to establishment of larger scale operations,
through renting private land.
b)

The role of mass organizations in policymaking and implementation

The Peasant Union (PU), established in 1964, with close to a million members, is
the most powerful and ramified organization of farmers. It represents both owners
of land, non owning operators and agricultural workers. Its base units are the
‘cooperatives’ which can be established at the village level provided there are 30
members. Local cooperatives join in a league at the mantika level. Above this
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level, there are Peasant Union governorate and central federations. The central
level of the PU participated to the highest level policy making in the Supreme
Agricultural Council. It is yet to be seen whether and how the transfer of Supreme
Council functions to relevant sectoral ministries, decided by Cabinet in late 2001,
is going to affect PU’s participation in decision making, and namely whether this
will affect only the method of participation or also the inherent power of the
organization.
In year 2000, there were more than 500 cooperatives in Syria. One of their major
roles in the villages is the collection of land reform beneficiaries’ yearly fees,
assistance to them in obtaining credit from the agricultural bank and access to
subsidized feed.
The financial and organizational role of the cooperatives is complemented by the
technical role of MAAR, through the extension branches mainly, in defining
cropping plans. In this connection those farmers who are not land reform
beneficiaries may find it equally useful to belong to the cooperative.
The PU is thus representing different categories of agriculturists and their
families, from landholder to landless labourer. The relative weight in PU’s
membership of land reform beneficiaries and other farmers who do not fully own
the land they operate make the organization particularly attentive to the problems
faced by these categories. However, this is not to the exclusion of more general
concerns for all rural households.
The Chamber of Agriculture with 400 thousand members, in 13 governorate level
Chambers, tends to cater more to owners of the land and entrepreneurs in the
agricultural field. Major activities are information and assistance to private
farmers and other agricultural entrepreneurs in promoting their productive
performance. A number of sectoral committees function at the governorate as well
as at the central level and inform MAAR and the special agricultural committees
within the Parliament of their desiderata.
There is a limited overlap between membership of the PU and the Chambers, i.e.
farmers may be members of both organizations. Together, the Peasant Union and
the Chambers of agriculture are the mass organizations through which the voice of
the producers can reach the Government.
c)

Conflict resolution mechanisms

The most important role of both PU and Chambers of Agriculture, in connection
to land tenure, concerns conflict resolution. They intervene through the arbitration
committees in land and labour relations at all levels, including in informal
arbitration at the village level.
Arbitration committees and courts exist at the central and governorate level,
throughout the country. They are formed by representatives of MAAR, Ministry
of Social Affairs and Labour as well as PU and Chambers of Agriculture. They
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deal with numerous cases of complaints concerning relations between owners of
the land and farmers, or workers. But their competence goes well beyond conflict
resolution. The committees meet regularly also to assess levels of payment, in
terms of rents or wages, with possibility of suggesting changes in line with
expected values of production.
However, cases that reach the arbitration committees are only the tip of the
iceberg. Most cases of conflict are dealt with informally at the village level where,
beside representatives of the organizations listed above, local government and
local political leadership play an important role. The local conflict resolution
mechanisms are widely used to identify compromises. A greater recognition of
their role may help decrease the high costs of the formal arbitration system.
One of the common cases where conflicts arise is where the owner of the land
may want to terminate his agreement with the labourer/farmer. This may be
because of dissatisfaction with the work performed, of desire to change the
cropping pattern necessitating a different type of labour input than the one
provided by the current sharecropper or labourer, or because of his decision to
return to direct operation.
12.6 THE LAND MARKET AND LAND OPERATION CONTRACTS
a)

The land market

The land cadastre, established in 1926 during the French mandate, is said to be
relatively up to date, in terms of formal and registered transactions. However, the
land market is largely informal, that is many transactions are not registered.
According to Seale (1988), it was the Turkish and later French attempts to set up a
land register that were used by the local notables and sheikhs to register vast
amounts of land under their name. This was also alleged to be the main reason for
the already mentioned decline of musha communal land which had been up till
then redistributed periodically to village households to give them a chance to
access different qualities of land.
The current land market in Syria, in theory, only concerns fully owned and
registered private holdings, as redistributed reform land is not open for sale
because possession does not correspond to legal ownership. In actual fact, there
are parallel land markets regulated by custom also for land reform areas and for
musha, collective, land. As there is no possibility of registration and the land
remains collectively owned, what are transacted in the market are actually land
use rights. These transactions are sanctioned by local social institutions and are
invisible to the law.
The market for fully owned land is extremely variable because of the tendency to
invest in land as a security and for social purposes. Namely, in some areas migrant
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remittances are said to inflate land prices. Thus, it would seem that land monetary
value is only partly defined by production potential.
At any rate, land purchase is not a preferred strategy for larger entrepreneurs,
partly because it would absorb large capitals which could be invested elsewhere,
but also because there is a history in Syria of a series of land ceilings under which
expropriation took place without having the time to dispose of the excess areas.
On the other hand, land purchase is a preferred strategy for very small owners or
landless households desiring a minimal security.
In such situations, land markets easily become segmented with the poorer section
of the rural producers participating in one market and the elites in another (cf.
Riddell, 2000).
Market values of land are also affected by the potential for reclamation or
development. In some potentially good areas, such as in Hasake where the
tendency is to convert rain-fed areas to irrigation, investors are trying to obtain
large plots in view of later investment in irrigation and mechanical cultivation.
This is reflected in higher price of land per ha in the case of larger plots.
As for land reform areas, a land market cannot officially exist. In these areas sales
are said to take place, but mainly between brothers and other legal heirs to the
holding. There are statistics in each governorate of beneficiaries loosing their
rights because of illegal sales. In these cases, the holding is confiscated by the
state and reallocated. However, this does not seem to be enough of a deterrent to
sales. In the tree-crop area, limited information suggests values some 30 percent
lower than similar land in non-land reform areas. The differences in rain-fed and
irrigated areas are sometimes substantial, about 50 percent, but sometimes only
marginally different. This may mean that prices are affected by the local
perception of the risk involved in the transaction.
b)

Types of contractual agreements concerning land

In spite of the existence of a detailed legal framework, contractual agreements
between owners of the land and tenants are often of a general nature and oral only.
Specific clauses are not discussed and agreed.
Duration of contracts is set by the law at one year only, although renewable. On
the one hand, this signifies precariousness for the farmer who fears eviction. On
the other, renewability tends to make these short and precarious contracts a
continuing feature where the owner of the land fears eventual usurpation by the
tenant.
It is possible to group the very many types of contracts involving land and labour
into three main types.
The first occurs where an owner contracts in labour. The owner may be an owner
operator and provide his labour together with the labour of his household. In
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addition he may hire outside labour for operations family labour is unwilling or
unable to perform. There are also cases where the owner is not providing any of
his household’s labour and uses hired labour only. Contracts are negotiated in the
labour market.
The second occurs when the land owner is not directly operating his land, but
rather he is renting it out to an operating farmer. A contract is therefore negotiated
in the land market. This group includes systems of land leasing and fixed tenancy
where the rent, which may be paid in cash or kind, is fixed, i.e. does not vary with
the output.
The third occurs when an owner enters into an agreement with an operating
farmer whereby each will receive a portion of the product obtained. The two parts
agree on the inputs to be provided by each, including labour and other production
inputs. These types of contract include all systems of sharecropping and involve
both the land and the labour market.
In terms of risk the owner hiring labourers is facing the risk alone, as wages will
not vary in relation to profits or losses. In the case of leasing the tenant faces the
whole risk as the rent paid will not change with the product. In the case of
sharecropping the risk is shared.
The situation of squatters, currently at the centre of the debate in Syria, does not
fit in theory into any of the types of contracts described above because squatters
are by definition illegal occupiers. However, in the traditional systems of access to
land prevailing during the Ottoman Empire, and described by Lemel (1988) with
the example of Turkey, there were traditional access rights for the landless to
unused land. These were temporary agreements which could be equated to
customary contracts, justified by the need to ensure subsistence for the whole
community.
Experience in the field, shows that tenure relations in Syria are rarely of one type
only. Multiple tenure is common in the villages. It is not unusual for one
household to operate one small piece of land in private ownership, while being a
squatter on another, and a land reform beneficiary on a third. In this very complex
and overlapping system, some detail follows on forms of sharecropping and
tenancy currently prevailing in Syria.
Sharecropping
Sharecropping systems are extremely varied in Syria. According to the
agricultural relations law, different cropping systems in irrigated or rain-fed area
are supposed to correspond to different sharing agreements. In some cases, the
agreement concerns purely labour. In other cases, a mixture of labour, land and
other inputs come into play.
Sharecropping systems have evolved over time. They are common particularly in
the better lands where there is an interest for investment by non operating farmers.
They are rare in marginal areas, e.g. zone 4.
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The shares of the owner and of the farmer vary widely over the territory and are
even fluctuating year by year depending on anticipated market values of the main
crops grown. In addition, the share of the crops is closely linked with the sharing
of inputs, which varies.
There are, therefore, many variations to the concept of sharecropping and its
applications. But, there tends to be a common pattern within a certain area and an
accepted sharecropping market.
The sharecropper in local terminology is usually defined as the farmer, a
terminology adopted here for simplicity. In practice, the more frequent system is
sharecropping built on the following premises, with local variations:
the farmer provides his and his family’s labour. If the farmer is fully responsible
for all inputs he will pay a 20 percent share of the product to the owner of the
land. However, if the owner provides water and or other inputs the latter receives
a bigger share of the product, up to 60 percent. A 50-50 share is common when it
is the owner who provides mechanical cultivation and fuel as well as fertilizer, but
there is also some input sharing with participation of the farmer. Finally, when the
farmer contributes labour, he usually receives only 20 percent of the crop. This is
the so called labour sharecropping (muraba’a literally one-quarter, but in spite of
its name it does not strictly correspond to payment of one-quarter of the crop
against labour). Such a farmer is very close to a pure labourer, with little
participation in management. The only difference with a labourer is in the form of
payment, which is variable and measured in terms of a share of the crops.
Shares are also defined by crop. In the case of Hasake, for instance, it was
reported that sharecropping agreements, in terms of amount of the shares, are
defined for each crop according to market expectations. The agreements are
purely verbal without reference to the law.
Widespread land occupation was reported in several governorates, for instance in
Hama. In fact, the so called squatters seem to be mainly sharecroppers whose
(yearly) contracts have expired and who refuse to leave. It is alleged that the
tendency is to request a 50-50 share with all inputs paid by the owner. However,
the latter are said to be generally unwilling to adhere to this request. Sometime the
compensation requested by the occupying farmer is even more substantial, and is
to be paid in land.
The land relation law regulates termination of sharecropping contracts. However,
it leaves some loopholes for continued occupation by tenants or sharecroppers
whose contract has expired. According to the interpretation confirmed by Ajamiya
(2000) the terminated farmer can return to the land if the owner has not been
operating the land himself or with his family for a year after termination. This
implies that the owner can only get the land back if he wants to operate himself
i.e. he cannot change tenants except for grave negligence of the latter. This
amounts to say that if the farmer is evicted on the basis of the owner wanting to
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return to direct operation and then he does not, the farmer can occupy the land,
become a squatter and have a legal backing to do so. During local conflict
resolution attempts, it is not infrequent that the farmer requests a part of the land
as compensation for work done and in exchange for returning the rest of the
holding to the owner.
Some consideration needs to be given also to the nature of the landowners whose
land is occupied. There seem to be few absentee land owners in the traditional
meaning of the word, the current absentee is often a non-operating peasant who
has another job. Therefore the picture of a classical confrontation between
absentee landlords and invading landless would be misleading, and the potential
role of local institutions in guaranteeing agreements could be high as they all
belong to similar social strata.
Finally, it is worth stressing again that there are many different connotations of
sharecropping in the country. In Hasake, for instance, sharecropping duration is in
general three years, in spite of the one year renewable timing according to the law.
This longer duration underlines the fact that in Hasake the sharecropper is the
stronger partner in the bargain, as he tends to be an entrepreneur trying to enlarge
the size of his operation. The building up of more substantial land operation is
done through taking land in as a sharecropper, in addition sometimes to land
owned. The system has become known as ‘inverse sharecropping.’
In ‘inverse sharecropping’ the power role is reversed – hence the name. The
owner of the land (the weaker party) provides only fixed capital inputs, i.e.
physical structures such as wells, and land, whereas the ‘farmer’ or sharecropper
provides all the variable inputs. The owner of the land gets up to 15 percent for
irrigated land, with all inputs the responsibility of the sharecropper. The
sharecropper is unlikely to occupy the land and become a squatter, as happens in
other parts of Syria, because he is the one who actually decides whether he wants
to continue with the sharecropping agreement and at which terms. The overall
share is defined by agreements between the parties which are locally accepted and
backed by social institutions.
Fixed rent tenancy (leasing)
The most important issue involved in tenancy agreements in Syria is the degree of
permissible involvement of the owner in the management of the land once it is
leased out.
The agricultural relations law indicates the legal framework for renting, in the
same way as for sharecropping. However in Syria, renting is common when the
renting out partner is the state but rather uncommon when both parties are private.
In private areas it was reported that the few existing leasing agreements apply to
rain-fed rather than to irrigated areas. The lack of popularity of rent in private
areas is mainly connected to risk and to perceived loss of control by the owner in
favour of the renting farmer. According to local perception and experience, when
a contract involves only labour the ‘farmer’ is easier to evict. It is less easy when
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it involves an agreed relation with land as is the case with sharecropping, and it is
most difficult in the case of land rented out.
It should be underlined that the common problem in all these cases is the lack of a
written contract, which makes provision of evidence of agreement difficult to
prove during later conflicts. As a result, renting as a way to invest in agriculture
by an entrepreneur wishing to increase his land operation without investing scarce
capital in land purchasing, is unusual.
An accurate breakdown of agricultural households renting state land with or
without a contract is not available. The Government is involved in an effort of
regularization of rental contracts so as to avoid illegal occupancy. At present all
those illegal, squatters who regularly pay their fees are considered eligible for a
contract, eventually. In view of both the Government’s concern to solve this
problem and increased controls, the speed at which state land occupation takes
place is likely to diminish from past levels.
12.7 AGRICULTURAL EMPLOYMENT AND THE LABOUR MARKET:
LANDLESSNESS AND LABOUR SHORTAGES
a)

The labour market

Gainful employment in agriculture is important for many categories of workers:
owner operators, permanent labourers, occasional farm labourers. It is particularly
important for the category of landless agricultural labourers.
The set of land tenure policies enacted since the 1950s promoting redistribution of
private land and allowing use of public land on contract have helped small and
medium farmers in Syria to acquire a production base. However their effects were
partly neutralized by subsequent fragmentation, and redistribution has not
provided a sufficient safety net against increasing landlessness.
The mere fact of not having title to land is not synonymous with poverty.
Examples of non-poor landless are entrepreneurs, for instance those investors,
common particularly in the northeast of the country, who bring in capital and
machinery. Such entrepreneurs are an example of legally landless operators with a
substantial economic power. The definition of landless in terms of deprived and
powerless should therefore be qualified by lack of employment and capital in
addition to lack of access to land or title to it.
Availability of employment opportunities either for full-time workers or in terms
of occasional labour varies throughout the country and is affected by seasonality
factors. In many parts of Syria, for example in the Hama countryside, a situation
of labour shortage during harvesting co-exists with relative labour abundance
throughout the year. The number of totally landless labourers in that governorate
is said not to exceed 10 percent but is constantly on the increase because of
population growth, insufficient development of non agricultural employment
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opportunities and continuing fragmentation of holdings through inheritance. This
reaches the point where size of holding is minimal and would justify a definition
of near-landlessness (cf. Sinha, 1984). However, in view of the active labour
demand during the peak agricultural seasons, open unemployment of agricultural
labour exists mainly for about two months in the slack season only.
Limited information derived from field studies presents a highly diversified
picture. Landless labourers households, i.e. those households not operating land
under any form and not having a non-agricultural employment, were recorded as
accounting for from 6 to 36 percent of total households in eight surveyed villages
in different parts of the country. This means that this category has a different
significance over the territory.
The situation in some parts of central Syria is characterized not only by limited
numbers of totally landless labourers but also an overwhelming presence of nearlandless households. In Idlib, for instance, 80 percent of the households are below
one hectare of surface and another 15 are between 1 and 3 ha. This means that the
minimum subsistence security provided by the land base is such that the social
balance may be toppled with another round of subdivisions through inheritance.
Furthermore, in a situation of this type the prospective employers of agricultural
labour force, i.e. having a land base large enough to require labour in addition to
household resources, are perforce limited. This explains the presence of many
organized labour groups in this mohafadha, which bring to other areas the surplus
labour of Idlib. Fortunately, there is some complementarity between the different
labour peaks, i.e. Idlib’s labour migrates after the local peak demand and moves to
work with other crops in other areas.
More generally, in Syria, labour organization and mobilization functions in
accordance with local and non-local demand. Traditional labour contractors, the
chawesh, perform these functions. The chawesh organize the system whereby
labour demand and supply meet. They pool labour and make it available in
different governorates according to market demand. This extends also beyond the
Syrian borders because the increasing level of landlessness has promoted longer
distance migration (abroad) rather than normal labour movements within Syria.
Each chawish organizes 25 to 30 workers, mainly female. He assumes all risks
connected with labour identification and employment. He organizes travel and
residence when away from home, usually in tents, and is responsible for paying
the workers, who have no direct dealings with the employing farmer.
Information collected in selected villages confirmed the essential role of the
informal labour organization coordinated by the chawish, who are themselves of
peasant extraction. As far as could be ascertained, the system was not perceived as
exploitative. This is indirectly confirmed by the regularity of the chawish
earnings, which seem to be established in the labour market.
Another phenomenon relevant to labour use and its coordination is interhousehold cooperation between farmers producing different crops and hence
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having different labour requirements peaks. For instance, cotton producing
farmers get into cooperation with onion producing farmers and exchange their
family labour, as needed.
The general supervision of labour policies in agriculture is assigned to the
Ministry of Social Affairs and Labour which attempts to monitor labour contracts
through registration, to increase security of both employers and employees.
However, the already minimal ratio of contracts registered (not exceeding 5
percent) refers to contracts of more than three months duration, i.e. most seasonal
and casual labour remains unmonitored and unregulated.
The inherent insecurity of the system causes some visible side-effects, i.e. the
tendency among workers to occupy land permanently whenever possible.
Labourers are said to want to become sharecroppers, who are more difficult to
evict, while all employers would like to continue using casual unprotected labour.
Currently, however, labourers are unlikely to be able to become squatters, and so
slowly acquire rights to stay on the land as sharecroppers. This is because they are
employed for short periods and for specific tasks only for the very purpose of
preventing any possibility for them to settle on the land and claim any right to it.
b)

Agricultural wages

The minimum wage for agriculture, 75 Syrian pounds per day in year 2000 was
lower than the base market rate of 100 Syrian pounds for unskilled labour. In
Idlib, for instance, the running rate for most types of agricultural activity is 125
Syrian pounds per day.
Actual wages vary according to activity. Discussion in parliament on the agrarian
relation law may lead to an increase of the minimum wage in agriculture. This
would then correspond to what had already been adopted by the private sector.
However, the increasing supply of labour is not matched by similar increase in
demand and results in stagnation of daily rates.
However, it should be noted that Syrian agricultural labour moves in a larger than
national context. Findings from a field survey conducted in the Idlib and Hama
provinces in early 2001 indicate that workers compare the local daily rates with
the ones prevailing in Lebanon or in the Gulf. In the case of Lebanon the rates
would be about five times higher for comparable work, and the proximity allows
labourers to move according to the regional market.
c)

Agricultural employment and gender

It is mainly women, more constrained by social custom, who are continuing to
operate in the national market only, but by no means in the purely local one.
Women constitute the bulk of the migrant labour force which the Chawesh
mobilize to provide the needed number of labourers at the right place and time for
all the major agricultural operations, and particularly harvest.
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The difference between male and female wages are said to depend more on type
of work than on gender discrimination, i.e. equal wages for equal work.
A limited investigation conducted in 2001 in eight villages indicated that up to 90
percent of internal migrant labourers are female, but that most migrants abroad,
e.g. to Lebanon and Saudi Arabia, were male. That is for social reasons. Women
tend to be left behind and accept the less rewarding conditions of the internal
labour market. Hence, there is an increasing feminization of internal migrant
labour due to low pay for jobs that men can afford to refuse as long as they have
an alternative.
12.8 THE MAJOR POLICY CHALLENGES
The preceding sections point to the major problem areas connected to tenure that
the Syrian policy makers are facing. The urgency to deal with them depends on
the overall socio-economic dynamics of the country. Namely, if the nonagricultural sectors develop in such a way as to create employment for substantial
sections of the rural population, and thus cater for the increasing number of
landless or near-landless households, some tenure related problems might lose
some of their urgency. Inevitably, they will need to be dealt with.
Ever smaller agricultural operations will not be sufficient to ensure minimum
household livelihood and optimal utilization of available labour resources, unless
supplemented by other gainful activities. Furthermore, where micro-operations are
fragmented into many plots, as is often the case in Syria, rational use of resources
becomes even more difficult.
There are major challenges to policy makers attempting to counter excessive
fragmentation: i.e., inheritance rules facilitating a minimum size of farm
operation, with compensation of other legal heirs, as well as land consolidation
programmes encouraging resource pooling and services sharing.
In this context, the highest priority appears to be a revisitation of the land reform
areas. The major social improvements engendered by the redistributive land
reform implemented in the 1960s and 1970s need to be reassessed with full
cognizance of the changes that occurred in the countryside with population
pressure on land, and of the distortions brought about to the initial plot
distribution to households. An imaginative policy making implies the recognition
that the current situation in the field is different from the normative one and that
alternatives need to be found which do not damage equal rights of all heirs, but
preserve the farm as an economic unit.
Related to the above is the more general need for a reassessment of the rights of
access to land, clarifying the rights and duties of land owners and of land
operators, penalizing absenteeism but also preventing the growth of the number of
squatters on private land. Policies in this sense may help limit the socially costly
sequels of litigation over land and increase propensity to invest by land owners
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who are not threatened in their rights, and by operators who are not threatened by
eviction.
There are no univocal directions to deal with the mentioned policy issues - rooted
as they are in local history and custom. International experience is of limited use.
Individual rights and duties, as well as collective rights and duties acquire validity
and effectiveness by social consensus. Syrian policy makers in their current
process of reform have the opportunity to involve their rural population in a
consultative process to identify best acceptable policy alternatives reconciling
customary and codified legal systems, and thus get away from centrally devised
rules and regulations which are more difficult to adapt and monitor. A reexamination of land tenure in the badia where customary rules are strongest has
already been initiated in the country and may be the ideal starting point and a
challenge for such a participatory process.
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CHAPTER 13

Irrigation Water Policies in Syria: Current
Developments and Future Options
by Consuelo Varela-Ortega and Juan A. Sagardoy

13.1 INTRODUCTION
In Syria as in many other countries of the Near East region, water is becoming
progressively scarce as future demand is coming close or even surpassing
available resources. Hence water use efficiency in all sectors is becoming a matter
of economic, social and political concern, and water policies are at the core of the
nation’s economic policy discussions. This crucial issue is particularly relevant
for the agricultural sector in Syria, which uses up to 85 percent of all the available
water resources in the country (FAO-MAAR, 1999).
Irrigated agriculture has increased steadily in Syria over the last decades, almost
doubling since 1985. This mounting pace has responded to the nation’s food
security policy objectives to satisfy the food production needs of an increasing
population that features one of the largest growth rates in the world (3,50 percent
in 1985 and still 2,54 percent from 1995-2000) (FAO-MAAR, 1999, 2001).
Recently, the notion of food security, formerly assimilated to food selfsufficiency, has been redefined into a more flexible concept oriented to increase
production of certain crops that profit from comparative advantage. Consequently,
exports of these products can counterbalance the need to import other
commodities (Sarris, 2001).
As the economy in Syria has been primarily based on agriculture, agricultural
policies have been shaped by the general state-led import substitution
development policies that have prevailed for the last decades and are currently
being liberalized. The major strategy for agricultural production has been selfsufficiency in the principal food staples, instrumented through the Government’s
annual agricultural production plan. Despite significant liberalization in the last
years, the introduction of incentives to stimulate private sector exports and to
liberalize imports, the state still plays a major role in production and trade. At
present, the state maintains a heavy intervention in the purchasing and marketing
of the strategic agricultural products (cotton, tobacco, sugar beet, wheat, barley,
lentils and chickpeas) as the private sector trades in fruit and vegetables and
livestock products. The Government grants crop licenses to the farmers which
entitles them to obtain subsidized loans and inputs and to sell the produce to the
state agencies at the Government’s support prices. Therefore the agricultural
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sector benefits from considerable protection, which implies a large share of the
public budget. Total expenditures for irrigated agriculture accounted for almost
70 percent of all expenditures in agriculture (Sarris, 2001).
In this context, the main purpose of this study is to analyze water management
policies in Syria in the framework of the recent developments towards more
market-oriented agricultural policies. A growing preoccupation in Syria is the
design and implementation of sustainable irrigation water policies aimed at
increasing the efficiency of water use in agriculture and at conserving water
resources by reducing future consumption. Of major importance in this context is
the adoption of modern irrigation technologies at the farm level, which is already
profiting from considerable support by the government agencies implicated.
However, its wider adoption may require additional incentives and other
supporting measures. On-farm improvements must be accompanied by similar
policies at the network level to increase their efficiency. Such measures need to be
evaluated in technical and economic terms at national and at system’s level.
The study consists of the analysis of the irrigation water sector in Syria and its
related water policies, for which an explicit methodology has been developed. The
investigation includes two major parts at different levels of aggregation. One is
devoted to analyzing the irrigation water sector in Syria at national aggregated
level and at regional basin’s level. The other part is a disaggregated farm level
analysis. In both cases, simulations of different scenarios have been carried out to
permit short- and long-term assessments of different policy alternatives for
conserving water resources in Syria and their effects at national, regional and farm
levels.
13.2 STRUCTURE AND PERFORMANCE OF THE IRRIGATION
SECTOR
a)

Irrigated lands and irrigation techniques

From the 18.5 million ha of total lands of the Syrian Arab Republic, cultivated
land extends over an area of 5 484 000 ha, of which 1 213 000 is irrigated land
(22 percent), 3 655 000 ha is rain-fed land (67 percent) and 616 000 ha is fallow
land (11 percent) (FAO-MAAR, 2001). Irrigated lands are not distributed evenly
across the country and most concentrate along the Euphrates River, in the coastal
areas and in the central regions. The size of the irrigated holdings is substantially
smaller than the size of the rain-fed holdings and varies distinctively across
regions (governorates). At the national level, the average holding size is 9.2 ha
(Figure 13.1) and for irrigated farms is 3.6 ha (Figure 13.2). Larger holdings grow
mostly extensive crops such as wheat and cotton, as more intensive crops such as
sugar beet, potato, tomato and maize are grown predominantly on medium size
farms. Vineyards are basically grown in reclaimed mountain and hill areas,
whereas intensive crops such as vegetables are grown primarily in the coastal
smaller farms and in the outskirts of the urban districts. Fruit trees are planted
largely in rainfed lands in newly reclaimed territories in the central regions and
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Figure 13.1 Average size of holdings by governorate (total lands) (ha)
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Source: Author's elaboration based on Bureau of Statistics. Agricultural Census (1999).

also in the coastal areas. The distribution of the irrigated areas by basins is
reflected in table 13.1.
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Table 13.1 Irrigated area by basin (1999-2000)
Basin

Source/
Governorate

Raqqa
Aleppo
Euphrates Assad
Establishment
Deir Ezzor
Lattakia
Coastal
Tartous
Al Hasakeh
Khabour
Yarmouk

Orontos +
Al Badia
Barada &
Awag
Total

Daraa
Quneitera
Al Sweida
Homs
Hama
Idleb
Al Ghab
Aleppo
Rural Damascus
Damascus

Wells

Rivers &
Springs

Regular
Total
Total of Remarks
Irrigation 1999-2000 the Basin
Networks
76 245
183 447
41 622
124 615
Over
432 835
16 927
16 927
exploited

69 073
79 118
-

38 129
3 875
-

42 504
4 295
8 701
314 050

53 240
2 270
3 592
29 073

12 103
37 309
15 965
60 952

8 308
1 938
391
24 751
47 245
35 558
16 040
5 783
57 282
473
715 509

455
92
6 623
4 849
1 897
93
2 179
16 685
989
164 041

20 000
2 485
630
22 932
7 679
6 854
58 858
15 957
396 518

107 846
43 874
28 258
404 075

72 132
404 075

Over
exploited

28 673
34 299
4 515
1 021
54 306
59 773
257 298
44 309
74 991
23 919
Over
73 967
75 429
exploited
1 462
1 276 068 1 276 068

Source: Committee for the Irrigation Season 1999-2000. Ministry of Irrigation. Munther (2001).

Surface irrigation is the prevailing irrigation system in Syria covering 95 percent
of the irrigated area. Basin irrigation is the predominant technique used in surface
irrigation and most of the irrigated wheat and barley are irrigated by this method.
Irrigation field efficiency is reportedly low, often around 40 percent in the old
networks (50 years) and around 60 percent in the more recent ones (15 years).
Furthermore, the construction of ridges for the basins implies a loss of productive
land which could be assessed between 5 and 10 percent reducing further the
productivity of the land. Cotton and vegetables are irrigated by furrows, but
because the land is rarely leveled the efficiency of such technique is also low.
Table 13.3 indicates that the average consumption of the irrigated hectare is
12 434 cubic meters per year, and that the average consumption of the irrigated
hectare in the Euphrates Basin is 16 750 cubic meters per year. This is a
significantly huge quantity that necessitates a serious reconsideration of the
irrigation methods and shifting to modern irrigation systems. In response to these
needs, the Government of Syria has taken several actions to ensure water
conservation. These actions have been implemented by a number of legal
decisions enacted along 2000 and 2001, which concern the rehabilitation of old
irrigation systems and the conversion to modern irrigation in a four-year period.
(see Policy Matrix in heading 3). The main objective of these decisions is to
reduce the annual water consumption from 12 434 to 7 000 m3 per ha. At present
only 10 percent of the total irrigated surface (127 000 ha) is equipped with
modern irrigation techniques such as sprinkler or drip irrigation (MAAR, 2001).
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Management of irrigation systems

The Ministry of Irrigation is responsible for the planning, design and management
of dams and public irrigation systems that cover about 400 000 ha. There are also
numerous small- and medium-size irrigation networks which operate with waters
coming from rivers or springs and which are managed by cooperatives. In these
irrigation systems, land holdings tend to be very small and the cooperative is
responsible for providing a large number of services to their associates, such as
the maintenance of the irrigation system, the distribution of water, the provision of
inputs and the sale of produce. Water distribution is normally organized by groups
of farmers who receive water from the same canal. The water in the main canal
and pumping station is managed by a hired person or sometimes by the leaders of
the cooperative. Water in the lateral canals is generally distributed on an
established rotation.
Total irrigated area by wells is 715 509 ha, of which 44 percent are in Al
Hassakeh (Khabour basin). The total number of wells is 201 259, out of which
about one-fourth were not licensed in 1999 (MAAR, 2001; Munther, 2001). This
situation provoked the enacting of a special decree stating the obligation of
licensing all wells by 2001 alongside the Government’s decision to encourage the
adoption of modern irrigation technologies by the farmers. About three-quarters
of the wells use fuel as primary energy and only the remaining quarter use
electricity. Well depth and discharge rates are quite variable. In groundwater areas
most of the wells are private and water is used on the farm of the owner of the
well, and sometimes it includes those plots of farmers located nearby. According
to field survey’s data, farmers who have excess water capacity in their wells sell
some of the extra water to neighbours1.
c)

Water fees and recovery of irrigation costs

In the public irrigation systems, operation and maintenance costs of the irrigation
and drainage networks are charged through a flat fee of SP3 500/ha for permanent
irrigation and SP600/ha for winter irrigation. These fees were determined under a
legal regulation established in 1999. It is interesting to note that the national
average coincides practically with the amount charged as a flat rate. Actual cost of
operation and maintenance for pump irrigation is considerably higher
(SP5 594/ha) than for gravity irrigation (SP1 708/ha.) as could be expected, and it
has been reported that the percentage of payment of the established Operation and
Maintenance (O&M) fees is close to 90 percent, which is very high for world
standards. Beneficiaries from the public irrigation systems are also subject to a
fee, which intends to recover a percentage of the investment costs and ranges
between SP2 000 to SP7 000/ha. The capital costs fees are regulated by several
legislative decrees issued to recover the cost of the specific irrigation projects
(MAAR, 2001a, Kaisi et al, 2000).

Prices quoted were in the range of SP6/m3. Exchange rate: US$1 = SP50 (Syrian Pounds)
(2001).
1
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Water resources

The water resources of Syria are very limited compared to the needs of the
country and estimations show that available resources amount to 16 058 million
m3/year as total uses reach 19 162 million m3/year (Tables 13.2 and 13.3). In
consequence, the water balance for Syria is negative with a deficit of 3 104
million m3/year varying distinctively across basins. In fact, only three basins have
a positive balance and the remaining have considerable negative balances.
Deficits ranged between 94 million m3 in Al Yarmouk basin and 3 106 million m3
in Al Khabour basin due to the expansion of the irrigated area, a disproportionate
and often uncontrolled development of wells and the severe drought. The
magnitude of the deficit in Al Khabour indicates that it will be difficult to correct
it without special strict measures.
Syria has important groundwater resources estimated at 5 395 million m3, which
represents 37 percent of the total water resources of the country. The best aquifers
concentrate in the western and northern regions but most have been
over-exploited except for the Coastal and Al Badia basins. Water tables have
decreased enormously in many areas, up to 57 meters in the Orontos basin during
the period 1990-1999, which has led to the prohibition for drilling new wells by
recently enacted legal decisions.
Considering the severe water scarcity in Syria, the adoption of modern irrigation
techniques is crucial for the country’s development of irrigated agriculture. In
fact, the related authorities such as the Ministry of Agriculture and the Ministry of
Irrigation are actively encouraging irrigation modernization policies. According to
the statistics available average water use in irrigation is 12 434 m3/ha and the
adoption of modern technologies should reduce it to 8 000 m3/ha. The area
equipped with modern irrigation techniques in year 2000 was 126 719 ha, of
which 88 percent was under sprinkler irrigation and 12 percent under drip
irrigation. Most of these techniques (95 percent) were installed in areas irrigated
by wells. The rate of adoption of modern irrigation techniques from 1999 to 2000
was 37 686 ha as compared to 19 641 ha for the period 1998-1999. (MAAR,
2001a&b; Somi et al, 2001). However, interviews with manufacturers of
irrigation equipment indicated that they are operating below installed capacity.
Quality control does not take place systematically and prices of irrigation
equipment at present are comparable to international prices, and their imports are
liberalized.
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Available water resources by basin
Unit

Barada
&
Awag

Yarmouk

Rain fall (actual
/average)

%

59

49

Water resources
(surface)

million
m3

12

Water resources
(underground)

million
m3

Water resources
(total)
Utilization rate

Al
Euphrates
Al
Orontos Coastal
Khabour & Tigris
Badia (Al Asi)
80

40

Total

30

60

100-40

88

49

666

1 246

315

6 818

9 194

490

131

54

964

622

640

2 494

5 395

million
m3

502

219

103

1 630

1 868

955

9 312

14 589

%

0.90

0.85

0.60

0.85

0.65

0.95

0.98

-

Actually available

million
m3

452

186

62

1 386

1 214

907

9 126

13 332

Domestic &
industrial waste
water

million
m3

257

50

8

214

0

36

130

695

Agricultural
drainage

million
m3

568

36

-

231

43

428

725

2 031

Total available for
use

million
1 277
m3

272

70

1 831

1 257

1 371

9 981

16 058

Source: Ministry of Agriculture and Agrarian Reform, Arab Republic of Syria (MAAR, 2001a).

Table 13.3

Present water uses and water balances
Barada
Al Orontos
Al Euphrates
Coastal
& Yarmouk
Total
Badia (Al Asi)
Khabour & Tigris
Awag

Unit
Water use
Irrigated area

ha

75 429

34 299

Irrigation
requirements

m3/ha

16 000

10 500 11 000

million m3

1 207

million
persons

4.0890

m3/per capita

2 000

2 000

2 000

2 000

million m3

298

69

8

3

77

18

3

5

3
3

Irrigation water use
Population
Requirements per
person
Domestic water use
Industry water use
Evaporation
Total uses
WATER BALANCE

million m
million m

million m
million m

3 871 253 427 72 132 404 075 432 835 1 276 068
9 100

6 000

10 600

16 700

12 429

2 306

433

4 283

7 228

15 860

2.5280 1.8290

0.6690

4.1050

14.2760

2 000

2 000

2 000

2 000

185

134

49

300

1 042

2

48

35

13

78

315

31

15

148

16

132

1 643

1 990

1 588

478

68

2 687

617

4 477

9 249

19 162

-311

-206

2

-856

640

-3 105

732

-3 104

360

43

0.9430 0.1130

Source: Ministry of Agriculture and Agrarian Reform, Arab Republic of Syria (MAAR, 2001a).
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THE POLICY FRAMEWORK

In the last years, the Government of Syria has enacted a considerable amount of
legal regulations and decrees that relate to irrigation water. This active legislation
development evidences the importance that water resources have for the Syrian
economy. From 1999 to 2001, the legal framework that affects irrigation water
has been thoroughly modified and strict measures have been taken into action
(Varela and Sagardoy, 2001, annex 1).
The policy matrix on the following page summarizes the policies related to
irrigation water in Syria according to policy objectives, policy strategies and
policy measures. The legal regulations developed recently in Syria respond to
specific policy objectives that are namely: (i) conservation of water resources; (ii)
food security and food production targets; and (iii) settlement of nomad
population. Each policy objective includes several policy strategies which are
implemented by different policy measures.
With the objective of reducing water use, the Government of Syria (GOS) has
decided that all irrigated areas will be equipped with modern irrigation techniques
in four years. This means that 287 337 ha will be adopted annually. Alongside, as
a way to control water use, the GOS has decided to promote the installation of
measuring devices in all existing wells, and is requiring that all wells must be
licensed by July 2001. The Agricultural Cooperative Bank is providing loans to
the farmers to purchase modern irrigation equipment at subsidized interest rates,
with higher subsidies for cooperatives. The development of new irrigation in the
public sector has been increasing from 219 273 ha in 1993 ha to 396 518 in 2000
at a rate of 25 000 ha/year (MAAR, 2001b). Most of the new systems are of line
canals from the headwork to the farm gate. Unfortunately the use of pressurized
networks is still rather infrequent.
13.4 MACRO-LEVEL ANALYSIS: CURRENT
BALANCE OF WATER RESOURCES

AND

PROJECTED

As water resources vary greatly across basins in Syria, it can be expected that
water policies will have distinct effects on the different basins. Therefore we have
analyzed in this study four different policy scenarios to assess the effect of water
development and water conservation policies at country level and at basins’ level.
These policy scenarios have been simulated along the years 2000-2015 horizon to
evaluate the effects of several policy alternatives on the short-, medium- and
long-term availability of water resources in Syria. Figure 13.3 represents
schematically the process of simulation. Annual water balances were made in
Excel.
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POLICY MATRIX FOR IRRIGATION WATER IN SYRIA
POLICY
STRATEGIES

MEASURES

•
•
•
Sustainable use of
groundwater
aquifers

•
•
•
•
•
•

Cost recovery in
public irrigation
schemes
CONSERVATION OF
WATER
RESOURCES

Irrigation
rehabilitation and
modernization

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Adoption of
modern irrigation
technologies at
farm level

•
•
•
•
•

FOOD
SECURITY:

Coordinate
Agricultural Plan
with irrigation
water availability

•

MEET FOOD
•
PRODUCTION Development of
new irrigation areas
TARGETS
•

•
SETTLEMENT
Development of
OF NOMAD
new irrigation areas •
POPULATION

•

Well drilling is banned in the cretassic layer.
Only public Ministries are allowed to drill wells for domestic water
use.
Forbidding cultivation of summer crops in the steppe areas to preserve
non-renewable groundwater reserves.
Obligation to license all unlicensed wells by July 1, 2001.
Well drilling licensing is banned.
Well deepening licenses are subject to the conditions of the irrigation
department in the governorates.
Pumping system installation is not permitted unless renewable water is
available.
Installation of flow meters in wells.
Grant irrigation license to farmers investing in the installation of flow
meters.
O&M costs: Irrigation fee of SP3 500/ha for spring irrigation and
SP600/ha for winter irrigation.
Capital costs: establish a land reclamation fee from SP2 000 – 7 000/ha.
Committee of Ministries should submit a national study for adoption of
pressurized pipe irrigation systems.
Rehabilitation of public irrigation schemes within a specific schedule.
Supply to farmers with the required equipment and inputs.
Agricultural Credit Bank will finance modern irrigation networks and
pumping sets.
Rehabilitation of the Al Manajeer irrigation projects in the Tigris and
Al Khabour basins.
Already implemented projects should be rehabilitated to adapt to
modern irrigation techniques.
Committee of Ministries should submit studies for adopting modern
irrigation techniques for strategic crops according to basins’ capacity.
Allocate annual budgets and provide necessary loans. Perform quality
control of equipment.
Conversion from traditional irrigation methods to modern irrigation
techniques in four years.
Start conversion in public sector systems.
Financing of adoption of modern irrigation by the Agriculture
Cooperative Bank.
Give priority for financing the projects located in the water-deficit
basins.
Licenses will be granted to unlicensed wells provided that modern
irrigation (sprinklers, drip) is installed.
Establishment of crop rotations and cropping patterns of strategic crops
according to the renewable water resources, dams and reservoirs
allocated for irrigation.
Allowing farmers in Raqqa Governorate to plant 1 400 ha with summer
crops and 2 800 ha with winter crops.
All irrigation and land reclamation projects should consider the
adoption of modern irrigation techniques.
To ensure settlement of population in specific areas, it is permitted to
cultivate pastoral shrubs and fodder barley not exceeding use of 1 500
million m3/year for all uses.
Summer crops are forbidden to preserve non-renewable ground water
reserves.
Promoting investment by wells in the steppe trying to preserve water
and settlement of population
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Figure 13.3 Methodological scheme for the water balance analysis at national and
basins’ levels
Available water
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•
•
•
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conservation

At National level
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• On waterdeficit basins
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The analysis at basin’s level was performed to permit the assessment of the
diverse impacts that those policies may produce on critical high-water-deficit
basins with respect to water-surplus basins. This distinction is crucial for water
policy analysis and policy recommendations. Figures 13.4-7 show the results of
the policy scenarios at aggregate level and for the most critical basin.
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Scenario 1: Present policy: Combination of irrigation modernization (4 years)
and irrigation expansion (15 years)
This scenario represents the official Government policy (Presidency of the
Ministers Council, 2001) consisting in the modernization of the irrigation
techniques and the development of an area compatible with the requirements
created by the increasing population. The area to be modernized is 319 017
ha/year (for a period of 4 years), that to be developed is 27 800 ha/year (15 years).
This scenario does not take into consideration the fact that achieving the
modernization objective will be very difficult in practice, but considers that it will
be carried out as planned. The evolution of the deficit for the whole country
evidences that during the four initial years, a large reduction of the deficit is
achieved, but the deficit starts to increase from the fifth year onwards due to the
development of the new areas. At the end of the period, the deficit reaches
2 469 Mm3 which is only 635 Mm3 smaller than the initial value. This shows
clearly that, in spite of the substantial impact that could be obtained with the
modernization program, the expansion of the irrigated area has a marked
counterbalancing effect. The Al Khabour basin recovers and its deficit decreases
to nearly 2 000 Mm3, but it declines later on to values close to the initial ones.
This is an indication that in this basin the development of new irrigation should
not be promoted if the equilibrium between demand and supply is to be restored.
A similar conclusion applies to the Orontes basin.
Scenario 2: Modernization policy: Modernization of existing irrigation schemes
with no expansion of irrigation
This scenario permits the visualization of the effect of a gradual modernization
policy whereby the whole irrigated area (1 149 349 ha) will be modernized over a
period of 15 years at the rate of 80 000 ha per year approximately. This scenario
enables to reach a positive balance by the twelfth year, and by the fifteenth year
the balance reaches a positive value of 857 Mm3. Unfortunately this scenario will
not cover the needs of the growing population and some commodities will have to
be imported. The reduction of the deficit in the critical basins (Al Khabour and
Orontes) are close to 40 percent of the initial values, which is substantial for a
15-year period, but it also indicates that, even if the whole area is modernized,
these basins will continue to have an important deficit. Therefore, stronger
measures will be required to achieve a positive balance in these critical basins
such as water consumption limitations per well, closing of wells, reduction of
irrigated area, limiting the cropping pattern to crops with relative small water
requirements or any combination of these measures.
Scenario 3. Long-term combined policy: Combination of irrigation
modernization and irrigation expansion (15 years both processes)
This scenario assumes that modernization will be undertaken in the whole
irrigated area but at the rate of 80 000 ha/year, in accordance to other international
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experiences. Expansion of irrigated area will take place at the same rate as in
Scenario 1. At the national level, the deficit is reduced from -3 104 Mm3 to –2 753
Mm3, as the annual balance between the modernized areas and the newly irrigated
areas is positive. This permits the reduction of the deficit but after year 15 the
trend will reverse as all the existing irrigated area will have been modernized and
only new areas will be added. The critical Al Khabour basin follows a similar
pattern until year 11, when all the area to be modernized is covered and from that
year on only new area is added producing a reversal of the trend.
Scenario 4. Differentiated policy: Modernization in critical basins and limited
irrigation expansion in selected basins.
This scenario simulates different irrigation policies for the high-deficit critical
basins and for the positive-balance basins. For the critical Al Khabour and
Orontes basins a special five-year modernization plan will be developed assuming
that all the irrigated area will be modernized in this period and that no new lands
will be transformed into irrigation. For the remaining basins, the existing area will
be modernized over a longer period of 15 years. New irrigation areas will be
developed only in the positive-balance basins (Euphrates and Coastal, 120 000 ha
and 45 000 ha respectively). The effect of this hypothesis is quite positive as it
will permit the reduction of the national deficit from –3 104 to –451 Mm3 (Figure
13.7). A total of 165 000 ha of newly irrigated lands will be developed during the
15 year period, representing approximately one-third of the present Government
plans. The effect is also quite remarkable for the Al Khabour basin, reducing the
deficit from –3 105 to –1 845 Mm3 in a period of five years. This again shows
that even if the whole area is modernized in a short period of time, the basin still
has a high negative balance that will eventually lead to the depletion of the
aquifers.
Results of the analysis show that when modernization policies are combined with
the expansion of irrigated areas to reach the projected goal of 420 000 ha for the
15 year period, water balances tend to revert to the initial values (Scenario 1) or
produce only a moderate reduction of the deficit (Scenario 3). The fact that some
basins have quite large deficits while others have positive balances indicates the
need for a differentiated policy to attain a national positive balance.
Modernization will concentrate in the high-deficit basins, while development of
new areas will be permitted only in the basins that have positive balances
(Scenario 4), although the expansion of the irrigated area will reach only
one-fourth of the projected objectives.
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Figure 13.4 Scenario 1. Current policy. Modernization (4years) and irrigation
expansion (15 years)
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Figure 13.5 Scenario 2. Modernization policy with no irrigation expansion
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Figure 13.6 Scenario 3. Long term policy. Modernization and irrigation expansion
(15 years)
Water balance of Al Khabour
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Figure 13.7 Scenario 4. Differentiated policy. Modernization in all basins, no
expansion in critical basins
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MICRO-LEVEL
ANALYSIS:
IRRIGATION TECHNOLOGIES

ADOPTION

OF

MODERN

The assessment of the effects of the adoption of modern irrigation technologies
requires a disaggregated farm level analysis that will complete the analysis at
aggregated and basins’ levels that was presented in the previous section. For this
purpose, different policy scenarios have been simulated that correspond to the
adoption of different irrigation techniques under various types of water sources
and farms that respond to the structural and agronomic characteristics of the
irrigation agriculture in several regions in Syria. The analysis process is
summarized in figure 13.8.
Thus, a typology of farms has been built to represent the Syrian irrigated
agriculture in different regional environments. Representative farms were selected
based upon the statistical data available, according to farm size, production
potential, factor allocation, cropping pattern and type of water source. Different
alternatives for adopting modern irrigation techniques were considered to permit
the evaluation of the effects that the investments in new irrigation equipment will
have on the financial results of different farm types.
As shown in figure 13.9, land sizes are not extremely dispersed in Syria. Small
irrigated farms are numerous; they account for 30 percent of all farms and occupy
15 percent of the total irrigated surface in the country. The average irrigated farm
in Syria is 3.6 ha and it represents the most balanced farm size class. In fact, farms
of around 3 ha in size represent approximately one-fourth of all irrigated lands
and all holdings in Syria.
a)

Selection of representative farms:

Table 13.4 shows the aggregated strata that were selected to define the
representative farms with an adequate level of representativity. These strata
include roughly 80 percent of the irrigated area and 70 percent of the irrigated
holdings.
Table 13.4

Selection of representative farms by area and number of
holdings farm size

Farm size Average farm
strata (ha)
size (ha)

% area

% holdings

Representative
farms (ha)

>1 - <2

1.52

16.08

38.18

1.5

>4 - <8

5.43

32.66

21.78

5

>10 - <25

13.73

33.50

8.84

14

82.24

68.80

Total

Source: Author's elaboration based on data of the Bureau of Statistics (1994 census).
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Figure 13.8 Methodological scheme for farm level analysis
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Figure 13.9 Percentage of area and number of holdings in the
selected farm sizes
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A field survey was conducted in a set of 48 irrigated farms, which permitted direct
farm-based information that was used for the definition of the technical
parameters, cropping pattern, farm size, water use and irrigation techniques in the
farm models. Field survey data also provided the data base for obtaining the
irrigation cost parameters in all the irrigation techniques alternatives in the farm
models.
The farm typology is intended to represent the irrigation agriculture in Syria and
features the characteristics of distinctive agricultural regions in the country. It
consists of three selected representative farms according to the data available of
size and number of irrigated holdings as defined in table 13.4.
These farms are: a large extensive farm of 14 ha, located in the North-East of the
country (el Hasakeh region, Khabour basin); a medium size semi-intensive farm
of 5 ha, located in the central north (Hama area, Orontes basin); and a small
intensive farm of 1.5 ha, located in the northwest (Lattakieh area, coastal region).
Together, they represent 77 percent of all irrigated holdings and 64 percent of the
irrigated surface. Water sources in the different types of farms include surface
water from rivers and underground water from wells of 200 m, 100 m and 50 m.
depth. Irrigation costs were calculated for all the different alternatives using field
data information. Irrigation techniques include traditional surface irrigation and
modern sprinkler and drip irrigation. The combination of farm types, water
sources and irrigation techniques has resulted in an ample number of farm models,
which has permitted the comparison of the effects of the adoption of modern
technologies for irrigation across farm structures and water sources. The general
characteristics of the farms are the following:
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Table 13.5
Farm type

General characteristics of the representative farms
Size (ha)

Large farm

14

Medium size
farm

5

Small farm

b)
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Cropping pattern
Wheat
Cotton
Wheat
Cotton
Potato
Sugar Beet
Tomato
Potato
Oranges

70%
30%
50%
20%
15%
15%
50%
25%
25%

Region
Al-Hassake
Hama

Lattakia

Comparative effects by farm types2

Results of the analysis are shown in figure 13.10, which depicts the profit attained
by each farm type as modern irrigation techniques are adopted. Figure 13.11
shows, equivalently, the financial returns of water.
The effects of the adoption of modern irrigation on farm profit can be
substantially different in the large-, medium- and small-farms evidencing that
structural parameters and cropping patterns are determinant and hence regional
characteristics. The results on financial returns of water (net margin/m3) show that
for all farm types, the adoption of modern irrigation techniques increases
substantially. However, differences between these two techniques are evidenced.
In the case of sprinklers, increases range from 55 to 125 percent, as in the case of
drip irrigation these figures double ranging from 116 to 218 percent. Across all
farm types, the kind of water source (surface or underground water) determines
also the profitability of adopting modern irrigation methods. The adoption of
water-saving modern irrigation technologies results in larger increases in farm
profits when water is extracted from wells as volumetric water costs are
substantially reduced.
Adoption of modern irrigation techniques in the large farm
In the large farm irrigated by river water, farm profits increase moderately when
modern irrigation techniques are adopted. From a net margin per ha of
SP18 683/ha in surface irrigation, to SP23 395/ha in the case of sprinkler
irrigation, and SP22 387/ha in drip irrigation. If water is extracted from wells of
100 m. depth, modern irrigation results in higher farm profit increases, passing
from SP10 752/ha in surface irrigation to SP29 127/ha in sprinklers and
SP28 212/ha in drip irrigation. This is due to the decrease in irrigation costs
inbuilt in the modern water saving techniques as water costs depend on the
volumes of extracted water. This tendency is reinforced as water becomes more
expensive in deep wells of 200 m. depth. These results show that, in this type of
extensive farm, sprinkler irrigation is more suitable than drip irrigation although
sprinklers cannot be used along the whole growth period of cotton.
2

Exchange rate: US$1 = SP50 (Syrian Pounds) (2001).
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Figure 13.10 Financial effects of modern irrigation technologies by farm type
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Figure 13.11 Financial returns of water by type of farm, irrigation technique and
water source
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Adoption of modern irrigation in the medium size farm
Medium size semi-intensive farms irrigated by river water increase farm profits
by 33 percent when sprinkler irrigation is adopted (from SP41 911/ha to
SP55 797/ha) and by 36 percent when drip irrigation is adopted (to SP56 949/ha).
These results evidence that this modern technology is more suited for a more
intensive cropping pattern (including potato). In medium-size farms irrigated by
wells, the adoption of sprinkler or drip irrigation results in a double increase in
farm profits (64 percent and 67 percent respectively) than in the case of river
water (from SP35 627 to SP58 477/ha for sprinklers and SP59 628/ha for drip).
The advantages of drip irrigation are reinforced as volumetric water savings are
greater in this type of technology.
Adoption of modern irrigation in the small farm
In the case of the small intensive farm, which grows mainly fruits and vegetables,
the comparative efficiency of adopting drip irrigation is further evidenced both for
surface river water and for underground water. For surface water, farm profits
increase by 38 percent if sprinkler irrigation is adopted and 67 percent if drip
irrigation is selected (from SP153 087/ha to respectively SP210 985 and
SP255 962/ha). If irrigation water is extracted from shallow 50 m wells farm
profits increase by a double amount, 67 percent in the case of sprinkler irrigation
and 111 percent in drip irrigation (from SP119 164/ha to respectively SP206 304
and SP251 478/ha).
13.6 CONCLUDING REMARKS
a)

On water resources policies

From the results of our analysis, we have evidenced that the present water balance
in Syria is negative and a fast-rate growing population is putting additional
pressure on the existing resources, which are not enough to satisfy existing
demand. The development of new water resources seems very limited considering
that Syria has developed a fair number of dams and reservoirs. As it has been
often argued, further investments in new public-funded irrigation networks are
extensively questioned worldwide due to increasing costs and environmental
damage (Rosegrant, 1997; FAO, 1997). An alternative will be to invest in
improving the efficiency of existing irrigation systems and to provide incentives
to private investments (Rosegrant and Svendsen, 1993; Seckler, 1996;
Badaragoda, 1998), which will conform to Syria’s new trends in agricultural
policies. This seems especially crucial as, on the whole, restoring a positive water
balance in the future appears as an important policy objective in Syria that will
require some drastic measures in some of the existing basins where the deficit has
reached alarming proportions. However, the nation-wide projected water policies
in Syria have proven to be non-sustainable and a positive water balance will not
be reached in the country, even less so in the critical high-deficit basins.
Therefore, much of the present and future water policy will have to rely on
demand management.
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As some basins have positive balances while others have quite large deficits, a
differentiated water basin policy would offer the best opportunity to reduce water
imbalances among basins and reach a moderate overall positive balance. This
policy will consist in coupling a modernization policy with a moderate and
selective expansion of irrigation. That is, an intensive plan of modernization
directed to the most critical basins with a lower rate of implementation in those
basins where the deficit is smaller. New irrigation areas should be developed
exclusively on the basins with positive water balances, and will meet about
one-fourth of the projected policy targets. This implies that Syria will have to rely
on the imports of some produce in accordance with the recent trend towards more
market oriented agricultural policies and a more flexible concept of food security
[responding to the recent joining of the World Trade Organization (WTO) and a
trade agreement with the European Union (EU)]. A possible agreement with
Turkey regarding the flow available at the border could provide the basis for
additional expansions of the irrigated area in the Euphrates basin.
b)

On the adoption of modern irrigation techniques

The policy directed to substitute traditional irrigation systems with modern watersaving techniques seems very appropriate in Syria, considering that farmers are
operating under an area-based administered water pricing system and are not
charged for the actual use of water. This system does not ensure an efficient use of
water. In fact, farmers benefit from subsidies for irrigation water as well as for
strategic products and inputs which characterize the basis of the Government’s
agricultural production plan. Currently, irrigators use large volumes of water well
above what will be considered the optimal crop irrigation requirements without
any penalty.
On the other hand, the adoption of modern irrigation technologies poses some
technological problems. First, these modern technologies are better suited for
holdings irrigated by private wells due to the certainty of having a continuous
water flow available when necessary. Second, adoption of modern irrigation in
public surface irrigation systems will present technological problems as most of
the irrigation networks work in a rotation system that makes water available to the
farm on turns of variable duration. Such modality is not compatible with the use
of sprinkler and drip irrigation systems that require a frequent water supply.
Therefore, the existing irrigation networks will have to be adapted to this
technical requisite or farmers will have to construct regulating ponds in their farm
with an additional substantial cost and loss of cultivated land.
The analysis made at farm level shows that the adoption of modern irrigation is
financially attractive in most cases in Syria. However, the adoption of modern
water-saving irrigation techniques will not necessarily imply that water savings
will take place unless equipment is properly used. But even if the equipment is
used properly, farmers may wish to cultivate a larger proportion of their lands or
plant more water consuming crops if they do not find incentives to do otherwise.
Therefore, whether or not water is actually saved by increasing on-farm irrigation
efficiency needs careful evaluation. In fact, as technical efficiency increases, on-
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farm water consumption is expected to decrease as a mean to attain overall water
conservation strategies. However, in Syria and elsewhere, it cannot be generally
affirmed that irrigation modernization polices will induce, unambiguously, an
increase in water savings; actual outcomes of these policies are frequently
misleading (Huffaker and Whittlesey, 1995; Garrido et al, 1997; Seckler, 1996).
Therefore, additional measures that complement the modernization programs will
be needed to ensure that water savings will take place to the extent needed.
One of the possible complementary measures used worldwide is the establishment
of a cost recovery scheme that will ensure the recovery of variable irrigation costs
by charging them according to the volumes of water delivered and measured. This
measure has proven to be effective in many countries to reduce water
consumption. However, it has the potential risk of being misinterpreted as a water
pricing mechanism in the context of the strong social and political traditions in
Syria that have historically opposed any such measures. Thus, it may not be easily
accepted and its implementation will be socially difficult. Secondly, the
effectiveness of such measure will be essentially limited to public irrigation
systems which are located mostly in areas of abundant water resources and
represent only a modest proportion of the whole irrigated area.
Another possible complementary measure would be limiting the amount of water
per hectare that can be used in every well considering the aquifer’s recharge rate
and penalizing those that exceed it with a penalty fee. However, the
implementation of this measure is not easy, and requires the installation of flow
meters. In fact, a water policy based on quantitative limitations of water use has
important monitoring and control requirements and therefore these policies have
proven to be difficult to implement due to high enforcement costs (Varela-Ortega
et al, 2002).
c)

Towards a demand-managed water policy

Along these lines of argument, the most likely solutions for a better demandmanagement water policy in Syria will be the following:
•

Establish the equivalence between the maximum permitted water quantity
per ha and the area that can be planted of different crops according to
different technologies. This is referred to as a water/crop quota system. It
will permit the farmers to chose their cropping pattern within an
established quota of water and have it approved by the Government
authorities. In order not to distort the national objectives of strategic crops’
production, the Government can establish support prices for selective
strategic crops to achieve those objectives. This water/crop quota system
could be implemented gradually over a five-year period. An example of
the water/crop quota system is illustrated on the following page:
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Table 13.6

Example of a water/crop quota system for a water allocation of
4 000 m3/ha (first year)

Irrigation
technique
Traditional
irrigation
Sprinkler
irrigation
Drip irrigation

Table 13.7

Wheat

Cotton

Sugar beet

Sunflower

Barley

0.9ha

0.25 ha

0.6

0.9 ha

0.90 ha

1.20 ha

0.35 ha

1.0

1.20 ha

1.20 ha

1.20 ha

0.45 ha

1.1

1.30 ha

1.20 ha

Example of a water/crop quota system for a water allocation of
2 700 m3/ha (fifth year)

Irrigation
technique
Traditional
irrigation
Sprinkler
irrigation
Drip irrigation

Wheat

Cotton

Sugar beet

Sunflower
seeds

Barley

0.60ha

0.15 ha

0.5

0.6 ha

0.60 ha

0.90 ha

0.25 ha

0.70

0.74 ha

0.84 ha

0.90 ha

0.40 ha

0.77

0.90 ha

0.84ha

•

Modernization of farms where wheat and cotton are traditionally grown
present the technical problem that sprinkler irrigation is suitable for wheat
but not adequate for all phases of crop development of cotton. The inverse
applies for drip irrigation. The water/crop quota system provides a good
basis for solving this serious technical limitation, as farmers can choose
the most suitable cropping pattern to their irrigation techniques.

•

The adoption of modern water-saving technologies with the existing
economic incentives may not be fast enough in the critical basins, where
water balances are highly negative, to correct the unbalanced situation of
the aquifer in a short number of years. Therefore the GOS should adopt
some measures that will contribute to the acceleration of the rate of
adoption in these basins. Experience worldwide indicates that subsidies of
different kind are practiced in many countries for the adoption of these
techniques, but they must be linked to a commitment on the farmer side to
not expand the irrigated area or even to reduce it, like the “water/crop
quota system” mentioned above. Justification of this ‘water conservation
subsidy’ will be of environmental nature, like the replenishing of the
aquifers. This type of financial incentive conditioned to some
environmental positive action on the farmers’ side has shown positive
effects in several European countries and they are known as “cross
compliance” incentives. Furthermore, this subsidy will put groundwater
farmers in a similar situation to the farmers using surface waters who have
traditionally enjoyed a large level of subsidies for the provision of water to
their farms.
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Choosing the right combination of measures will require more detailed
information about the hydrological characteristics of the basins and the
present use of the water (inventory of the existing wells), but considering
that installation of flow meters may take some time to implement, the most
feasible alternative in the short run would be to control the permitted
quantity of water as indicated before.

None of these measures will be easily accepted by the farmers as they will
perceive them as a reduction of their income. Enforcement of some of them may
cause social unrest and result in limited implementation. Any such measure
should be accompanied by some financial incentives to decrease the resistance for
their adoption, as well as by setting up participatory mechanisms that will permit
the farmers to get involved in the policy decisions before their implementation.
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CHAPTER 14

Agricultural Inputs and Market Liberalization
by N.S. Parthasarathy

14.1 BACKGROUND
Considering the heavy dependence of Syrian agriculture on rainfall and the
extensive dispersal of cropping areas, timely and convenient availability of inputs
is a critical factor for attaining production targets. Agriculture has been a part of
the centrally planned economic system with Government organizations and
agencies closely involved in all production and distribution activities, including
inputs production, import, pricing and distribution. Since the mid-1980s there has
been a graduated and cautious shift toward allowing private sector participation
and competition in specific areas. Since the mid-1980s, there have been many
important policy changes - such as: unification of exchange rates, private sector
entry into defined areas of input distribution and agricultural procurement, private
sector export of vegetables and fruits, reduced rigidities in crop planning, removal
of explicit subsidies and fixation of prices according to production costs. The
article assesses the impact of contemporary institutional and policy aspects of
input production, importation, pricing and distribution.
14.2 THE FERTILIZER SYSTEM
a)

Fertilizer usage

The popular forms of fertilizers used are ammonium nitrate of both 30 percent and
33 percent grades, urea, triple super phosphate with 46 percent P2O5 (TSP), also
commonly referred to in Syria as just super phosphate, sulphate of potash with
50 percent K and, occasionally, diammonium phosphate (DAP) with 18 percent N
and 46 percent P2O5. Of these, the first three are locally produced and
supplemented by imports to meet the gap between demand and local production.
From the following table, it will be seen that N consumption steadily increased
from 1988-1989 to 1995-1996 and maintained ground thereafter, whereas
P consumption has been declining after the growth trend till 1993-1994.
K consumption has been falling after reaching the peak of 9 186 tonnes in
1991-1992.
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Table 14.1 Fertilizer consumption – Nutrients – rounded to thousand tonnes
1988-89
1989-90
1990-91
1991-92
1992-93
1993-94
1994-95
1995-96
1996-97
1997-98
1998-99
1999-2000
2000-01

N
161
154
185
193
204
230
217
237
227
237
218
251
211

P2O5
100
91
112
138
140
139
128
128
125
118
105
114
93

K2O
9
5
6
9
6
6
6
8
6
7
7
8
7

Going by the recommended usage dosages of N, P and K for different crops,
wheat, barley, cotton, and fruit trees should be the main consumers of fertilizers.
However, from figures of loans to different crops it emerges that wheat and cotton
account for 90 percent of fertilizer sold on credit.
b)

Distribution system

About 60 percent of the total fertilizer requirement is produced locally at the only
manufacturing unit located at Homs and the balance is met by imports. The
Agricultural Cooperative Bank (ACB) distributes imported and locally produced
material to farmers directly and through cooperatives. The ACB is both dispenser
of farm loans and distributor of inputs. The quantity of fertilizer and other inputs
is pre-determined according to a recommended crop plan (earlier, it was a
mandatory plan subject to severe penalties for non-adherence but now made
“indicative”) and formalized by the issue of a crop license to every farm at the
beginning of each crop year. Farmers, or the cooperatives on their behalf, take
delivery from ACB warehouses. Cooperatives’ role in most cases is limited to
physical facilitation involving no advance purchase, storage and working capital
investment. The 5 361 agricultural cooperatives in the country play an important
part in facilitating the redistribution of seeds and fertilizers from ACB to farmer
members.
Farmers wishing to purchase fertilizer on cash terms also need crop licenses
indicating the quantity of fertilizer they are entitled to. Cash purchases, in such
cases, can be made either from the ACB warehouse or from outlets run by
agricultural engineers who are registered with the agricultural engineers’
syndicate. Private sector is thus involved in distribution to a limited extent at the
retail level to meet demand on cash terms. Retail outlets run by agricultural
engineers are registered either with the agriculture engineers’ syndicate or with
the Peasant Union (PU) in the governorate. To deal in fertilizer, they have to enter
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into a contract with the syndicate or the PU whereby, against the syndicate’s/PU’s
guarantee, ACB extends credit not exceeding SP300 000 for working capital, and
in return for this support these outlets (called joint ventures) pay 40 percent of the
profit to the syndicate/PU. Of the total 17 655 agricultural engineers registered
with syndicates, about 10 percent have registered for business in agricultural
inputs, representing a retail network of approximately 1 700 such outlets for
redistribution of vegetable seeds, soluble fertilizers, plant protection products,
spraying equipment and micro-irrigation assemblies.
Of the total fertilizer sold, 85 percent is on credit and 45 percent of this percentage
represents cooperative member sales – that is, effectively 38 percent of fertilizer
redistribution is done by cooperatives. The balance of 62 percent, comprising both
credit and cash sales to non-members, is mostly sold direct to farmers by ACB
with a small percentage through joint ventures. Thus, ACB is 38 percent
wholesaler and 62 percent retailer. This may be one reason why their transaction
costs are high.
Field studies suggest the possibility of leaks from the system forming an informal
flow of material to the market for sale at higher prices, particularly in busy
seasons. In times of planting, especially in zone 1 where pressure of demand
builds up with rains, private prices sometimes command premiums of
SP800-1 000 per tonne. The restrictive distribution system tends to create these
“rents” in fertilizer prices even under conditions of plentiful availability at the
macro level.
The foregoing indicates the need for freeing the present restrictive distribution
system to allow extensive participation by the private sector in the distribution
hierarchy at all levels. This would result in farmers being able to take inputs
against credit from the cooperative or joint venture or private outlets, by their
choice, against the cropping permit or a credit coupon in its place, and without
restriction on the quantity if they wish to buy for cash.
c)

Production

The General Fertilizer Company (GFC), located in Homs, is a public sector
organization and is the only fertilizer manufacturing unit in Syria. It has an annual
installed capacity of 120 000 tonnes of ammonium nitrate, 330 000 tonnes of urea
and 450 000 tonnes of triple super phosphate (TSP). The plant is located centrally
with good and easy reach to most fertilizer consuming parts of the country. The
source of natural gas is about 700 km at Hassake and is piped to the fertilizer unit
and the neighbouring refinery. Rock phosphate deposits are also nearby at
Palmyrah. Power supply is not a problem and is available at 97 piastres per kWh.
The production at this unit has been erratic in relation to the installed capacity as
will be seen from the following table. The capacity of the ammonia plant is not
matched by capacities in the downstream ammonium nitrate and urea plants,
which seems to be the major reason for under-utilization. These plants, as well as
the sulphuric acid and phosphoric acid plants, need revamping requiring further
investment. Considering the local availability of rock phosphate and natural gas
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(sulphur is imported from nearby sources) and the inherent comparative advantage
for manufacture of nitrogenous and phosphatic fertilizer, it is worthwhile
investing in this unit for revamping and de-bottlenecking.
Table 14.2

Production (in tonnes)

1995-96
74 800
Ammonium Nitrate
Capacity utilization %
62%
As % of total supply
21%
90 500
Urea
Capacity utilization %
27%
As % of total supply
44%
100 900
Triple Super
Phosphate
Capacity utilization %
22%
As % of total supply
37%
Total Supply = Production + Imports

1996-97
77 466
65%
20%
92 150
28%
35%
197 974
44%
81%

1997-98
70 449
59%
33%
156 100
47%
40%
166 015

1998-99
108 707
91%
67%
189 957
58%
55%
172 780

37%
84%

38%
70%

2000 Plan
56 000
47%
77 000
23%
150 000
33%

With improved production, it is possible either to give farmers the benefit of cost
reduction or reduce the budgetary support without affecting farmer price.
Table 14.3

Cost of production – Potential savings per tonne SP

Cost at 2000 Plan
Production
Cost at 90% of capacity
Saving

Ammonium
Nitrate
5 966

Urea
6 978

Triple Super
Phosphate
9 161

4 557
1 409

4 215
2 763

7 612
1 549

The domestic demand gap at the end of ten years is likely to be about
250 000 tonnes of urea and TSP demand will have been fully met, assuming that
these products are produced at 90 percent capacity in the existing Homs unit. The
gap is too small to justify installation of additional manufacturing facility for urea
solely for local consumption, especially considering that modern ammonia plants
have typical capacities of 1 000 – 2 000 tonnes per day, equivalent to 0.5 to
1 million tonnes of urea per year. One option would be to buy urea from world
market, considering that it is available at low prices from countries using
associated gas as feed-stock. Gas available in Syria could be used for strategically
important purposes like power, which may be more difficult to buy from outside.
As regards additional capacity for TSP, dependence on sulphur from outside
sources and the volatility of DAP and phosphoric acid prices in the international
market make selling phosphate rock in its raw material form relatively more
attractive.
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Removal of current capacity constraints could save about SP595 million annually,
which is ultimately a burden on the budget. Higher production would also save
annually more than US$50-70 million in foreign exchange.
d)

Importation - Role of GEZA

Fertilizer import in its entirety is entrusted to the public sector organization called
the Foreign Trade Organization for Import of Chemicals and Foodstuffs – referred
to as GEZA, formerly known by the acronym TAFCO. Private sector is not
permitted to import fertilizers. Recently, however, a decree has been issued
allowing private sector in fertilizer import. GEZA imports through Tartous and
Latakia ports - bulk urea cargo mostly through Tartous and bagged cargo through
Latakia. Bulk urea is unloaded and bagged by automatic bagging equipment on
the wharf and directly loaded onto trucks, saving about US$3 per tonne compared
to import in bagged form. The purchase contracts are on C&F free out basis with
the responsibility for wharfages resting with the seller. North Africa, East Europe
and Russia are the main sources which offer advantages of short voyage time and
distributed deliveries in lots of 5 000-7 000 tonnes. There are no constraints of
truck availability at either port. Foreign exchange availability for fertilizer import
is not a constraint.
GEZA hands over the material to ACB. GEZA is given a small compensation of
1 percent for its effort. GEZA hands over the shipping document to ACB duly
endorsed in favour of the latter. As such, GEZA’s role is confined to selection of
supply sources, pre-tender evaluation of reliability, inviting tenders, obtaining
competitive price and terms, conclusion of contracts and ensuring that the
shipping schedule is in conformity with the prescribed program. The dollar cost of
imported fertilizer was being converted at discounted rates, thereby passing on a
subsidy, till the second half of 1992 at rates varying from SP11.25 per US$ to
SP35. The rate of conversion, at the time of this study, was SP46 per US$
compared to the neighbouring country rate that varies from SP46 to SP51 per
US$. Fertilizers are exempt from customs duty.
e)

Price coordination mechanism

Stocks at different prices are taken over by ACB – local production at cost plus a
margin to the producing unit and imported material at varying C&F costs for
different parcels plus 1 percent to GEZA. Therefore, the Bank has to go through a
complex averaging process to arrive at a uniform farmer price for each fertilizer
type regardless of the source. These selling prices are recommended and
submitted for approval of the Supreme Agricultural Council. The typical margins
retained by ACB as set out in their circular dated 7 February 2000 are summarized
here.
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Table 14.4

ACB margins on fertilizers

Fertilizer
Ammonium Nitrate 30%
Urea
Triple Super Phosphate
Potassium Sulphate

Average
cost
SP/tonne
5 500
7 080
7 630
10 940

Sale price
SP/tonne

Margin
SP/tonne

Margin %
on cost

5 400
7 700
8 200
12 100

-100
620
570
1 160

Minus 2%
8.75%
7.5%
10.6%

With the entry of the private sector in import and distribution and parallel
operation of ACB on the one hand, and the sourcing of fertilizer from both
domestic production and imports on the other hand, there is need for a new price
coordination mechanism that is free of bureaucratic procedures, preserves
competitiveness and moderates large price fluctuations.
In order to meet the changed situation in the post-reform scenario, Government
may have to take early action to formulate and publicize a fertilizer policy
covering, among other issues, the following aspects: promotion of usage; supply
management; availability of foreign exchange for import; pricing and subsidy;
utilization of local resources; encouragement of the private sector; including
cooperatives; rural credit, extension strategy; support for research, quality
standards; and enforcement and environmental protection.
14.3 THE SEED PRODUCTION AND DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM
a)

Seed usage

A notable feature of the seed situation in Syria is the high seed replacement ratio
for wheat. Considering that, in respect to self-pollinated crops, farmers ordinarily
tend to plant home-saved seeds and do not replace them with fresh processed
seeds, the high seed replacement ratio is commendable.
Farmers tend to compare the price they get for a kg of the commercial grain (the
output) with the price per kg of seed, although this may not be sound economic
reasoning considering the value of the incremental output. This price sensitivity is
noticeable particularly in self- and open-pollinated varieties, where the farmer has
the option to switch to home-saved seed if he considers the seed price to be high
in relation to the crop price. The impact on yield and quality through continuous
use of home seed is not often understood.
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Table 14.5 Comparison of crop and seed prices
Crop
Wheat Soft
Wheat Hard
Barley
Lentils
Chickpeas

Crop price
SP/kg
10.80
11.80
7.50
16.00
17.80

Seed price
SP/kg
10.00
16.00
12.10
20.00
28.00

Seed price/ Crop
price
0.93
1.36
1.61
1.25
1.57

The low usage of seed in the case of barley, lentils and chickpea could be due to
high seed/crop price ratios. This is exacerbated by the high ratio of seed rate to
yield per ha - 18 percent for barley, 8 percent for lentils and 5 percent for
chickpea which are not irrigated, compared to an average of 8 percent for wheat.
b)

Production

The annual turnover of the public sector General Organization for Seed
Multiplication (GOSM) is about SP4 billion. About 12-13 000 tonnes of wheat,
barley, lentil and chickpea seeds are exported to Arab countries. GOSM is
expected to sell seeds at cost and make no profit.
The private sector role in seed production is in the form of farmer participation in
the multiplication activity. Seeds are multiplied through poly-generation method
passing from nuclear seed through foundation, registered and certified I stages and
finally to certified II seed, which is sold to farmers as commercial seed for raising
the crop. The first two stages are multiplied in six stations at different locations
directly under the supervision of GOSM, and the remaining two stages are
produced on farms by cooperative members and by private farmers. Seed material
is supplied to the farmer for multiplication to the succeeding stage at the same
price as for the commercial grain, and not at its appropriate cost which naturally
would be higher. Farmers raising the registered seed are paid a 25 percent
premium over the commercial crop price for the output, and those raising the
certified seed I and II are paid a premium of 20 percent. Breeder seed is obtained,
free of cost, from the International Center for Agricultural Research in the Dry
Areas (ICARDA), research stations and sources outside the country.
The seed rate for different crops and the finalized cropping plan together
determine the quantity of seed needed for the ensuing seasons, and form the basis
for GOSM’s production plans. The quantity that GOSM can make available,
however, is limited by the quantity of seed material available to produce the
certified II for use in the immediately following season.
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Table 14.6 Seed production - Plan versus execution
Wheat
1998
Plan – tonnes
Execution –
tonnes
Execution %
1999
Plan – tonnes
Execution –
tonnes
Execution %
2000
Plan – tonnes
Execution –
tonnes
Execution %

Barley

Lentil

Chickpea

Cotton

210 000
186 603

10 000
2 110

1 500
1 044

1 000
1 014

28 000
39 505

89%

21%

70%

101%

147%

160 000
148 533

33 000
30 250

2 000
168

600
310

32 000
33 830

93%

92%

8%

52%

106%

190 000
221 274

10 000
1 071

1 500
400

600
321

32 000
29 262

116%

10%

27%

53%

92%

Candidate seed from farmers’ fields are cleaned and treated at processing stations
under the control of the Ministry of Supply, for which a service charge is paid by
GOSM. There are 11 processing stations. The typical capacity is 10 000 tonnes
per year although, in actual practice about twice the quantity is processed over six
months operating two shifts. The processing units are not responsible for the
genetic purity of the material they process. GOSM's technical staff is expected to
verify this on seed growers’ fields at the time of planting. Processors do not also
take responsibility for guaranteeing the minimum germination, nor do they have
laboratory facilities for these tests. The quality of seed produced by GOSM is
tested and passed by its own quality control department. The large capacities of
the processing plants result in avoidable additional capital cost (estimated at about
SP80-90 million each) and consequent higher cost of seed; as the operation is also
necessarily of a seasonal nature, under-utilization of capacity is unavoidable. The
effect of this is exacerbated by the large over-centralized capacities and
consequent high capital cost. Smaller decentralized units seem to be a more
practical proposition. Smaller units would also be within the investment capacity
of district level entrepreneurs and encourage extensive private sector participation.
At times, wheat and cotton seed availability from the official source is found
inadequate during planting. During field visits, several farmers complained of lack
of uniformity of species and yields not being up to expectations. Similar quality
complaints were voiced in regard to fruit seedlings.
c)

Delivery system

Seeds for all strategic crops – wheat, barley, lentils, chickpeas, cotton, and sugar
beet – are produced only by GOSM, the public sector organization, for
distribution through their branches and through the Agricultural Cooperative Bank
warehouses. Hybrid seeds for vegetables are imported and marketed by private
sector seed companies through a network of retailers spread across the country.
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State nurseries in 70 locations with a combined area of 50 000 dunnums under the
control of the Directorate of Agricultural Affairs raise seedlings for fruit trees.
The seedlings are distributed to farmers direct and through extension units at
nominal prices that reflect a subsidy of about 50 percent (for instance, olive
seedlings sold for SP13 against the cost of SP25). The seedlings are sold both for
new plantings in reclamation areas in hilly areas and for replacement in old areas.
Government's encouragement of forest tree planting through supply of free
seedlings is an important initiative in the seed sector. The Directorate of Forestry
has 40 nurseries raising seedlings for free supply to public organizations and at a
subsidized price of SP1 per seedling (cost SP15) to the public. Of the total forest
area of 461 000 ha, natural forests occupy 232 000 ha and the rest are man-made
forest.
Wheat, cotton and potato constitute the bulk of GOSM’s activity and the demand
for these crops is steadily on the increase.
Table 14.7 Seed sales by GOSM (tonnes)
Variety
Cotton
Wheat
Barley
Potato
Maize

1995
26 337
166 519
4 129
36 912
1 540

1996
28 236
17 478
5 507
16 581
1 497

1997
34 611
110 000
4 800
18 567
1 557

1998
36 879
139 376
3 500
27 334
1 548

1999
32 536
148 533
6 986
32 771
812

There is considerable advantage in permitting GOSM to use the private sector for
multiplication and processing based on competitive offers for services. GOSM
could supervise field production, sub-contracting processing to the private sector.
Contractor-processors could have the option to buy a part of the output for
distribution through their own channels.
d)

Seed importation by private sector

Importers are required to apply to the Directorate of Agricultural Affairs for
approval of the seed variety before seeking an import license. The seeds are tested
in the Government’s research stations for two seasons and, depending on the
findings, approval is given or refused. The difficulty expressed by importers is
that imported seed varieties keep changing rapidly and often when the approval is
given after two years it is possible that the same variety may not be available. At
the time of import, on arrival of the consignment at the port of entry, the customs
take a sample and send it to Aleppo for analysis. The consignment is allowed for
clearance after the sample is approved. A local facility for analysis could reduce
the delay in clearances of consignments.
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Seed Law

There is need for a comprehensive Seed Law containing the following: making it
illegal to produce, stock or sell seed unless it is an approved variety, packed,
sealed, certified and the packing and label comply with disclosure requirements;
stipulating procedures for new releases and registration of varieties; specifying
quality standards; laying down penalties for deviation; prescribing obligations of
seed producers and dealers; specifying disclosure requirements (variety name,
producer’s name and address, purity percentages, production date and date of
expiry for viability) and similar aspects.
f)

Pricing

Pricing for barley, lentil and chickpea seeds need review to recognize the
uncertainties of rain-fed conditions under which these crops are raised and to
encourage a higher seed replacement ratio. There are also reports of seed growers’
considering the premium of 20 percent over the commercial price for seed crops
to be insufficient. As a result, they tend to divert the seed crop to the market
instead of giving it to the processor. This interrupts the multiplication chain. To
avoid diversion and to ensure continuity of the seed chain, the premium may have
to be reviewed.
Presently, the Government fixes the maximum prices of imported seeds. This
could be modified into a system of requiring the importer to file the cost of import
and marketing, waiving the price fixation part of the procedure and allowing him
to fix his own pricing. The market could be allowed to determine what price each
variety deserves. The cost data filed by importer should be adequate for
identifying undue price increases and corrective action.
14.4 PLANT PROTECTION PRODUCTS
a)

Usage

The usage of plant protection products is under two sectors – the public system for
control of pests on a community scale where Government takes responsibility to
protect crops against migratory pests and, second, private sector marketing of
products where responsibility for protection rests with individual farmers. About
60 percent of the chemicals imported and distributed by the Government are
herbicides, especially for wheat. The private sector market for plant protection
products has been registering a steady growth, resulting in a reversal of shares
between the two sectors from 1987. Although figures for the last two years are
unavailable, experts in the industry estimate that demand in the private sector
market has been growing at 15-25 percent per year.
The usage of plant protection products is summarized in the following table. The
figures are in SP converted from US$ cost of imports, and for purpose of
comparability, the same rate of conversion has been used over all the years
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although, in actual fact, the conversion rates in earlier years were lower than the
market rate treating farm chemicals as a priority item.
Table 14.8 Plant protection products distribution (SP million)
Government
Private
Total

1990
627
274
901

1991
354
310
654

1992
447
407
854

1993
613
400
1 013

1994
464
426
890

1995
817
856
1 673

1996
1 113
856
1 969

1997
621
1 124
1 745

1998
684
NA
NA

1999
451
NA
NA

NA: not available.

b)

Distribution

Private-sector distribution is well-defined and there is a smooth flow of material
from the importer through the dealer network to farmers. Broadly, public imports
cover the strategic crops – wheat barley, lentils, chickpea, cotton and sugar beet –
and the private sector covers the non-strategic crops. In respect of private sector
operation, apart from fixing prices, Government allows a free hand to distributors,
retaining responsibility for demand estimation, registration, licensing and quality
enforcement.
A typical private organization maintains three warehouses located at logistically
convenient centres such as Tartous, Homs and Aleppo for supply to dealers who
number 200-300 according to the volume distributed by the organization. Supplies
from warehouses reach dealers within a day or two of the order placement.
Dealers are given discounts based on volume of purchase and prevailing
competition. In special cases, credit is given to dealers depending on their
purchase volumes and track record of honouring commitments. Technical sales
staff of the marketing organization call on dealers regularly to check their stocks
and to book fresh orders for replenishment. Under current regulations, any dealer
selling farm requisites is required to employ an agricultural engineer who is
registered with the agricultural engineers’ syndicate.
Marketing organizations also import and distribute a wide range of farm requisites
such as vegetable seeds, soluble fertilizers, green houses and micro-irrigation
equipment.
Hormones, attractants and trap devices are distributed by the Government, free of
cost, through extension units. The cost of control of migratory pests is not
recovered from farmers. Aerial spraying for wheat is recovered at half a piastre
per kg of the produce. Distribution under special programs is also carried out
through the Agricultural Cooperative Bank (ACB) network.
c)

Importation

The estimated demand for the year as approved by the Committee for Pesticide
Supply Management in the Ministry of Plant Protection, after adjusting for stocks
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on hand, is scheduled for shipment and given to GEZA. GEZA calls for tenders
and enters into contracts for shipments.
Imports by the private sector are generally from Western Europe and the USA.
Under resolution 15T of 1996, imports are permitted only from those
organizations that manufacture the chemical, and not from formulators. The
procedure for registration is spelt out under Law 34 of 1997 and requires that
every chemical imported for use in the country be registered with the Directorate
of Plant Protection. Chemicals eligible for registration should be in use in the
country of origin, failing which in at least two developing countries, which have
environmental and biological regulations. The chemicals should not contain any
ingredient harmful to the environment. The registration and approval of any new
chemical takes two to three years to undergo all the tests in the Government
laboratory.
Imported material is allowed to be sold only in the original packing and is not
permitted for local re-packing. Once a chemical is registered, the procedure for
obtaining the import license is fairly speedy. A blanket license can be obtained for
the whole year to obviate the need for applying for import of each consignment.
There could be a considerable reduction of cost by importing in bulk and repacking locally, since handling costs in exporting countries are much higher than
under Syrian conditions. Further cost reductions could be achieved if private
parties were to be encouraged to import the technical ingredient and formulate it
in to various forms and concentrations.
d)

Pricing

Importing companies furnish details of their costs based upon which maximum
selling prices are fixed by the Government. Since the base costs as furnished by
the importing companies are not audited, nor is it worthwhile to do so, it is
possible that real margins are higher than what is officially allowed in price
fixation. This is supported by market observations of products being sold even
lesser than approved prices. Official prices have little significance unless they are
made known to buyers. With a wide range of varieties and packing, it is
impractical to make farmers aware of them.
In the circumstances, the present practice of fixing and approving maximum
selling prices could be withdrawn requiring importers/marketers to file (not for
approval) with the Directorate of Plant Protection, not the Ministry of Supply as at
present, the cost of each consignment. This information should be sufficient basis
for monitoring market prices.
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14.5 THE INPUTS POLICY COMPONENTS
a)

Pricing system for inputs

Pricing norms and the agencies involved in the pricing process for fertilizers,
seeds for strategic crops, vegetable seeds and plant protection products are
summarized in the following tabulation. The Government fixes prices for all
inputs based on production or procurement cost.
Table 14.9 Institutions intervening in the price setting for inputs
Fertilizer
Fertilizers –
Seed
Seed Marketed Plant Protection
Local
Imported
GOSM
by Private
by Private Sector
Production
Production
Sector
Initiated by:
GECM with
cost of
production

GEZA with
landed cost

GOSM with cost
of production

Company with
landed cost

Company with
landed cost

Submitted to and scrutinized by:
Special
Committee of
reps of GECM
General
Peasant Union
and ACB

Ad hoc
Committee of
reps of
Ministries of
Agriculture,
Industry,
Economics,
Foreign Trade,
Supply

Special
Committee of
representatives of
Agriculture,
Supply and
Peasant Union

Ministry of
Supply and
Internal Trade

Ministry of Supply
and Internal Trade

Same ad hoc
Committee

Through Minister
of Agriculture to
Supreme
Agricultural
Council

Ministry of
Supply and
Internal Trade

Ministry of Supply
and Internal Trade

1% on landed
cost

At cost of
production

Landed cost is
on average 1.33
times CIF cost CIF cost + 15%
to wholesaler +
15% to retailer
– That is,
1.33 x 1.15 x
1.15 = 1.76
times CIF cost
(app.)

24% on landed cost
to wholesaler and
10% thereon to
retailer

Approved by:
Through
Minister for
Agriculture to
the Supreme
Agricultural
Council1

Margins:
Not more than
10% on cost of
production

1

By late 2001, the functions of the Supreme Agriculture Council (SAC) were transferred to the
respective Ministries. As a result, under the new arrangement, the Cabinet, presided over by the
Prime Minister, adopts/approves the proposals of the concerned sectoral Ministries. The
consultative process, through the formal representation of political and social bodies in the SAC, is
now replaced by consultations with stakeholders, at various levels, by the concerned Ministries.
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b)

Credit

b1)

Working capital

Credit is needed to support the following functions in the input distribution
system. (a) Credit for retailers to purchase inputs and stock them ahead of the
season – known as retail credit and (c) finance for large volumes of purchase by
wholesalers and country-wide distributors in advance of the season – referred to
as distribution credit.
Most retailers support the business through their own cash, and borrowing from
friends and relatives as they find bank borrowing cumbersome. The maximum
credit limit eligibility for retail business is SP250 000, but more often the actual
sanction is only about SP125 000. A major source of financing is supply on credit
from the distributor. However, as distributors are themselves under pressure, the
facility they can give to their dealers is restricted. Discount for cash purchase is
fixed as high as 2-3 percent per month, reflecting the cost of capital in the
informal money market and the severe working capital pressure in the system.
Credit for inputs is extended in kind according to the limits in the crop license.
About 85 percent of fertilizer sales are on credit and the balance for cash.
Paucity of working capital, stringent eligibility norms and procedural complexities
are perceived as serious handicaps to private sector initiatives to enter into new
areas of activity, or for expansion of existing ones.
b2)

Role of Agricultural Cooperative Bank

Substantial improvement in farmers’ capacity to hold the produce is to be
promoted through micro-level institutions with stores and refinance facilities to
advance monies against the grain deposited. These are the kind of development
lending and support activities that ACB, Banking Division, should look at for
future expansion. ACB should get out of retail lending and move more into
wholesaling of credit, operating through micro-finance institutions which have
closer contacts with farmers and, therefore, more effective in enforcing
repayments.
c)

Quality control

No major complaints were heard from farmers regarding quality of fertilizers.
Poor quality and non-effectiveness of agricultural chemicals were, however,
raised at some of these meetings, though such complaints were not many.
Importers and distributors of plant protection products of good standing (and
formulators of veterinary products) consider proper quality enforcement in the
field to be very important. Weakness on this aspect leads to sale of spurious
material, wide price differences between genuine and spurious materials causing
confusion in farmers’ minds, erosion of confidence in use of plant protection
methods and severe disadvantage to genuine operators.
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Responsibility for quality enforcement is vested with the sub-directorate of plant
protection at the governorate, and the staff has powers to freeze stocks and close
sale, if the sample analyzed at the Central Pesticide Laboratory, Duma, showed
quality deviation. Quality tests by governorates seems generally confined to
verifying the expiry date. No data was available on the number of inspections
made, deviations noticed and deterrent action taken on such cases.
Individual stamping of thousands of small packages of plant protection products
seems more aimed at checking smuggling than at quality control. If local repacking of imported bulk material and import of technical ingredients for local
formulation are permitted, in stages, with powers and facilities to Government to
verify quality on the production floor and audit formulators’ laboratory facilities,
the objectives of discouraging smuggling and enhanced quality assurance would
be better served. Prices also are likely to reduce substantially, as it is very
expensive to import small packages.
Central laboratory facilities for seed quality testing are with GOSM at Aleppo. In
a future situation of permitting private sector participation in seed production and
marketing, this laboratory should be made independent of the public sector
producer. The functions of field inspection for genetic purity and germination
standards, and of cleaning and treating the seed are bifurcated between GOSM
and the Ministry of Supply. Although GOSM have internal minimum standards
for each variety regarding genetic purity, germination and maximum limits for
moisture and inert material, these should be declared on the packing and made
known to the user. There should not only be enforcement, but this should be seen
by farmers to be happening to increase their confidence in the system and
strengthen quality awareness among producers. A seed law is necessary which
embodies these provisions, prescribes packaging standards and minimum
disclosure requirements, identifies enforcement authorities and stipulates penalties
for violation.
Similarly, for fertilizers and agricultural chemicals, quality standard laws are also
needed, especially in the context of the Government recently permitting the
private sector to import and market fertilizers. Existing legislation covering
fertilizer is inadequate. It should be replaced by a new fertilizer law covering the
following aspects: to stipulate quality standards for different fertilizer types;
prescribe testing procedures and tolerance limits for deviation; nominate
enforcement authorities; make it obligatory for anyone wishing to manufacture or
import or sell or offer to sell fertilizer to seek registration with the nominated
authority; prescribe as a condition of registration the obligation to furnish
information as required on stocks, arrivals and prices; make it also obligatory to
display at the premises the stock and prices and stipulate that in every sale a bill of
sale bearing the name and land identity of the buying farmer is issued.
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Implicit taxes and subsidies

The study has estimated the amount of subsidy/tax at various levels and the details
are summarized in the following table.
Table 14.10 Implicit taxes and subsidies on inputs (SP million)
Activity

Implicit Tax
on Farmer

Seed Production
Fertilizer Production &
Imports
Fertilizer Distribution
Total

0

Implicit
Subsidy to
Farmer
2 398

Implicit
Subsidy to
Organization
0

Net Position

0

795

595

1 390

31
31

0
3 193

466
1 061

435
4 223

2 398

Implicit subsidy in respect of fertilizer production and imports reflects the extra
cost over the border price. The tax on fertilizer distribution represents the extent to
which sub-optimal efficiency in the system is passed on to the farmer. Implicit
subsidies are the un-recovered part of legitimate cost of production/services and,
for policy reasons, not charged to the farmer. Implicit subsidies to the
organizations represent the cost of sub-optimal efficiency, which is not recovered
in price affecting the company’s financial health, and which is eventually
absorbed by the state budget one way or the other.
Without higher production efficiency at Homs, a subsidy would further increase
from SP795 million to SP830 million in 2004 on a higher volume – the increase is
moderated by the fact that higher proportion of demand is met by cheaper imports.
e)

Other related issues

e1)

Multiplicity of institutions

Currently, a multiplicity of government organizations is involved in coordinating
the production and marketing of various inputs, without responsibility resting with
a single nodal entity. In place of this, it would be advantageous to vest control of
each major input with one Directorate. The Planning & Statistics or Land
Directorate could be entrusted with fertilizers, Plant Protection Directorate with
plant protection products and Agricultural Affairs with seeds. Private sector
operators also would find this single window system convenient and time-saving
for getting all policy clarifications and clearances and for being accountable on
supply management, quality guarantee, fair trade practices and price maintenance.
e2)

Extension

Workload on extension staff is quite high considering the facilities available to
them in terms of vehicles, petrol allowance, promotion aids, motivation and
incentives for good performance. They play a very vital frontline role in the
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country’s agriculture. Government extension efforts are functioning in a separate
compartment without involving the private sector. Having opened the market for
plant protection products, there is hardly any dialogue between the Government
and private sector in coordinating development activities, demand-supply
planning and other issues. Experience in other countries is that close involvement
of private sector in supporting and participating in Government’s extension
programs through manpower and materials has yielded good results besides
presenting a unified message to the farmer, and making the private sector develop
a sense of social responsibility.
14.6 INPUT POLICIES IN RELATION TO AGRICULTURAL GROWTH
AND SECTOR POLICY
a)

Positive aspects of inputs policy

The positive results of the input policy are as follows: (i) inputs availability to
farmers without major interruptions; (ii) timely demand estimation to ensure
macro availability; (iii) imports at reasonably competitive rates; (iv) availability of
foreign exchange for all inputs without difficulty; (v) private sector participation
in plant protection product import and marketing successfully launched; (vi) high
replacement ratio for improved seeds of wheat; and (vii) credit availability for
inputs.
b)

Input and agricultural productivity

Syrian agriculture has responded well over the years to rapidly increasing
population, over 3 percent annually till the 1980s close to that number thereafter,
by providing adequate supply of calories. Irrigated wheat production increased
from 1.2 million tonnes in 1991 to 2.5 million tonnes in 1998, ignoring the steep
fall in 1999 because of acute drought conditions – an increase of 101 percent.
Similarly, wheat, barley, lentils and chickpeas, the principal food items, registered
increases over the same period of 46 percent, 67 percent (but in 1996 after which
there has been a decline), 213 percent and 216 percent respectively, presenting, on
the whole, a good overall production performance. During the same period, plant
nutrient consumption increased by 19 percent from 303 294 tonnes to 361 363
tonnes.
Figures of loans classified by crops in table 128 of the Annual Agricultural
Abstract 1999 shows that 71 percent of the kind loans went to wheat and
19 percent for cotton. All other crops took up the remaining 10 percent of loan
issues. This is indicative of a narrow consumption base for fertilizer, considering
the rich variety of crops in the country.
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Institutional performance

Public organizations have been made autonomous and as such they are required to
operate within budget discipline and find their own resources for operations and
productive investment, the latter with the approval of the State Planning
Commission. There are no problems when institutions are making profits and cash
surpluses. Those working below norms may be faced with either of two situations.
One, they are making losses and so run out of cash. Two, they are making even
good book profits but, paradoxically, suffer acute cash shortages due to poor
working capital management reflected in heavy stocks and/or large receivables.
As regards the first category the Government, which is still the deciding authority
on pricing issues ensures that a cost plus margin is allowed so that losses are
avoided. This, in effect, could and does lead to inefficiencies in the system being
underwritten at the cost of the farmer, or where it is not covered by price, from the
budget. Deliberate policy decisions taken by the Government to pass on benefits
to farmers are rightly compensated from the budget. Cases of cash shortages
caused by poor working capital management have to be met by these institutions
either through commercial bank borrowings or through assistance from the Public
Debt Fund, with the approval of the Ministry of Finance. In either case, so long
as the lending is from one public lending resource or institution to another public
institution, it casts indirectly a burden on the exchequer. Autonomy, zero
budgeting and introduction of the concept of Management by Objectives are
excellent first steps already taken by the Government, which have to be followed
up by letting the institutions seek a market price – and not an administratively
fixed cost plus price – and operate under pressure of competition to raise the level
of excellence.
d)

Likely effects of reform of the input sector

A smooth change-over to a competitive system without abandoning the useful
parts of the existing structure could still leave the public and cooperative sectors
to operate cost-effectively, competing with the private sector and balancing the
deficiencies of the latter. The competitive environment emerging from these
reforms is likely to result in better service at less cost, very much to the benefit of
the farming community. Implicit subsidies could be reduced without unduly high
price increases in farmer prices through elimination of system inefficiencies and
thereby release these resources for investment in agriculture-related infrastructure.
Potential for increased private sector investment in the input production and
distributive sectors could liberate public resources for investment in larger
measure on critical needs, such as research and extension. Above all, the creation
of a conducive environment for private sector participation in the production,
importation and distribution of inputs and related farm services could not only
harness private sector resources and managerial energy but create many new offfarm income generation opportunities in the rural areas.
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CHAPTER 15

Agricultural Credit System: Institutions and Policies
by N.S. Parthasarathy

15.1 BACKGROUND
The Government of Syria is sensitive to the need for transforming agriculture
from being merely a means of attaining food self-sufficiency into a powerful
engine of growth and prosperity, especially in the context of new opportunities of
the global market. Comprehensive arrangements for financing a whole gamut of
agriculture related activities covering input distribution, crop production, post
harvest storage and processing and export marketing would play a crucial role in
this transformation. This article assesses the situation of rural finance institutions
and policies and their adequacy to meet future growth opportunities.
15.2 INSTITUTIONAL STRUCTURE FOR AGRICULTURAL AND
CREDIT POLICY
a)

Policy making

The main authority concerned with policy design for all aspects of agriculture is
the Supreme Agricultural Council (SAC)1, chaired by the Prime Minister and
composed of representatives of all concerned Ministries. At the administrative
apex of agriculture is the Ministry of Agriculture and Agrarian Reforms (MAAR).
The main functions such as statistics and planning, extension, agricultural affairs
(in charge of implementation of the crop plan), plant protection, livestock, and
animal health are replicated at the province and district levels. The functions
finally converge at the service units at the field level.
Agriculture has been a part of the centrally planned economic system with
Government organizations and agencies closely involved in all production and
distribution activities. Fixed and multiple end-use oriented exchange rates,
Government monopolies in procurement of all produce, fixed crop prices with
balancing subsidies to neutralize production cost increases, rigidly enforced crop
1

By late 2001, the functions of the SAC were transferred to the respective Ministries. As a result,
under the new arrangement, the Cabinet, presided over by the Prime Minister, adopts/approves the
proposals of the concerned sectoral Ministries. The consultative process, through the formal
representation of political and social bodies in the SAC, is now replaced by the concerned
Ministries with consultations with stakeholders at various levels.
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plans down to the individual farm level, strict control on imports through
licensing and negligible use of private sector resources and energies to generate
competition and efficiency were the main characteristics of the economy till the
mid-1980s. Since then, there have been many major changes such as: unification
of exchange rates, private sector entry into defined areas of agricultural
procurement, imports of certain inputs and export of vegetables and fruits,
reduced rigidities in crop planning, removal of explicit subsidies, fixation of
prices according to production costs and similar measures.
The Permanent Economic Committee in the Prime Minister’s Office representing
Ministries of Economics and Foreign Trade, Finance, the Central Bank of Syria
(CeBS) and the Banks is the principal institutional instrument to conduct
monetary policy. The annual credit plan provides for the financing requirements
of the public sector, which account for the bulk of bank lending. The CeBS is the
major source of lending to the Government with additional resources from the
Commercial Bank (CoBS) through obligatory subscription to treasury securities.
Public sector undertakings borrow mainly from the CoBS.
Till recently, the chief concern of credit policy has been the need of public
enterprises and finding the ways and means to meet their requirements. This
situation has changed with increasing the role for the private sector in
investments. Compulsions to meet the large and growing public sector credit
needs and apprehension that prices might get out of control have combined to
keep critical monetary determinants unchanged. Borrowing by banks are 1.44
times and 2.66 times the deposits (Demand and Time Liabilities) in the case of
Industrial Bank and Commercial Bank respectively, suggesting that banks rely
more on borrowings to lend and invest than on deposit mobilization.
b)

The financial system

The financial sector in its entirety is government owned and directed. With the
Central Bank of Syria as the banker’s bank at the apex, the system consists of five
specialized banks, namely, the Commercial Bank of Syria (CoBS), the
Agricultural Cooperative Bank (ACB), the Industrial Bank (IB), the People’s
Credit Bank (PCB) and Real Estate Bank (REB). The CoBS is the only
intermediary for foreign currency dealings and holds foreign currency deposits of
companies and individuals. Banks and their allotted segments of activity are
summarized in the following table.
The Public Debt Fund is a unit of the Ministry of Finance and is a source of
finance for development schemes of public sector institutions, and occasionally
provides assistance to overcome difficult cash situations, especially if they had
been caused by policy decisions of the Government such as postponement of
loans affected by drought etc. Surpluses of public institutions are transferred to
PDF. Loans from CoBS and from other specialized banks to public institutions are
channeled through PDF. Thus, the PDF acts as the overall pool of surpluses and
deficits of public enterprises taking from each according to its capacity and giving
back to each according to need.
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Table 15.1 Banks and their customer segments
ACB
Number of branches

110

CoBS
53

IB
17

PCB

REB

60

16

Farm production
For
land,
building
For
land,
building

Farm development
Input production, fixed capital
Input production working capital
Input trade, joint ventures of Agricultural
Engineers with Syndicate
Input and output trade working capital
Village and town traders for farmers’
other requisites and input trade, working
capital

**

Agro-processing under Law 10 i.e. with
foreign investment, working capital in
local currency
Agro-processing without foreign
investment, fixed capital

**

Agro-processing without foreign
investment
Working capital
Opening of Letters of Credit or foreign
remittances, inward and outward
**PCB’s focus is more on small industries, artisans, producer cooperatives and small
merchants.

The credit planning process takes place in two parallel streams. The Agricultural
Directorate in each governorate receives from MAAR an indicative plan of
expected crop production for the area. Taking local seasonal and other conditions
into consideration, the Directorate, in consultation with representatives of the
Farmers’ Federation, prepares the plan for MAAR’s approval. ACB is not
involved in this process, although credit is an important input. Independently, the
ACB branch prepares an annual plan of credit. The plan is largely guided by the
previous year’s off-take of loans and is not influenced by the production plan
sponsored by the Directorate and the Farmer Federation.
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At the head office of the ACB, the branch estimates are consolidated for assessing
the fund requirements. The fund plan is submitted for approval of the Supreme
Agricultural Council, based upon which CeBS is authorized to discount
agricultural loans issued by the branches. Branches directly discount their loan
documents from CeBS’s local branch.
Liquidity in the Credit System: Published figures for the latest available year
show that, for the banking system as a whole, against capital reserves and demand
and time liabilities/deposits (DTL), after allowing for fixed assets and the
statutory reserve requirements, there is a balance lendable availability of
SP227 319 million, against which claims on economic sectors was SP255 056
million suggesting a strong demand for funds exerted on the system. Of this, the
public sector accounted for SP179 817 million, that is, over 70 percent.
Interest rates have remained stationary over several years and financial institutions
do not have the freedom to fix deposit and lending rates. As interest rates are
neither market-driven nor administratively updated to match macro-economic
situations, this critical monetary instrument has remained dormant and, in times of
inflation, acted as a serious disincentive to savings with consequent contraction of
lendable funds for new investment.
c)

Interest rate structure

The cost of various facilities and loans from the central bank of the country are as
per schedule given below.
Table 15.2 Central bank rates of interest to specialized banks (%)
ACB

CoBS

IB**

PCB

5

3.5

3.25

1.75

4.25

2.75

3.5

2

Rediscount industrial financing

4.5

3

Loans and advances commercial

5.75

4.25

3.5-3.75

Loans and advances industrial short term

4.25

2.75

2.75-3

3.25

3

Loans and advances financing export and
storage

3.25

3

Loans and advances storage of commercial
wheat and barley

3.25

Rediscounts commercial transactions
Rediscount agricultural transactions

2.5*

Rediscount industrial transactions
Rediscount agricultural financing

Loans and advances agricultural financing

2.75*

2.5*

3.25
2.5

Loans and advances storages of commercial
4.75
commodities
*For cooperatives the rate is 0.75 percent lower. ** Rates to IB for rediscounting are
lower than those of CoBS by 1.5 percent.
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The schedule of interest rates charged by banks is set out in Table 15.3 below.
Table 15.3 Banks’ rates of interest (%)
Term and
instruments
Discounting
commercial bills
Loans against
export
Loans against
storage of
agricultural
products and
goods to be
exported
Overdrafts

Long term loans
Short term loans
depending on
whether loan is
SP50 000 or more

Sector

ACB

CoBS

IB

PCB

Public
Coop
Private
Public
Coop
Private
Public
Coop

-

7
9
2.25
7.5
5.5
-

7.5-8
7
9
-

7-8
8-8.5
-

Private

-

7.5

-

-

Public
Coop
Private
Public
Coop
Private
Public
Coop

4
4
5.5
4-6
4-6

7.5
9
7
8.5
5.5
-

9
10
11
8
7.5
9.5
7.5
7.25

7-8
7-9
7-8

Private

5.5-7.5

7.5

10

7-9

The additional interest charged to the private sector is 0.5 percent in the case of
ACB, 1 percent by PCB and 2 percent by IB. IB’s interest rates are higher across
the board by 0.5 to 2 percent for the same borrower category, compared to other
banks. It is seen that cooperatives get the benefit of lowest interest and next, the
public sector, with private sector subject to the highest rate because of the lower
risk that banks attach to lending to public sector agencies guaranteed by the
respective Ministries. In refinancing agricultural production loans, CeBS has a
discriminatory margin of 25 percent for discounting loans taken by private
farmers who are not members of farmer associations.
d)

The Agricultural Cooperative Bank

The ACB combines the functions of loan disbursement, input distribution and
crop proceeds disbursement, and the last mentioned function is rendered on behalf
of Government agencies for procurement of grain, cotton, seed, vegetable and
sugar. ACB has a network of 108 branches distributed over all governorates.
Branches operate as independent units, each regarded as a separate profit centre.
Each branch reports directly to the Director General.
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The ACB collects loans and conducts transactions in accordance with the Public
Funds Collection Law, the Syrian Law and the Code of Procedures. The funds and
rights of ACB are considered as those of the State Treasury. It has priority in
claiming fixed and current assets of the debtor and those of the guarantor in
respect of recoveries, regardless of whether or not such assets are mortgaged in
favour of ACB, subject only to any charge prior to the date of the issuance of the
loan. Branch managers are authorized to act as registrars of documents on behalf
of the Real Estate Office and mortgage endorsements made by them are legally
recognized. ACB also has special powers of confiscation, under law, without
having to go through elaborate legal procedures. ACB, as the lending agency, has
special powers of endorsing collateral charges on ownership titles, which are
legally enforceable. This is a unique feature of the Syrian system, encouraging
timely repayments and acting as deterrent on willful defaulters.
All stocks of fertilizers from local production or from imports are taken over by
the Bank as and when they are produced or imported. ACB is allowed an
administrative charge of 2 percent on imported fertilizers. Stocks are stored in
warehouses located in different parts of the country and delivered to cooperatives
and farmers at ex-warehouse prices. Seeds are delivered from ACB stores as well
as from General Organization for Seed Multiplication’s (GOSM) branches. This
again is according to the permitted quantities stipulated in crop licenses. In regard
to agricultural chemicals, ACB has an intermediary role of collecting the value of
chemicals for control of wheat bugs and herbicides distributed by the Directorate,
from the crop proceeds.
Data on deposits are shown on table 15.4. It is to be noted that of the total
mobilization, term deposits account only for a small proportion weakening the
resource base and increasing reliance on borrowings for lending operations.
Table 15.4

ACB deposits

ACB Deposit Growth
Demand deposits & current accts
Term & savings deposits
Total
Term deposits as % of total

1996

1997

1998

1999

5 931

7 106

8 402

7 393

783

916

1 089

1 223

6 714

8 022

9 491

8 616

12

11

11

14

The sum against legal cases, indicative of likely future bad debts, has increased
sharply and steadily from 8 percent to 31 percent as seen from table 15.5. Drought
conditions in 1998 and 1999 have resulted in large defaults. Prior to this, the
situation was reasonably under control. Loans outstanding and to be collected are
2.54 times the annual disbursement.
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ACB loans outstanding

Outstanding loans
Those under legal action
Total

1996

1997

1998

1999

18 452

17 957

15 651

15 029

1 588

2 940

4 526

6 835

20 040

20 897

20 177

21 864

8

14

22

31

Legal cases as % of total

About SP1.8 billion of the receivables are considered doubtful of recovery out of
the sum of SP6.8 billion under legal action. It is possible that a significant part of
the SP6.8 billion may have to be written off in stages. There being no cash flow
from this “asset” there is bound to be considerable liquidity pressure especially
because discounting with CeBS involves funding by ACB of 25 percent margin
and bridging of the balance 75 percent for a few days – from disbursement to
farmers and subsequent realization of discounted proceeds from CeBS. To
improve liquidity, it seems necessary to infuse about 50 percent of the debts under
legal action equivalent to SP3.4 billion, partly as fresh capital and the remaining
as loan.
Available information and data make it difficult to assign the assets and liabilities
to the two main operations of ACB, namely, input distribution and banking, to
ascertain the efficiency with which they utilize financial resources. The following
summary table 15.6 shows that for ACB, as a total entity, profits are declining
from year to year. The loss in banking in 1999 could be due to non-recovery of
interest on account of waivers/postponements to meet drought conditions in 1998
and 1999. Return on capital (ROC) is poor because of prohibitively high
transaction costs at 11.59 percent of loan disbursement.
Table 15.6 ACB profitability
Commercial

Banking

Total

Capital

(SP million)

e)

ROC
(%)

1996

-7

910

903

1 916

47

1997

-185

694

509

1 982

26

1998

-57

160

103

2 017

5

1999

239

-132

107

5 153

2

The cooperatives

Although cooperatives, in the manner in which they operate in Syria, cannot be
considered an intermediary financial institution at the grass root level, they play a
vital part in the whole system of input supply, procurement, credit disbursement,
crop proceed disbursement, dues collection and in providing farmer groups’
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collective guarantee for repayments. But for the cooperatives, the workload and
cost per transaction for ACB, which is already high, would be even higher. This
kind of intermediation limited to physical intervention, free of fiduciary
involvement, has helped in steering clear of the susceptibility to mismanagement
and abusive practices that often lead cooperatives to financial failures. The better
run cooperatives have the potential to graduate to a more useful role of promoting
and mobilizing savings, and acting as mutual help societies. It is critical to
promote this concept and reduce the retailing role of credit by ACB, which results
in an enormous number of transactions and paper work unduly increasing cost.
This would also improve service by avoiding convergence of a large number of
farmers, long queues and indefinite waiting during season.
Table 15.7 Cooperatives – Structure 1999
Multi-purpose

Others

Total

Membership

4 145

1 250

5 395

932 639

Capital
(‘000 SP)
90 564

Area
(‘000 ha)
2 488

Cooperatives are vertically organized as Peasant Unions at district and
governorate levels, further integrated as the Peasants Union Federation (PUF) at
the national level. At these levels, they participate in the deliberations of the
Agricultural Council. The PUF participates in the Supreme Planning Council and
the Supreme Agricultural Council and has a say in matters affecting farming such
as pricing, credit and marketing.
15.3 ANALYSIS OF CREDIT TO RURAL HOUSEHOLDS
a)

Mechanisms and outcomes of the rural credit system

Farm credit accounted for 11.28 percent of total available credit in 1990, and this
declined to 9.88 percent in 1999. There is no separate information on credit
extended to input and output agencies, both in distribution and in manufacture,
and to those engaged in agro-processing and exports. ACB extends assistance to
private farmers, cooperative member farmers, cooperatives, Peasant Unions and
federations and public sector organizations engaged in agriculture. The private
sector has access, if no society is functioning in the same area. In the case of
medium- or long-term loans, the access procedure is elaborate and timeconsuming. Farmers find it difficult to obtain loans for machinery like harvesters
and tractors and have to depend on supplier credit at high interest rates of 20-30
percent. According to them, lesser availability of medium- and long-term loans,
affected important activities like land reclamation and fruit tree replanting.
a1)

Loans products

Short-term credit is made available for farm expenses such as plowing,
harvesting, irrigation and fuel, cost of inputs, for small tools and for animal feeds
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and veterinary medicines. Short-term loans are for a period of 300 days and are
given in cash and in kind as inputs. Medium-term credit for periods not exceeding
five years is extended for greenhouses, forest tree planting, purchase of livestock,
digging of canals for irrigation, equipment for poultry farms and machinery for
grading, waxing and packing.
Long-term credit for periods of ten years or less is aimed at financing construction
of stores, land improvement, forestry projects, fruit tree planting programs and
cold storage facilities. It is generally restricted to state farms.
Working capital is provided to agriculture graduates who are in contract with the
agriculture engineers’ syndicate or with the Peasant Union. No private sector
dealers in inputs or output without a contract are eligible for assistance. These
joint ventures, in return for the guarantee extended by the syndicate/union to ACB
for the working capital loan, should give away to the syndicate/union 40 percent
of the profits. Working capital is given as a lump sum cash loan and not as a
drawing facility subject to a limit and subject to availability of security in the form
of stocks. The maximum loan under this scheme is SP300 000 against the
syndicate’s/union’s guarantee, and is returnable in six months. As working capital
is required continuously, the loan needs renewal every time it is repaid,
considerably reducing its usefulness in terms of convenience, continuity and cost.
Loans for land reclamation are subject to a standard ceiling whereas the actual
fund needed may be higher depending on the nature of the terrain and the soil
structure. The ceilings of SP5 900 per dunnum for mountainous terrain and
SP4 400 for flat land appear to have not been revised after they were fixed over
ten years ago. The actual costs are estimated by farmers at SP15 000 for
mountainous terrain and SP6 000 to SP10 000 for other land types; allowing for
some exaggeration by complaining farmers, it seems that there is scope for review
and greater flexibility. As regards finance for fruit tree planting programs, the
term of five years is clearly insufficient, as most fruit trees take longer (six-seven
years for seedlings for apples, for example) to attain a commercially viable level
of yields. Replanting cost for apples is about SP195 000 for irrigated farms and
SP96 000 for rain-fed farms, whereas loan sizes do not often match this need.
A significant feature is the low proportion of medium- and long-term loans, and
the declining percentage from year to year – from 17 percent in 1997, to 15
percent in 1998 and further down to 14 percent in 1999. Medium- and long-term
loans carry a margin of 25 percent for discounting with the CeBS and it is
possible that ACB’s ability to enlarge the quantum of medium- and long-term
loans is constricted by fund availability. Medium- and long-term loans are
important for increasing productivity, improving quality and value addition and
raising farmers’ debt capacity.
a2)

Loans disbursement, security and recovery

Loan amounts are determined strictly on the basis of input eligibilities determined
in the crop license. Loan sums and inputs in kind are given to the cooperative for
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disbursement to individual members according to their eligibility. Private farmers
who are not members of farmer associations, apply individually and make
individual arrangements for drawing the cash part and taking delivery of inputs.
The following tables show the sums lent by ACB according to term and sector.
Table 15.8 Loans by term (SP million)
Term

1997

1998

1999

252

181

123

Medium term 5 years

1 978

1 701

1 278

Short term 300 days

4 248

4 023

3 442

Loans in kind - Short term

6 920

6 735

5 366

13 398

12 640

10 209

Long term 10 years

TOTAL

Table 15.9 Loans by sector (SP million)
Years

Public sector

Cooperative
sector

Private sector

Total

1995

258

7 128

8 134

15 520

1996

210

6 920

7 932

15 062

1997

283

6 065

7 050

13 398

1998

214

5 666

6 760

12 640

1999

189

4 488

5 532

10 209

2000

216

3 703

4 839

8 758

Lending has been steadily declining. Private farmers accounted for more than
50 percent and cooperative members about 45 percent, the remaining going to the
state farms. Many non-member farmers prefer to stay out of the association, as
they do not wish to be penalized for other members’ defaults. Many wished that
they could buy inputs from nearby sources for cash.
The loans recovery enforcement mechanism is effective and as such, repayments
are generally satisfactory except in times of poor rainfall and drought, as for the
last few years.
Table 15.10

Recovery situation

Loan recovery rate

1999

1998

1997

1996

Receivables*

15 810

17 919

15 509

16 118

Collections

8 960

13 386

12 569

14 530

57

75

81

90

%

*Receivables are total of loans due and overdue during year under review.
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In times of natural calamities like drought, a committee, appointed by the
Governor, consisting of representatives of ACB, administrative authority of the
affected area, the MAAR and the Peasant Union assesses the extent of damage
based upon which ACB Board is authorized to grant full or partial deferment. If
damage is not more than 30 percent of the debtors’ average annual yield, 50
percent of the sum due is deferred, and 100 percent is deferred if the damage is
more than 60 percent. Deferment applies only to principal and interest must
continue to be paid. The repayment in instalments is allowed over not longer than
three years. It was noted, however, that rescheduling is not allowed for mediumand long-term loans when repayment capacity is affected by drought.
In the case of crops sold in the open market such as citrus, growers may at times
be financially disabled by bumper crops and precipitous fall in prices due to weak
post-harvest supports. Farmers’ ability to keep to the schedule of repayment is
affected in such circumstances and there is no special provision to extend relief on
repayment of loans to meet such market situations beyond the growers’ control.
Table 15.11 Summary of collateral requirements for agricultural loans

Short
term

Cooperatives

Public sector

Private sector

Guarantee by
government or crop
security, collective
guarantee for
cooperative members.

Guarantee by controlling
Ministry or crop.

Personal guarantee of
2 farmers.

Limit of SP2.5 million.

Limit of SP2.5 million
for state farms.

Limit of SP500 000
per farmer.

Government guarantee
up to SP2.5 million and
in-kind collateral for
higher amounts.

In-kind collateral.

Limit of SP1.5 million.

Limit of SP1 million.

In-kind collateral
except where the
society or the
association or district
Peasant Union or PUF
guarantees and
provided individual
member/member
Medium
society’s share is
and Long within prescribed
term
limits.
Limit of SP1.5 million
for the society and
SP300 000 per member
for medium term and
SP1.5 million and
SP100 000 respectively
for long term.
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Real estate collateral is the most widely accepted form of security and value cover
for loans ranging between 80-100 percent.
a3)

The real cost of credit

The general structure of interest rates has been shown above (table 15.2). In
addition to interest, association members have to pay the association 1 percent of
the loan for their services. Although the term is 300 days, farmers do not find any
advantage in delaying the sale of the harvest, as the official prices for the crop are
the same for all months. Farmers who are in debt sell the crop the very day of
harvest, particularly cereals. Sometimes lack of proper storage at village level also
compels immediate disposal. Consequently, the duration of the loan is only about
180 days. As such, the commission of 1 percent is equivalent to 2 percent
annualized. It is estimated that other incidental expenses incurred in getting
through the formalities and visiting the bank to submit the application and to
collect the cash/input would be about SP200. If the average loan is reckoned as
SP20 000, this is equal to 1 percent and again annualizes as 2 percent. However,
this expense is incurred by private farmers and not by association members. The
commission, on the other hand, is incurred by association members and not by
private members. Thus, it can be said that the effective cost is about 2 percent
more than the official rate. To this must be added 0.1 percent administration
charge, 0.15 percent stamp duty and 0.25 percent on each bag of fertilizer –
totalling 0.5 percent which, again, annualizes as 1 percent. The total effective rate
is 3 percent more than the apparent rate.
Fruit growing farmers mentioned that they had to bear “quite a lot of expenses” in
getting the loan. Fees for the inspection team, collection agent’s fee and fee for
registering collateral, besides the incidental expenses for completion of formalities
constitute the additional charges. However, because of the extended term of the
loan, these may not annualize at more than 1 percent even if the total expenses are
5 percent of the loan value. The real cost may lie in the additional penal charges
of 1 percent per month or 12 percent per annum, payable if the loan is not
discharged in five years. In situations where a waiting of, two years beyond the
official loan term is involved to discharge the loan, the additional 12 percent per
year for the two years is 24 percent. Spread over a seven-year term, this
additional incidence is, arithmetically, about 3.5 percent per annum. Thus, the
effective additional cost would be about 4.5 percent (inclusive of 1 percent
mentioned earlier) per year on medium-term loans.
b)

Alternative sources of finance for rural households

Fruit growers take medium- and long-term loans from friends or relatives living
outside the country, mostly Arab countries and Lebanon. Machinery suppliers are
also a common source of finance for purchase of equipment. The procedures are
short and simple although interest rates are high. For production expenses, the
alternative sources are the input supplier and the output dealers, exporters’ agents
and cold storage units. Input dealers are generally small traders and do not have
the capacity to extend credit covering the whole crop duration. In the case of agro-
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chemicals, however, profit margins being good, because of the cost-plus pricing
system and withdrawal of control, large agro-chemical marketing firms are able to
extend prolonged credit to their wholesalers enabling the latter, in turn, to sell on
credit to farmers. Output dealers, exporters’ agents and cold storage units are
active in fruit and vegetable growing areas. Financing by them takes several
forms. Direct advances ahead of the season are given with, and sometimes
without, an agreement on the unit price at which the harvest would be sold. The
farmer is thus under obligation to sell the crop to the dealer at a price to be
negotiated after the money has been taken and finds himself under pressure to
accept any price offered by the lender. Another form of financing by the output
buyer is to agree on a lump sum to be paid to the grower for the entire output. The
lump sum is paid in suitable instalments to enable the grower to meet production
expenses. The expected yield is estimated by the contractor in such a way that he
recovers interest at a high rate. Sometimes to meet production expenses farmers
liquidate their assets. When the need is large they are forced to sell the house and
equipment. Smaller farmers sell their animals.
c)

Assessment of ACB

There is little flexibility in loan structures to suit different crop and cash flow
situations. There is no distinction between a good borrower and a bad one,
between a borrower who keeps his value addition in the bank and one who either
does not produce the value addition or squanders it. The author hardly heard from
any of the farmer group reports of high interest rates. On the other hand, their
readiness to resort to more convenient and costlier alternative sources is indicative
of the higher value they place upon better service and easy access than on cost.
The low percentage of medium- and long-term loans is not conducive to promote
long-term investment to improve farm productivity.
c1)

Subsidy dependence

The subsidy dependence of the rural financial institution is the percentage by
which its average on-lending rate would have to increase to make it sustainable
(Jacob Yaron and Others, Rural Finance, The World Bank, 1997). In the present
case, the present average lending rate of 7.44 percent needs to be increased,
according to the mission’s estimate, by 3.26 percent points towards interest, plus
9.59 percent points toward additional transaction cost incurred by ACB – that is,
by a total of 12.85 percent. This gives a subsidy dependence index of 1.73
(12.85/7.44), which is extremely high and untenable. Of this 1.73, untenably low
interest rates account for 0.44 and the very high transaction cost for the balance
1.29. This stresses the urgency of restructuring ACB and lowering its transaction
cost per loan.
c2)

Effectiveness

ACB has partially succeeded in meeting the needs of the farm sector for cash and
in-kind loans. Loan volumes have been declining year after year. An important
objective of ACB is to encourage cooperative societies. While cooperatives have
been supported through concessional terms, not much effort has been made to
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promote them as second tier institutions for savings mobilization and retail
lending. This would have shifted ACB’s focus from retail lending to wholesale
lending, leaving to grassroot financial institutions the responsibility of credit
rating of borrowers and ensuring timely collections. Encouragement of
mechanization, micro-irrigation and similar activities are part of ACB’s
objectives, but these have not made satisfactory progress as indicated by the low
ratio of medium-long term loans.
Outreach is normally measured by several indicators, such as number of
borrowers, average loan size as proxy for income level, percentage lent to zones
with less rainfall, percentage of women borrowers and number of branches. From
available figures, it is observed that the number of beneficiaries in 1999 was only
54 percent of the number in 1994. Even allowing for the poor rainfall in 1999 and
1998, it is seen that contraction had already set in from 1995. The number of
borrowers was 749 703 in 1989, nearly three times the client base in 1999. This
trend is indeed cause for concern. The possible reason could be either that those
loans are not reaching farmers or that farmers are unwilling to utilize the facility
from the Bank resorting to alternative avenues, or that farmers are becoming selfsufficient for financing production activity. The last mentioned possibility seems
most unlikely, going by the impression one gains from meeting farmer groups in
different parts of the country. Loans advanced have also been going down – in
2000 to 61 percent of the 1994 level despite increase of area during the same
period. Not surprisingly, therefore, the average size of loans has been increasing
and is presently 1.32 times the size of six years ago. The higher average size is
suggestive of a movement toward larger farmers and/or toward better-endowed
zones. Statistical information is not available on lending by zones or lending to
women farmers, to ascertain the proportion of credit extended to disadvantaged
segments.
There has been no major expansion of ACB’s branch network in recent years. It is
recognized that each branch has to be self-sustaining in terms of earnings as far as
possible. When overall profitability is satisfactory, there is room to crosssubsidize branches in remote areas. Another possibility is providing skeleton
service or weekly rotating branch with the same staff, taking turns over two or
three small branches in nearby locations. No innovative work of this nature is in
evidence.
The very low ratio of medium- and long-term lending is hardly conducive to farm
productivity and enhancement of its debt capacity. ACB is unfortunately under
constant liquidity stress and is not able to act beyond the role of a passive credit
conduit.
c3)

Delegation of powers

The Credit Committee at the branch, consisting of the branch manager and heads
of credit, collection and information divisions, is authorized to sanction to a
maximum of SP50 000 per farmer for short-term loans, SP200 000 for mediumterm loans and SP100 000 for long-term loans. For societies, federations,
governorate unions and state farms the corresponding limits are SP2.5 million, 1.5
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million and 1.5 million respectively. Sums in excess are sent to the Board of
Directors, consisting of the Director General and Directors of divisions. The
Board has authority to sanction short-term loans without any ceiling on their
authority, but medium- and long-term loans subject to limits of SP500 000 and
250 000 respectively.
The Bank management does not have the authority to design and introduce new
loan or savings products suited to different crops, clientele and conditions.
Insufficient delegation is not conducive to placing upon bank managements the
responsibility for mobilizing savings, operating within prudence norms,
controlling costs, designing products and finally, producing an acceptable return.
There are no goals to score and no competitor to outplay.
15.4 CREDIT TO SERVICES PROVIDERS
a)

Food industry

Figures show that food industry’s share of borrowing from the banking system is
steadily on the increase, from 20 percent in 1990 to 39 percent in 1999. In
absolute terms it has grown from SP298 million to SP976 million, by well over
three times. Significantly, while sums borrowed have increased, the number of
borrowers has declined from 1 129 to 976 suggesting that average size of loans
has increased. This might imply a use of better technology, or higher degree of
automation or scale increase, or a combination of any of these. CoBS does not
have figures classified according to industry and nature of activity.
Against a theoretical potential of SP73 252 million, calculated on the basis of
approved projects under Law 10, IB has met cumulatively SP5 844 million from
1990 to 1999 – less than 10 percent of the potential. To the extent of working
capital funding from CoBS, the gap would narrow. The low percentage is also due
to a poor rate of maturation of approved investments, as well as to low
participation by the private sector in bank credit.
b)

Input distribution

With regard to fertilizer, ACB is the sole distributor for the whole country. ACB
finances its purchases from the GFC and from GEZA, with original Government
capital and additional infusions, if any, of monies from depositors on which an
interest of 8 percent is payable and by rediscounting its sale bills with the Central
Bank of Syria at rates ranging from 2-3 percent. The rediscounting rate is
dependent upon the term of loans under rediscount and whether the loans are to
cooperative or to other sectors, the former getting a preferential rate. Liquidity
gaps arising out of defaults are covered by commercial borrowings from other
banks or from the public debt fund. Whenever loans are rescheduled at the behest
of the Government, under drought and similar natural calamities, the Government
funds the delayed cash inflow.
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GOSM, the seed producing organization, meets its working capital requirements
through commercial borrowing from CoBS.
The CoBS provides working capital to private traders, importers, exporters and
agro-processing companies. Working capital is extended as a drawing facility and
not as a loan in the sense of a cash disbursement. Private importers and
distributors of seeds and agricultural chemicals met by the mission were not found
to be overly enthusiastic about the facilities available from the CoBS. Many of
them rely on owners’ funds and borrowings or capital contributions. The reason
given is that borrowing from the Commercial Bank of Syria is fraught with timeinvolving procedural hurdles eventually resulting in credit limits that are too small
for the scale of operation. The interest on borrowings from the Commercial Bank
is 9 percent for private sector and 7.5 percent for the public sector, and thus places
a handicap on the private sector.
c)

Input retail

ACB gives working capital loans to joint ventures (JV) at 7.5 percent. The JV,
however, has to pay a 4 percent commission to the syndicate or farmer union
guaranteeing the loan, this represents 40 percent of the profit share. At a
distribution margin of 10 percent on inputs, the JV has to give 4 percent toward
this share. As this is an absolute sum and not an annual rate, the 4 percent
translates to 8 percent on an annual basis on the six-month duration allowed for
the loan.
While the CoBS finances medium and large agricultural trading companies, the
PCB focuses on small traders, professionals and vocational categories. Both
long-term and short-term credit are available depending on the purpose. Ceiling
for credit granted by PCB has been increased to SP500 000 for short-term loans
and to SP one million for medium-term loans. In respect of medium and long-term
loans, invariably a fee of 2.5 to 3 percent is charged from the principal at the time
of disbursement, which has the effect of increasing the effective rate by 1 percent.
PCB deducts the interest in advance in the case of loans of less than SP1 million
and borrowers of higher values have the option of paying interest in advance or
along with each instalment. Security for long-term loans is as high as five times
the value of the loan, and it is surprising that such stringent terms should be
imposed upon those whose resources are limited and whose economic status the
PCB is aiming to improve.
d)

Post-harvest activities

For agro-processing companies, fixed capital for acquiring plant and machinery,
land and buildings as well as working capital are available from IB. It finances all
activities except requirements of foreign currency, including the opening of
Letters of Credit in favour of foreign parties. For these, the borrower has to go to
the CoBS. IB also extends working capital in local currency. Generally, IB
contributes 30 percent of the project cost with the promoters contributing the
balance. Olive processing, cold storage, manufacture of veterinary and
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agricultural chemicals, fabrication of agricultural machinery, and export oriented
activities are classified as of higher priority eligible for 50 percent contribution
from IB toward fixed capital for initial establishment and for expansion, the
promoter group contributing the balance of 50 percent. Security for the long-term
loan is in the form of property collateral in addition to the assets of the
establishment. For short-term loans, two guarantors are needed, each of them with
property to cover 100 percent of the loan, the valuation taken at 75 percent of
market value. Availability of working capital seems a major problem for many
agro-processing units.
e)

Low participation by private sector

The reluctance of the private sector to avail itself of bank credit, assuming that it
is available without much procedure and red tape is due to several reasons.
Religious considerations preclude lending and borrowing against interest. The
private sector is still unfamiliar with legitimate procedural and security
requirements of the banking industry. Many promoters do not appreciate the
criticality of working capital and do not tie up working capital along with
financial arrangements for capital for plant and machinery. They look for working
capital after commencement of production, and quite often find themselves having
to grapple with an acute cash crunch. Slow progress in lending to the private
sector is also due to the fact that banks still look upon the public sector as their
chief customer. Public sector lending is the softer part of the market, needing less
effort in evaluation, securitizing, monitoring and recovery. The preferential
treatment to public sector borrowers (example: lower interest) not only places
private sector at a competitive handicap, but sends out a wrong signal from the
government to banks that the private sector is lower priority.
f)

Alternative sources for service providers

Inadequate support from the banking system leads private entrepreneurs to resort
to many ways of funding new projects and expansion of existing ones. Many
invest their own savings and those of close relations and friends, forming the
promoter group. Promoter exposure is necessary up to 50 or 60 percent of project
cost when a lending institution extends financial assistance. However, in the
current situation in Syria, the promoter group is obliged to “own” 100 percent of
the capital to meet the project cost instead of 50-60 percent. In the absence of any
leverage through borrowing, the cost of capital is very high and many projects that
are worthwhile with partial financing by the bank may not be attractive for
investment entirely with owners’ capital.
Private funding is apparently taking place on a fairly large scale outside the
banking system. Return expectations in the informal market are anywhere from 24
to 36 percent, and sometimes even higher. Private flow of funds between lenders
and borrowers is not the most efficient way of establishing a fair equilibrium price
for capital, as it is determined very often by the mutual bargaining strength of the
two parties without either of them having any information on alternative
availability and terms. The same funds flowing through the banking system would
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result in time and demand deposits, greater lending ability with banks, more quasi
money, multiplier effect of deposits creating loans and loans creating deposits and
a generally higher liquidity. Viewed from this angle, private flow of funds only
infuses money into the market, and that too inefficiently. The informal flow
denies the economic system the benefits of the multiplier effect and market
efficiency.
An important source of funding is from external commercial borrowing. Although
this is illegal, some promoters do resort to this source where interest is low but
exposure to adverse changes in the exchange rate is high. Allowing for the
exchange rate change, the cost is still attractive because of the high interest
charges in the informal market.
The informal funding of projects leads to a situation where only projects with very
high returns would pass the test. As a result, many projects with attractive returns,
by normal standards, would get neglected, arresting economic growth. It also
affects expansion and modernization necessary to acquire global competitiveness.
Lack of competitiveness forces manufacturers to confine themselves to the
domestic market and exerts pressure on the Government to protect local industry
for its low efficiency and poor product design and quality.
15.5 AGRICULTURAL POLICIES AND THE RURAL FINANCIAL
SYSTEM
a)

Savings

Savings has been appropriately called the “forgotten half of rural finance”, as
provision of financial services often focuses more on extending credit, neglecting
other services like savings, family budgeting and insurance. Earning rates on
savings having remained constant for over ten years now. The attractiveness of
the rate has varied depending on the inflation rate and opportunity cost of capital.
The following picture emerges deflating the retail price index change from the
interest rate of 8 percent. Savings increased when “real” interest rate improved
and more so when it turned positive. Savings in 1990 were a bare
SP66 291 million. Since then, it has increased more than four-fold. This also goes
to show that opportunity cost of capital in the informal market is not such a heavy
counter-force as to dampen the effect of improvement in positive rates of return in
the formal system. Although informal lending rates are cited as varying from 24 to
36 percent, such markets not being so fluid and well organized, access to
opportunities may not be easy, apart from the higher risk involved in such
investments compared to keeping money in an institution having the backing of
the Government.
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“Real” interest on savings and savings growth
1994

1995

1996

1997

1998

1999

General Index

154

170

185

189

188

184

Increase over
previous year

-

10.4%

8.8%

2.2%

- 0.5%

-2.1%

Savings Interest of
8 % minus
inflation

-

- 2.4%

- 0.8%

+5.8%

+8.5%

+10.1%

Savings – Banks +
Post Office +
Investment Bond
– SP million

141 719

159 535

179 003

204 041

228 675

278 437

-

17 816

19 468

25 038

24 634

49 762

Increase in
Savings
SP million

Several factors inhibit savings mobilization. Banks do not have the freedom to
design savings products carrying different rates of return and cash flow features to
meet varying saving characteristics. Rates and other terms being standard, there is
a sterile uniformity among the banks. This lack of variation dampens any
semblance of competition to attract savers. As lending rates cannot be varied by
the management, there is no way for the bank being able to distinguish a good
customer with large deposits and maintaining a good account from, say, a onetime borrower. Any disciplinary minimum ratio of banks’ own funds and
mobilization as a condition of refinancing and discounting, if it exists, is weakly
enforced. So, there is no pressure to mobilize savings and deposits. Where
agricultural credit is concerned, the low rate of interest based on 2.5 percent
discounting by the central bank to meet all lending needs, has taken away the
purpose of mobilizing deposits costing 8 percent. More the deposits, the higher
would be the loss to ACB.
Total demand for funds has grown 3.2 times and loans to sectors other than the
public sector have grown faster than that for the public sector apparently
stimulated by the policy reforms. The public sector, however, continues to
dominate the capital market, with its share dropping a little bit from 74.72 to
70.46 percent. In absolute terms also, public sector absorption of available
resources is still very substantial indeed.
b)

The financial sector in need of enlargement

Priority areas enumerated in the agricultural policy have not fared well. Loans for
irrigation declined in 1999 to a little more than a third of 1990. Greenhouses,
which form the thrust for improved quality and competitive costs for export, have
limped from SP301 million to SP475 million in 1999. The share of these special
purpose loans declined from 20 percent of total loans to 12 percent in 1999,
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besides registering a fall in absolute terms from SP1 695 million to SP1 271
million.
Table 15.13 Loans for agriculture priority purposes (SP million)
Purpose
Irrigation

1990

1995

1996

1998

1999

1 329

1 292

1 076

531

513

Greenhouse

301

865

742

510

475

Machinery

65

423

414

368

283

Sub-total

1 695

2 580

2 232

1 409

1271

Total loans

8 607

15 440

15 060

12 599

10 222

Percentage

20

17

15

11

12

Funding of food related industries by IB increased from SP298 million in 1990 to
SP976 million in 1999, registering a growth of 3.3 times. The share of this sector
grew from 20 percent in 1990 to 39 percent in 1999 of the total lending by IB.
Syrian agriculture has responded well over the years to rapidly increasing
population, over 3 percent annually till the 1980s and close to that number
thereafter, by providing adequate supply of calories. Wheat production increased
from1.2 million tonnes in 1991 to 2.5 million tonnes in 1998, ignoring the steep
fall in 1999 because of acute drought conditions – an increase of 101 percent.
Similarly rain-fed wheat, barley, lentils and chickpeas, the principal food items,
registered increases over the same period of 46 percent, 67 percent (but in 1996
after which there has been a decline), 213 percent and 216 percent respectively,
presenting, on the whole a very good performance. Figures of loans classified by
crops2 show that 71 percent of the loans-in-kind went to wheat and 19 percent for
cotton. All other crops took up the remaining 10 percent of loans issued. This is
indicative of the narrow base of the formal rural credit system. This, together with
the trend of average loan size having increased by 32 percent in the last few years,
shows that formal credit has enormous potential for reaching out to other crops
and smaller farmers to increase overall productivity.
c)

About a future strategy

Issues relating to reform of rural finance institutional arrangements and policies
are more crucial than they seem, considering the strong potential impact they
could have on providing stimulus to development of small and medium
entrepreneurial activities, and opening immense possibilities for various avenues
of off-farm income generation. The new income opportunities have a salutary
moderating effect on the short run adverse impacts of structural changes
accompanying the reform process.
Substantial improvement in the farmers’ capacity to hold the produce is to be
promoted through micro-level institutions with stores and refinance facilities to
2

Table 128 of the Annual Agricultural Abstract 1999.
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advance monies against the grain deposited. Cold stores for fruits and vegetables
and packing houses for export are rightfully in the domain of the ACB. When it
has consolidated its position in the core area of production loans, it could look
into these and other areas for profitable lending. ACB should get out of retail
lending and move more into wholesaling of credit, operating through
cooperatives, private mini-banks and micro-finance groups in backward segments
which, by the nature of their location and size, could more easily develop and
maintain closer relationships with local communities and be able to operate at
lower costs, provide better service and enforce high recovery rate. ACB should, in
due course, become the rural bankers’ bank. Investments in technological
innovation, extension, creating market certainty and post harvest infrastructure are
important for increasing debt capacity among the farming community, as well as
for a sustainable growing rural financial system. Close guidance for
technologically weak farmers through effective extension, crop insurance or credit
guarantee and incentives for consistent good repayment record are needed.
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Acronyms and Glossary

List of acronyms
AA
ACB
AFTA
C&F
CAP
CBS
CeBS
cif
CMO
CN
CoBS
CPI
DAP
ESCWA
ER
EU
FAOSTAT
FDI
fob
FSU
FTA
GAO
GATT
GCB
GCM
GDP
GEC
GECPT
GEM
GESILOS
GEZA
GFC
GFTOCF
GFU
GLASOD
GOCGM
GOCTP
GOEDEB
GOFI
GOFV

Association Agreement (Ch. 2)
Agricultural Cooperative Bank (Ch. 1, Ch. 3, Ch. 14, Ch. 15)
Arab Free Trade Area (Ch. 2)
Cost and Freight (Ch. 14)
Common Agricultural Policy (Ch. 2)
Central Bureau of Statistics (Ch. 1, Ch. 10)
Central Bank of Syria (Ch. 1, Ch. 14)
cost-insurance-freight (Ch. 4, Ch. 5, Ch.9)
Cotton Marketing Organisation (Ch. 6)
Combined Nomenclature (Ch. 2)
Commercial Bank of Syria (Ch. 1, Ch. 14)
Consumer Price Index (Ch. 1)
Di-ammonium phosphate (Ch. 14)
United Nations Economic and Social Commission for Western Asia
Exchange rate (Ch. 4)
European Union (Ch. 1, Ch. 2, Ch. 3, Ch. 13)

Corporate Database for Substantive Statistical Data (Ch. 2)
Foreign Direct Investment (Ch. 2)
Free on board (Ch. 4, Ch. 9)
Former Soviet Union (Ch. 8)
Free Trade Area (Ch. 2)
Gross Agricultural Output (Ch. 1, Ch. 3)
General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (Ch. 1, Ch. 2, Ch. 3)
General Company for Baking (Ch. 6)
General Company for Mills (Ch. 6)
Gross Domestic Product (Ch. 2, Ch. 10)
General Establishment for Consumption (Ch. 6)
General Establishment for Cereal Processing and Trade (Ch. 6, Ch. 10)
General Establishment for Meat (Ch. 9)
General Establishment for Silos, Feed Mills and Seed Plants (Ch. 6)
same as GFTOCF
General Fertilizer Company (Ch. 14)
Foreign Trade Organization for Import of Chemicals and Foodstuffs (Ch. 3,
Ch. 6, Ch. 10, Ch. 14, Ch. 14)
General Farmers’ Union (Ch. 14)
Global Assessment of Human_Induced Soil Degradation (Ch. 5)
General Organization of Cotton Ginning and Marketing (Ch. 1, Ch. 10)
General Organization for Cereals Trade and Processing (Ch. 1)
General Organization for the Investment and Development of the Euphrates
Basin. (Ch. 11)
General Organization of Food Industries (Ch. 10)
General Organization for Fruits and Vegetables (Ch. 10)
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GOP
GOS
GOSM
GSSE
HACCP
HBS
IB
ICARDA
IDB
IMF
INEA
IOOC
ISMEA
ISO
MAAR
MCs
MEFT
MFN
MPS
MSIT
NA
NGR
NPC
NTB
O&M
OECD
PCB
PDF
POSF
PSE
PSF
PTA
PU
R&D
RCA
REB
ROO
SAC
SEBC
SP
TAFCO
TRQ
TSE
TSP
USDA
WTO

Acronyms and Glossary

General Organization for Poultry (Ch. 10)
General Organisation for Sugar (Ch. 6)
General Organization for Seed Multiplication (Ch. 14)
General Services Support Estimate (Ch. 3)
Hazard Analysis of Critical Control Points (Ch. 7)
Household Budget Survey (Ch. 1)
Industrial Bank (Ch. 14)
International Center for Agricultural Reasearch in the Dry Areas (Ch. 14)
Industrial Development Bank (Ch. 1)
International Monetary Fund (Ch. 1, Ch. 2)
Istituto Nazionale di Economia Agraria - Italy (Ch. 7)
International Olive Oil Council (Ch. 7)
Istituto di Servizi per il Mercato Agricolo Alimentare - Italy (Ch. 7)
International Organisation for Standardisation (Ch. 7)
Ministry of Agriculture and Agrarian Reform (Ch. 1, Ch. 6, Ch. 10, Ch. 12)
Mediterranean Countries (Ch. 2)
Ministry of Economy and Foreign Trade (Ch. 1, Ch. 10)
Most Favoured Nation (Ch. 2)
Market Price Support (Ch. 1)
Ministry of Supply and Internal Trade (Ch. 10)
National Accounts (Ch. 1)
National Guaranteed Quota (Ch. 7)
Nominal Protection Coefficients (Ch. 3)
Non-Tariff Barriers (Ch. 2)
Operation and Maintenance (Ch. 13)
Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (Ch. 3)
Popular Credit Bank (Ch. 1, Ch. 14)
Public Debt Fund (Ch. 1, Ch. 14)
Post Office Saving Fund (Ch. 1)
Producer Subsidy Estimates (Ch. 3)
Price Stabilisation Fund (Ch. 1, Ch. 2)
Preferential Traffic Active (Ch. 7)
Peasant Union (Ch. 12)
Research and Development (Ch. 10)
Revealed Comparative Advantage (Ch. 2)
Real Estate Bank (Ch. 1, Ch. 14)
Rules of Origin (Ch. 2)
Supreme Agricultural Council (Ch. 6, Ch. 10, Ch. 14)
Syrian-European Business Centre (Ch. 2, Ch. 7)
Syrian pound (Ch. 3)
same as GFTOCF
Tariff-Rate Quota (Ch. 2)
Total Support Estimate (Ch. 3)
Triple Superphosphate (Ch. 14)
United States Department of Agriculture (Ch. 3)
World Trade Organization (Ch. 1, Ch. 2, Ch. 3, Ch. 13)
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Glossary of special terms
Amiri land
Badia
Chawish
DAP

crown land (in ottoman times) (Ch. 12)
desert and semi-desert pastoral areas (Ch. 12)
labour contractor and organizer (Ch. 12)
(Di-ammonium phosphate) containing 18% nitrogen and 46% P2O5 (Ch.
14)
Decision
legal term analogous to a decree (Ch. 12)
Donum
land measure equal to 1/10 of a hectare (Ch. 10, Ch. 12)
Fellah
peasant (Ch. 12)
HACCP
(Hazard Analysis of Critical Control Points) System of procedures and
analyses to check any stage of the whole food process in a firm from inputs
acquirement to outputs stocking and selling, to avoid food healthy risks for
consumers. It is a tool linked to ISO concepts and methods (Ch. 7)
Hema
form of collective rights on grazing land in Al Badia (Ch. 5)
ISO
(International Organisation for Standardisation) Set of standards concerning
Quality Assurance systems. Standard refers to the organisational structure,
the procedures, processes and resources, to guarantee the management of
quality and the satisfaction of customers. (Ch. 7)
K
potassium (Ch. 14)
Laban
yoghourt (Ch. 10)
Labne
condensed yoghourt (Ch. 10)
Mantika
district, include a series of nahiyas (Ch. 12)
Mohafaza governorate/province, includes a number of mantikas (Ch. 10, Ch. 12)
Muraba’a
(quarter) system of labour payment in kind as a share of the crop (Ch. 12)
Murabaa
(quarter) sharecropper receiving a quarter share (old system) (Ch. 12)
Muthstatmir entrepreneur / investor in agriculture (Ch. 12)
N
(nitrogen) (Ch. 14)
Nahiya
basic administrative structure covering a group of villages (Ch. 12)
NGR
(National Guaranteed Quota) Community agricultural policy financial
stabilisers; public intervention guarantees only up to a maximum level of
production for each member country. Adjustment procedures are provided
for between one year’s production and the following one (Ch. 7)
P
phosphorus (Ch. 14)
PTA
(Preferential Traffic Active) Represents the possibility of EU enterprises to
import products exceeding the annual allowed quota but only for industrial
processing and to re-export to extra-EU world markets. EC Reg. 2913/92
defines it as “Inward Processing Traffic”. (Ch. 7)
SEBC
(Syrian-European Business Centre ) offices in Damascus and Aleppo - Syria
(Ch. 2, Ch. 7)
Tariffication conversion of non-tariff barriers into their tariff equivalents. In the Uruguay
Round, all agricultural NTBs were tariffed and bound. (Ch. 2)
TRQ
(Tariff-Rate Quota) a quota with lower tariff. Measure under which a good
is subject to a tariff, but a certain quantity - the "quota" - is admitted at a
lower, sometimes zero, tariff. TRQs are mainly applied to agricultural trade
and can be seasonal. (Ch. 2)
TSP
(Triple Superphosphate ) containng 46% P2O5 (Ch. 14)
Urea
fertilizer containing 46% nitrogen (Ch. 14)
Urf’
customary law (Ch. 12)
Wakf
religious endowment (Ch. 12)
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